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Chapter T 
TRANSMISSION - PART 2 

Section T1 
INTRODUCTION 

All left-hand drive Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow and 
Bentley T series motor cars are fitted with the Torque 
Converter Transmission. 

P- Late right-hand drive Rolls-Royce SiIver Shadow 
cn - and Bentley + series motor cars are fitted with the 
3 Torque Converter Transmission as follows: 
g 
W 

Car Serial Number SRA 4033 and onwards pro- 
4 d u d  for export. 
V) 

AI: right-hand drive from Car Serial Number 
SBH 4478 and SRH 4487 (except SRH 4488). 
The Torque Converter Transmission (see Fig. 

T1I7) is  a fully automatic unit, consisting primarily of 
,-- a threeelement hydraulic torque converter and a com- 

pound planetary gear train. On current cars t h m  
rnultip€edisc clutches, a sprag unit, two roller clutch 
units and two friction bands provide the elements 
which are required to obtain the desired functions of 
the gear train. 

Note On early cars the gear train consists of two 
sprag units and on intermediate cars a 
spsag unit and roller ciutch unit, in place 
of the current two roller dutch. units. 

\D The Torque Converter Transmission can be iden- 
tified by a name plate, fitted to the right-hand side of 

6 the transmission, toward the centre of the case. The 
serial number is prefixed by the letters RR and the 
year in numerals. 

Note O n  cars produced after 1972, destined for 
countries whahe full emission control sys- 
tems are required (i.e. U.S.A., Canada and 
Japan), the transmission prefix letters are 
changed from RR to RS. The reason for 
this change in the prefix lettering is that a 
different transmission modulator is fitted. 

The torque converter, clutches and rollers comect 
the engine to the,planetary gears with the aid of 
pressurised transmission fluid. Three forward gears 
and Reverse are provided. When necessary, the torque 
converter will supp4ernent the gears by multiplying 
engine torque. 

The torque converter is of welded steel construction 
and cannot be dismantled. The unit is made up of two 
vaned sections which face each other across a fluid 
filled housing. The pump half of the converter is con- 
nected to the engine and the turbine half is connected 
to the transrnissian. 

When the engine is running the converter pump 
rotates and throws Anid against the turbine, causing 
the turbine to rotate. The fluid then returns $0 the 
pump in a circular flow and continues this cycle 
as Iong as the engine is running. 

The converter also has a smaller vaned section, 
called a stator, which directs the fluid back to the 
pump through smaller openings at greater speed. The 
speeded-up fluid imparts additional Form to the 
engine driven converter pump, thus multiplying 
en~ ine  torque. 

A hydraulic system pressurised by ad internal- 
external gear type of pump provides the working 
pressure required to operate the friction dements and 
automatic wntroIs. 

The external control con9ections to the transmission 
are : 

An electric gearchange actuator and a system of 
rods and levers. The actuator responds to an electrical 
signal from a switch on the steering column, then 
moves the gearchange lever on the transmission to the 
required position. 
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FIG. T118 HEAT EXCHANGER SYSTEM 
(EARLY CARS) 

1 CooIant from heat exchanger to coolant pump 
2 Coolant from cylinder head to heat exchanger 
3 Heat exchanger 
C Transmission fluid to heat exchanger 
5 Transmission fluid from heat exchanger 

FIG. T119 HEAT EXCHANGER SYSTEM 
(LATER CARS) 

1 Transmission 
2 Transmission fluid to heat exchanger 
3 Transmission from heat exchanger 
4 Coolant radiator with heat exchanger in 

bottom tank 

Engine vacuum - to operate a vacuum modulator 
unit- 

12 volt electricaI signals - to operate electrim1 
detent solenoid. 

Gear or torque ratios of the transmission are as 
fol~ows : 

First - 2.5 : I gear ratio 
Second - L - 5  : I gear ratio 
Third - I -0 : I gear ratio 
Reverse - 2.0 : 1 gear ratio 

Each gear ratio can be multiplied by as much as two, 
depending upon the slip speed of the converter pump 
and turbine. 

A vacuum modulator is used to automatically sense 
engine torque input to the transmission. The vacuum 
modulator transmits this signal to the pressure regu- 
lator which controis main line pressure, so that all the 
torque requirements of the transmission are met and 
the correct gearchange spacing i s  obtained at all 
throttle openings. 
Eady cars the detent solenoid i s  activated by a 

micro-switch adjacent to the carburetters. When the 
engine throttle i s  opened sufficiently a micro-switch 
is closed by the throttle controls, the solenoid in the 
transmission is activated and a down-change will. 
occur at speeds below 70 m.p.h. (113 k.p.h.). At lower 
speeds a down-change will occur at smaller thmttle 
openings without the aid of the micro-switch or the 
solenoid. 

Current cars do not have the micro-switch situated 
adjacent to the carburetters, instead a micro-switch 
and plunger assembly are fitted to the toe board 
kneath the amlcrator pedal. Service instructions 
for this later assembly are given in Chapter U - 
Part 2. 
On early cars a transmission fluid heat exchanger is 

situated beneath the bell housing bottom cover, at 
the front of the transmission sump (see Fig. TT118). 
The transmission is cooled by directing fluid from the 
converter to the heat exchanger, the cooled Ruid then 
returns to the transmission to feed the lubricating 
system. 

Engine coolant i s  dirscted to and from the heat 
exchanger by connections either at the rear of 'A' bank 
cylinder head and the radiator bottom tank (early 
cars) or on the inlet side of the coolant pump and the 
outlet side of the thermostat elbow(intermediate cars). 

The fluid system incorporates an intake pipe and 
strainer assembly. An internal. by-gas permits 
increased flow during cold operation when the oiI is 
heavier. 
On mment cars the heat exchanger for the trans- 

mission fluid is situated in the bottom of the radiator 
matrix. 

The transmission quadrant has six selector positions 
which enable the driver to control the operation of the 
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transmission under varying driving conditions. The 
six selector positions appear on the quadrant in the 
following sequence, from left to right; 'P' - Park, 
'RS - Reverse, 'N' - Neutral, 'D' - Drive, 'I' - Inter- 
mediate and 'L' - Law. The engine can be started in 
the Park and Neutral positions only. 
'P' - Park position positively locks the output shaft 

to the transmission case by means of a locking pawl 
and prevents the car from rolling either backward or 
forward when parked on a steep incline. 
'R' - Reverse enabk the car to operate in a reverse 

direction. 
'W - Neutral enables the engine to be started and 

run without the c a  moving. 
'D' - Drive is used for all normal driving conditions 

and maximum economy. Drive range has t h e  gear 
ratios from starting to direct drive. Forced down- 
changes are available for safe and rapid overtaking, by 
fully depressing the accelerator pedal. 
'X' - Intermediate adds new performance for con- 

gested traffic conditions or hilly terrain. This range has 
the same starting ratio as  'D" but prevents the trans- 
mission from changing above second gear; accelera- 
tion is retained when extra performance is required. 

The engine can be used to assist braking in this 
Range. 
'L: - Low r k g e  permits operation at a lower gear 

ratio and should be used when maximum torque mul- 
tiplication is required or, when descending a steep 
gradient. When the selector lever is moved from Drive 
to Low at normal road speeds, the transmission will 
change to second gear and remain in second gear until 
the speed of the car is r e d u d  to the normal 2-1 
downchange speed. The transmission will then 
change down to first gear and remain in first gear 
aegardess of car speed or engine revolutions, until 
the selector lever is moved into either the Drive or the 
Intermediate position. 

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 
Pressure control 

The transmission is controlled automatically by a 
hydraulic system (see Kg. T120). Hydraulic pressure 
is suppIied by the transmission oil pump, which is 
engine driven 

Main line oil pressure is controlled by a pressure 
regulator valve train which is located in the pump and 
by the vacuum modulator which is connected to engine 
vacuum. 

The pressure regulator controls main line oil pres- 
sure automatically, in response to a pressure signal 
from a modulator valve, in such a manner, that the 
torque requirements of the transmission clutches are 
met and wrrect gearchange spacing is obtain& at all 

. throttle openings. 

;.( [L 

m MAIN LINE PRESSURE 

m INTAKE PRESSURE 

CONVERTER PRESSURE 

0 MODULATOR PRESSURE 

FIE. T12D PRESSURE CONTROL 
1 Transmission oil pump 
2 Pressure regulator valve train 

To control line pressure, a modulator pressure is 
used. This pressure varies in the same manner as 
torque input to the transmission. Since the torque 
input to the clutches is the product of engine torque 
and converter ratio, modulator pressure must corn- 
pensate for changes in either or both of these. 

To meet these requirements, modulator pressure is 
regulated by engine vacuum, whrch is an indicator of 
engine torque and carburetter throttle opening. It will 
decrease as the car speed increases to compensate for 
the changing converter torque ratio. 

Vacuum modulator assembly 
The engine vacuum signal is received by the vacuum 
modulator (see Fig. T1211, which comprises an 
evacuated metal bel1ows, a diaphragm and two 
springs. The assembly is so amanged that the bellows 
and external spring apply a force that acts on the 
modulator valve so that it increases modulator 
pressure. Engine vacuum and an internal spring 
oppose the bellows and external spring to control 
modulator pressure. 

To reduce the effect of altitude on change points, 
the effective area of the diaphragm is different than 
that of the bellows. Atmospheric pressure acts on the 
resulting' differential area to reduce modulator 
pressure. 
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m GOVERNOR PRESSURE 
/-- m MODULATOR PRESSURE 
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RG. T121 VACUUM MODULATOR ASSEMBLY 
I Diaphragm 
2 Aneroid bellows 
3 Exhaust 
4 Engine vacuum 

Governor assembly 
The speed of the car is signalled to the transmission 
by a governor (see Fig. Tl77) which is driven by the 
transmission output shaft. The governor is comprised 
basically of a valve body, a reguhtor valve and fly- 
weights. 

Centrifugal force causes the flyweights to act on the 
regulator valve. The valve then regulates a pressure 
signal which increases with road speed. 

Governor pressure acts on the moduIator valve to 
/-- cause modulator pressure to decrease as the speed of 

the car increases. 

Operation of valves and hydraulic Control 
units 

Line pressure regulator 
The f ne pressure regulator valve regulates Line pres- 
s w e  according to pump speed and engine torque. 

Manual valve 
The manual, valve establishes the range in which the 
transmission is to operate as selected by the driver 
through the se1ector switch and the gear change 
actuator. 

Governor assembly 
The governor assembly generates an oil pressure that 
is sensitive to the speed of the car and which increases 
as the car speed increases. 

Governor pressure is used to control. the change 
points and to regulate modulator pressure. 

Vacuum modulator valve 
The vacuum modulator vaive prondes mcrddator 
pressure which senses engine torque and car speed. It 
is used to vary the change points, according to throtik 
opening, by opposing governor oil on the shift valves 
and also to raise Zine pressure proportional. to engine 
torque. 

1-2 shift valve 
This valve controls the speeds at which the 1-2 and 
2-1 C~~II- OWU. 

1-2 regulator value 
T h e  1-2 regulator vahe regulates modulator pressure 
to a proportional pressure and tends to hold the 1-2 
shift valve in the down-change position. 

l -2 detent valve 
The 1-2 detent valve senses regulated modulator pres- 
sure which tends to hold the 1-2 shift vdve in the 
down-changed position and provides an area for 
detent pressure for 2-1 detent changes. 

2-3 shift valve 
This vdve controls the speeds at which the 2-3 and 
3-2 changes occur. 

2-3 modulator valve 
The 2-3 modulator valve is sensitive to modulator 
pressure and applies a variable force on the 2-3 shift 
valve which tends to hold the 2-3 shift valve in the 
down-changed position. 

3-2 valve 
The 3-2 valve prevents modulator pressure from 
acting on the shift vdves after the direct clutch has 
been applied. This atlows fairly heavy throttle opera- 
tion in third gear without effecting a down-change. 
In third gar, deteat pressure or modulator pressure 
above 87 1bIsq.in. (6,1 kg/sq.cm.) can be directed to 
the shift valves to provide the necessary force to effect 
the down-change. 

1-2 accumuiator valve 
The 1-2 accumulator valve is sensitive to modulator 
oil and redates drive oil to a proportionally smaller 
value. The pressure increases as modulator pressure 
increases and is used to control the engagement of the 
intermediate clutch. 

Detent valve 
The detent valve moves when line oil is exhausted from 
the end of the valve when the detent solenoid is 
energised. As a result, detent oil is directed to the 1-2 
and 2-3 modulator valves and allows the detent regu- 
lator valve to regulate. 
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Detent regulator valve 
When the detent valve rnovcs, the detent regulator is 
freed and allows drive oil to enter the detent passage 
at a regulated pressure of 70 Ih/sq.in. (4,9 kg/sq.crn.). 

C .- Detent oil will also flow into the modulator passages 
d +" .- which lead to the shift valves. Low oil moves the detent 
m regulator to  accept drive oil, aliov:ing drive oil to enter 
U 

6 the modulator and detent passages. 
E .* 
v - 
c .- 
d; Rear servo and accumulator assembly 

The rear servo applies the rear band for engine braking 
in Low range 1st. gear. [t also applies the rear band in 
Reverse to hold the reaciion carricr to provide t h e  
reverse gear ratio. 

During the 1-2 up-change in Drive and Inter- 
mediate ranges the servo acts as an accurnuIat~tor for 
the intermediate clutch oil to provide a smooth 
up-change. 

Front servo 
The front servo applies the front band to provide 

i;: engine braking in 2nd. gear in Low and Intermediate 
a, 

L ranges. It  is used also as  an accumulator for direct 
U 
P clutch oil during the application of the direct clutch 
5 and in conjunction with a series of check balls which 

control orifices. is part of the timing for the release of 
the direct clutch. 

To prevent the application of the front band in 
Neutral. Drive or Reverss ranges, oil is directed from 
the manuai valvc to the reiease side of the servo 
piston. 

In 'D' range, the servo release oil from the manual 
valve is used to charge the servo in preparation for the 
application of the direct clutch. 

Direct clutch oil is directed to ihe front servo 
accumulator piston where spring force, plus direct 
clutch pressure, stroke the piston up against the forcc 
of servo release oil. This lowers l h c  clutch apply 
pressure for a smooth cngagcrnent. 

The release of the direct clutch and the exhausting 
of the front servo accumulator 1s slowed down by 

r- 
3 three check balls and three orifices. This permits a 

6 smooth return of the drive load to the intermediate 
* roller clutch and also allows the cngine r.p.m. to 

increase during a dctent 3-2 down-change in prepa- 
ration for the lower gear ratio, which results in a 
smooth change and better acceleration. 

The positlon of the shift valves it) each rangc 
and gear, and the various oil passages which arc 
used are shown in  Figures T122 to T130. The 
opration of the valves when each grar i s  selected 1s 
dcscribed in the foltowing paragraphs. 

Chapter T 

Drive and Intermediate-First gear 
Power flaw 

Forward clutch - applied. Direct clutch - released. 
Intermediate clutch-released. Roller clutch-effective. 
Front band - released. Intermediate roller clutch - 
ineffective. Rcar band - released. 

With the selstor lever in either Drive or Inter- 
medrate range, the forward clutch is apphed. This 
delivers turbine torque to the mainshaft and turns the 
rear internal gear clockwise. (Converter torque ratio is 
approximately 2 : l at stall). 

Clockwise motion of the rear internal gear causes 
the  rear pinions to turn clockwise to drive the sun gear 
anti-clockwise. I n  turn, the sun gear drives t h e  front 
pinions clockwise, t hus  turning the front internal gear. 
output carricr, and output shaft clockwise in a reduc- 
tion ratio of approximately 2 - 5  : I ,  Reaction o f  the 
front pmioils against the front internal gear is taken by 
reaction carrier and roller clutch assembly to the 
transm~ssion case. (Approximate stall ratio - 5 : l). 

Oil flow 
When the selector lever is moved to either Drive or 
Intermediate position, the manual valvc is re- 
positioned to allow line pressure to eater the drive 
circuit. Drive oil then flows to the following (see Fag. 
T122) : 

Forward clutch 
1-2 Shift valve 
Govcrnor assembly 
1-2 Accumul;itor valve 
Detent regirlator valve 

Basic control 
Drive oil is directed to the forward clutch where it acts 
on two areas of the clutch piston t o  apply the forward 
clutch. The first, or inner area, is fed through an 
unrestricted passage. The outer arca is fed through an 
orifice to ensure a smooth change into Drive. 

Drivc oil at the governor assembly is regulated to a 
variable pressure. This pressure increases with car 
speed and acts against the ends of the 1-2 and 2-3 shift 
valves and a n  area on the modulator valve. 

Drivc oil is regulated also to another variable pres- 
sure at thc 1-2 accurnl~lator valve. This pressure i s  con- 
trolled by modulator oil and is directed to the rear 
servo. 1-2 accuriiulaLwr oil at the rear servo acts on 
the accomulator piston. 
In addition, to maintain the: lower pressure in the 

1-2 accumulator passage, the 1-2 acctlmuIator valve 
intcrmittentiy uncovers the t o w  oil passage and oil i s  
exhausted at the manual valve. 

Summary 
The converter is fiiled. The forward clutch is applied. 
The transmission is  in first gear. 
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MAIMLIME WBSURE m 
INTAKE PRESSURE m 
CONVERTER PRESSURE 

GOVERNOR PRESSURE 0 
MODULATOR PRESSURE D 
DETENT PRESSURE 0 
i -2  ACCUMULATOSI PRESSURE= 

FIG. 8827 INTERMEDIATE RANGE 2RJD GEAR 

. 1 Heat exchanger 5 Regulator plug 9 Pressure regulator 13 Modulator valve l 7  2-3 modulator valve 26 Oil strainer 
2 Front servo 8 1-2 cletent valve dd Boost valve 14 Detent valve 18 3-2 valve 22 Sump 

i 3 Rear servo 7 1-2 valve 1% Pump 15 Regulator valve 19 1-2 accumulator valve 
4 Governor assembly I Manual valve 82 Vacuum modr~lator 16 2-3 valve 20 Detent solenolcl 



MATNUME BS1ESSURE m 
lrdTAKE PRESSURE a 
CQNYERTER PRESSURE U 
QOVERMOR PRESSURE 

MdDULAfOR PRESSURE 0 
MTENT MESSME I3 
I -2 ACCUMULATOR PRESSPIRE= 

FIG. 1128 LOW RANGE-!SF GEAR 

1 Heat exchanger 5 Regulator plug 8 Pressclre regulator 13 Modulator valve 17 2-3 modulator valve 21 Oil strainer 
2 Front servo B 1-2 detenb valve 10 Boost valve 14 Detent valve 48 3-2 valve 22 Sump 
3 Rear servo 7 1-2 valve 11 Pump 95 Regulator valve 19 1-2 accumulator valve 
4 Governor assembly 8 Manual valve 42 Vacuum modulator 48 2-3 valve 20 Detent solenoid 
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MAINCIME PRESSURE m! 
INTAKE PRESSURE 

CONVERTER PRESSURE CI",'J 
GWERNOR PRESSURE 0 
M~DULATOR PRESSURE ]II 
DETENT PRESSURE 0 
I -2 ACCUMULATOR P A E S S W ~ E ~  

FIG. T13Q NEUTRAL-ENGINE RUNNING 

1 Heat exchanger 5 Regulator plug 8 Pressure regulator f 3  Modulator valve l 7  2-3 modulator valve 21 Oil strainer 
2 Front serva 8 1-2 detent valve 10 Boost valve 14 Detent valve 18 3-2 valve 22 Sump 
3 Rear sew* 7 f -2 valve tf Pump 15 Regulator valve 19 1-2 enccumulator valve 

rra 4 Governot assembly 8 Manual valve 12 Vacuum madulator 11 2 3  valve 29 Detent solenoid 
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Drive-Second gear 
Power flow 

Forward clutch - applied. Direct clutch - released. 
Intermediate clutch - applied. Roller clutch - in- 
effective. Front band - released. Intermediate roller 
clutch - effective. Rear band - released. 
In second gear the intermediate clutch is applied to 

allow the intermediate roller dutch to hold the sun 
gear against anti-clockwise rotation. Turbine torque 
through the forward clutch is then applied clockwise 
through the mainshaft to the rear internal gear. 

Clockw~se rotation of the rear internal gear turns the 
rear pinions clockwise against the stationary sun gear. 
T h i s  causes the output carrier and output shaft to turn 
clockwise in a reduction ratio of approximately 
1 . 5 :  1 .  

Note Further reduction is possible at low speeds, 
due to the torque multiplication provided 
by the converter. 

Oil fhw 
As the car speed and the governor pressure increases, 
the force of governor oil acting on the 1-2 shift valve 
will overcome the force of regulated modulator oil 

i= pressure. This allows the 1-2 shift valve to open, per- 
m, 
" mitting drive oil to enter the intermediate clutch 
3 passage. 
E - Intermediate clutch oit from the 1-2 shift valve is 

directed to the following (see Fig. TE23): 
Intermediate clutch 
Rear servo 
Front servo and accumulator pistons 
2-3 Shift valve 

Basic contraF 
Intermediate clutch oil from the 1-2 shift valve seats 
a oneway check ball. and flows through an orifice to 
the intermediate clutch piston to appjy the inter- 
mediate dutch. At the same time, intermediate clutch 
oil moves the accumulator piston against the 1-2 
accumulator oil and accumulator spring to maintain 
lower pressure in the clutch during a 1-2 shift for a 
smooth clutch application. Intermediate clutch oil 
seats a second oneway check baIl and flows to the 

rD front servo and accurnulator pistons. Intermediate E dutch oil is  also directed to a land of the 2-3 shift 
valve. 

Intermediate clutch - applied. Roller clutch - in- 
effective. Front band - released. Intermediate roller 
clutch - ineffective. R :ar band - released. 
In direct drive, cngim torque is transmitted from the 

converter, through the forward clutch to the main- 
shaft and rear internal par. Because the direct clutch 
i s  applied, equal power is aIso transmitted to the sun 
gear shaft and the sun gear. Since both sun gear and 
internal gears are now urning at the same speed, the 
planetary gear set is essc ntiaIly locked and turns as one 
unit in direct drive or a ratio of 1 : 1. 

Oi l  flew 
As car speed and goven lor pressure increase, the force 
of governor oil acting o r the 2-3 shift valve overcomes 
the force of 2-3 shift villve spring and modulator oil. 
This allows the 2-3 shift valve to move, €ceding inter- 
mediate clutch oil to the direct dutch passage. 

Direct clutch oil front the 3-3 shift valve i s  directed 
to the following (see Fi:. TI24): 

Direct clutch 
Front accumulator p.ston 
3-2 Valve 

Basj c comtro t 
Direct dutch oil from I he 2-3 shift valve flows past a 
one-way check valve t) the inner area of the direct 
clutch piston to app y the direct clutch. Sirnut- 
tansousty, direct clutcl~ oil is fed to the front accu- 
mulator piston. Presslre of the direct clutch oiE, 
combined with the accumulator spring, moves the 
accumulator and servo pistons agains~ sew0 oil. This 
acts as an accumulatt r for a smooth direct clutch 
application. 

Direct clutch oil is a pp1ied also to the 3-2 valve to 
move the valve against modulator pressure. This cuts 
off modulator oil to tha: 1-2 regulator and 2-3 modu- 
Iator valves and alIows the transmission to utilize the 
torque multiplying ch~racteristics of the converter 
during medium throhle operation without down- 
changing. 

The forward, intermediate and direct clutches are 
applied. The transmissia )n is in third gear (direct drive). 

Pafl throttle down-change 
Polnrer flaw * 

Summary Forward clutch - applied. Direct clutch - released in 
second. Direct clutch - applied in third. Intermediate 

The forward and intermediate clutches are applied. - applid. clutch - F ronl 
The transmission i s  in second gear. 

band - released. Interriediate roller clutch - effective 

Drive-Third gear in second. Intermediat~ roIler clutch - ineffective in 
third. Rear band - relewed. 

Power flow In second gear, the ildermediate clutch is applied to 
Forward clutch - applied. Direct clutch - applied. aIIow the intermediate roIler clutch to hold the sun 
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gear against anticlockwise rotation. Turbine torque 
through the forward c l ~ t c h  is then applied cIockwise 
through the mainshaft to the rear internat gear. 
Clockwise rotation of the rear internal gear turns 

the rear pinions clockwise against the stationary sun 
gear. This causes the output carrier and output shaft 
to turn clockwise in a reduction ratio of approximately 
1 . 5  : 1 .  

Oil flow 
A part throttle 3-2 down~hange can be accomplished 
below approximately 33 m.p.h. (53 k.p.h.1 by depws- 
ing the accelerator far enough to raise modulator 
pressure ta approximately 87 lbisq-in. (6,l kg/sq.crn.). 
Modulator pressure and the 3-2 valve spring will move 
the 3-2 valve against direct clutch oil and allow 
modulator oil to act on the 2-3 modulator valve. This 
moves the 2-3 valve train against governor oil and 
changes the transmission to second gear (see 
Figg. T125). 

Detemt down-change - 

Power flow 
Forward clutch -- applied, Direct dutch - released in 

second. Direct clutch - applied in third. Intermediate 
clutch - applied. Roller clutch - ineflective. Front 
band - released- Intermediate roller clutch - effective 
in second. Intermediate roller clutch - ineffective in 
third. Rear band - released. 
In second gear, the intermediate dutch is applied to 

allow the intermediate roller clutch to hold the sun 
gear against anti-clockwise rotation. Turbine torque 
through the forward clutch is then applied clockwise 
through the mainshaft to the rear internal gear. 

Clockwise rotation of the rear internal gear turns 
the rear pinions clockwise against the stationary sun 
gear. This causes the output carrier and output shaft 
to iturn clockwise in a reduction ratio of approximately 
3.5 : 1. 

Modulator passage 
1-2 Regulator valve 
2-3 Modulator valve 
3-2 Valve 
1-2 Primary accumulator valve 
Vacuum modulator valve 
Detent oil in the modulator passage and at the 2-3 

modulator valve will close the 2-3 shift valve, changing 
the transmission to second gear. 

A detent 2-1 down-change can also be accomplished 
bciow approximately 20 m.p.h. (32 k.p.h.) because 
detent oil i s  directed to the 1-2 regulator valve. This 
allows detent oil to act on the 1-2 regulator, and 1-2 
detent vahe to close the 1-2 shift valve, changing the 
transmission to first gear. 

Detent oil is directed also to the modulator valve to 
prevent modulator pressure from regulating betow --7 

70 1bJsq.in. (4,9 kglsq-cm.) at high speeds or at high 
altitudes. 

Intermediate-Second gear 
Power flow 

Forward clutch - applied. D~rect clutch - released. 
Tntermediate clutch - applied. Roller clutch - ineffec- 
tive. Front band- applied. Intermediate roller clutch - 
effective. Rear band - released. 

In second gear, the intermediate clutch is applied to 
allow the intermediate roller clutch to hold the sun 
gear against anti-clockwise rot ation. Turbine torque 
through the forward clutch is now applied clock\vise 
through the mainshaft to the rear internal gear. 

Clockwise rotation of the rear internal gear turns 
the rear pinions cIockwise against the stationary sun 
gear. This causes the output carrier and output shaft 
to turn clockwise in a reduction ratio of approximately 
1.5 : I. 7 

In second gear, engine braking i s  provided by the 
front band as it holds the sun gear fixed. Without the 
band applied, the sun gear would overrun the inter- 
mediate roller clutch. 

Oil flow Oil flow 
While operating at speeds M o w  approximately 70 
m.p.h. (113 k.p.h.) a forced or detent 3-2 down- 
change is pomible. The down-change is effected by 
depressing the accelerator pedal so that the kick-down 
button i s  depressed and the kickdown switch 
actuates the detent solenoid. The detent solenoid 
opens an orifice that allows Line oil. a t  the d e b t  vahe 
to be exhausted, thus permitting the detent regulator 
valve to operate. Line oil acting on the detent valve 
and solenoid k supplied by a small orifice. 

Drive oil on the detent regulator valve is then regu- 
lated to a pressure of approximately 70 Ib/sq.in. (4,9 
kg/sq.cm.) and called detent oil. &tent oil is then 
routed to the following (see Fig, T1.26): 

When the selector lever is in Intermediate range, 
intermediate oil. from the manual valve is directed to 
the following: (see Fig. T127). 

h s s n r e  hoost valve 
2-3 Shift valve 
Intermediate oil at the boost valve will increase line 

pressure to 150 1blsq.in. (I0,S kg/sq.cm.). This 
increased intermediate oil pressure at the 2-3 shift 
valve will close the 2-3 shift valve, regardless of car 
speed. 

For engine braking the front band is applied by 
exhausting servo oil at the manual valve. This allows 
intermediate dutch oil, acting on the servo piston, to 
move the piston and apply the front band. Once the r1 



transmission is in second gear - Intermediate range, j t  
cannot change to third gear regardless of car speed. 

Summary 

ir: 
The forward and intermediate cIutches and front band 
are applied. The transmission is in second gear - .- 

& Intermediate range. 
cc- 
E o Low range-First: gear 
C .- 
W 

Power flow 
9 Forward ciutch - applied. Direct ciutch - released. .- 
k Intermediate dutch - released. Roller clutch - eEec- 

tive. Front band - released. Intermediate roller clutch- 
ineffective. Rear band - applied. 

With the selector lever in Low range, the forward 
clutch is applied. This tlelivers turbine torque to the 
mainshaft and turns the rear intemai gear clockwise. 
(Converter torque ratio i s  approxjmateIy 2 - 0  : I 
a t  stalI). 

Clockwise motion of the rear internal gear causes 
the rear pinions to turn clockwise to drive the sun gear 
anti-clockwise. In turn, rhe sun gear drives the frsnt 
pinions clockwise, thus turning the front internal gear, 
output wrrier and output shaft clockwise in a reduc- 
tion ratio of approximately 2.5 : I, The reaction ofthe 

A 
front pinions against thc front internal gear i s  taken 

C 

2 by the reaction carrier and roller clutch assembly to 

g the transmission case. (Total stall ratio i s  approxi- 

S rnately 5 : 1). 
W Downhill or overrun braking is  provided In Low 

range by applying the rear h o d  ss this prevenfs the 
reaction carrier from overrunning the roller clutch. 

Oil flow 
Maximum downhill braking can be attained at speeds 
below 40 m.p.h. (64 k.p-h.1 with the selector lever in 
Low position as this dirtxts Low oil from the manual 
valve to the following: (see fig. T128). 

Rear servo 
1-2 Accumulator valve 
Detent regulator valve 
1-2 Shift valve 

Basic control 
Low oil Aows past a bail check to the apply side of the 
rear servo piston and to the 1-2. accumulator valve to 
raise the 1-3 accumulator oil to line pressure for a 

W smooth band application. 
l. 
-zr m Low oil acts on the detent regulator valve. Corn- 

b i n d  with the detent spring, Low oil holds the detent 
valve against line oil acting on the detent valve, 
causing drive oil to flow through the detent regulator 
valve into the detent and modulator passages. Modu- 
lator and detent oil at Iine pressure acting on the 1-2 
regulator and 1-2 detent valve ovwcomes governor oif 
and Low oil on the 1-2 sl l i f t  valve at any vehicle speed 

below approximately 40 m.p.h. (64 k.p.h.) and the 
transmission will change to  first gear. 

In first gear - Low range, the transmission cannot 
upchange to second gear regardless of car or engine 
speed. 

Summary 
The forward clutch and rear band are applied. The 
transmission i s  in first gear - Low range. 

Reverse 
Power Row 

Forward clutch - released. Direct c1utch - applied. 
'Intermediate clutch - released. Roller clutch - ineffec- 
tive. Front band - released. Intermediate roller dutch- 
ineffective. Rear band - applied. 

In Reverse, the direct ciutch is applied to direct 
turbine torque to the sun gear shaft and sun gear. The 
rear band is also applied, holding the reaction carrier. 

Clockwise torque to the sun gear causes the front 
pinions and front internal gear to turn antilockwise 
in reduction. The front internal gear is connected 
directly to the output shaft, thus providing the reverse 
output gear ratio approximately 2 : 1. The revme 
torque mu2tiplicatioa. at stall (converter and gear 
ratios) i s  approximately 4 : I .  

Oil flew 
When the selector lever is moved to the Reverse posi- 
tion, the manual valve i s  repositioned to allow oil at 
line pressure to enter the reverse circuit. Reverse oil 
then flows to the fcrlIowing (see Rg. T129): 

Direct clutch 
2-3 Sl-riFt valve 
Rear servo piston 
Pressure boost valve 

Basic control 
Reverse oil from the manual valve flows to the large 
area of the direct clutch piston and to the 2-3 sbift 
valve. From the 2-3 shift valve, it enters the direct 
clutch passage and is directed to the s d l  area of the 
direct clutch piston to apply the direct clutch. 

Reverse oil Aows to the rear serve and acts on the 
servo piston to apply the rear band. Revase oil acts 
also on the pressure boost valve to boost line pressure. 

Summary 
The direct clutch and the rear band are applied. The 
transmission is in Reverse. 

Park or Neutral-Engine running 
Bower flow 

Forward clutch - released. Direct dutch - released. 
Intermediate clutch - released. Roller clutch - ineffsc- 
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tive. Front band - r e I 4 .  Intermediate roller ctutch- 
ineffective. Rear band - relead.  
In Neutral or Park no bands or clutches are applied, 

thesefore no power is transmitted. 

Oil flow 
menever the engine is running at idle with the 
selector lever in 'P' or 'W, oil from the pump is 
directed to the following (see Fig. T130): 

Pressure regulator valve Manual valve 
Torque converter Detent valve 
011 cooler Detent solenoid 
Oil coaler by-pass valve Vacuum modulator vdve 
Lubrication system Front WO (Neutrrml only) 
Stator vdve Stator solenoid and valve 
(early cars only) (early wrs only) 

Cooling and lubrication 
Oil flows fm the pump to the pressure regulator 
valve which regulates pump pressure. When the pump 
output exceeds the demand of fine pressure, oil from 
the pressure regulator is directad to the converter 
feed passage to W the conv-. Oil f r m  the wn- 
v&er i s  directed to the transmission heat exchanger 
by-pass valve. Oil from the heat exchanger i s  directed 
to the transmission lubrication system. 

The heat exchanger by-pass valve permits oil to be 
fed directly from the converter to the lubrication cir- 
cuits if the heat exchanger becomes restricted. 

Note O n  early cars fitted with a stator vdve and 
solenoid, when the pump output exceeds 
the demand of line pressure, oil from the 
pressure regulator is directed to the tram- 
mission heat exchanger by-pass valve. Oil 
from the heat exchanger is directed to the 
transmission lubrication system. 

Line pressure acts on the following: 
Manual valve 
Went valve 
Detent salenoid 
Modulator valve 
Stator valve (early cars only) 
Statm solenoid (early cars only) --7 

Line p r e s m  at the modulator valve is regulated to 
a pressure called modulator oil, which acts on the 
pressure boost valve, 1-2 accumulator and primary 
valves, and p m  through the detent valve and the 
3-2 valve to the 1-2 and 2-3 d v e  trains. 

Summary 
The forque converter is filled, (early -stator 
blades are at high an@) and all clutches and bands 
are released. Tbc transmission is in Neutral. 
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Section T2 
SERVICING 

Careful and regular maintenance of the Transmission Fluid mommendations - i s  necessary to ensure maximum reliability; the follow- 
ing table gives the recommended servicing periods. Whenever fluid is added, use only a Dexm fluid. 

For a complete fist of the D e x m  lubricants currently 
L. 

B SERHCIMG PERIODS approved for use in this transmission refer to chapter 

It is absolutely essential that great attention be 
paid to cleanliness whenever the interior of the transr 
mission is exposed and when work i s  being carried out 

t- 

3 on a parhcular unit belonging to the transmission. The 
6 smallest particle of dirt in the oil may interfere with 

the correct operation of the valves, pa~ticularly in the 
control valve unit. 

Fluid level-To check 
Car attitude and fluid temperatere are particuIady 
important when checking the fluid level on a Torque 
Converter Transmission. Careful attention to the 
following procedures is necessary in order to deter- 

P mine the actual fluid level. 

D of this Workshop Manual T,S.D. 2476 or the 
latest Service BulIetin. 

Transmission dipstick and filler tube 
The transmission dipstick and filler tube are situated 
on the right-hand side of the engine and are easily 
accessibIe when the bnnet is raised (see Fig. TT131), 

To check and add fluid 
The level of the transmission fluid shouId be checked 
at every engine oil change. The full 'MAX' and low 
'MIN' marks on the dipstick are approximately 3 Pint 
(Imp.), 1 pint (U.S.), 0,45 litre apart and should be 
used to determine the correct fluid level at the normal 
operating temperature of 76+7"C., (170°F.). Careful 
attention LO transmission fluid temperature i s  neces- 
wry because the correct fluid level at low operating 
temperatures will be below the 'MIN' mark on the 
dipstick (see Fig. T131), and the correct fluid level at 
higher operating temperatures will rise above the 
' M A Y  mark. Fluid Ievel must always be checked 
when the car is on an even, level surface and with the 
engine running to ensure that the converter i s  full. To 
determine the correct fluid level p r d  as follows. 

1. Run the car on the road for approximately 20 
miles. This will ensure that the transmission has 
reached normal operating temperature. 
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2. Position the car on a level surface and Wrdy 
apply the handbrake. 

3. AHow the engine to idk slowly, move the gear 
range selector lever through each range, return to the 
Park position and immediately chwk the fluid level. 

4. With the engine running, add fluid as required to 
bring it to the correct level (see Fig. TI31). 

Note Do not overfill. 

FIG. T131 CHECKIMG THE OIL LEVEL 
I Minimum and Maximum oil level marks 
2 Transmission oil dipstick 

FIG. T132 1 RANSMISSION SUMP 
t Transmission sump 
2 Fluid inlet from transmission 
3 Fluid heat exchanger 
4 Fluid outlet to transmission 
5 Fluid drain point 
6 Dipstick filler tube 

To drain the sump and renew the intake 
pipe and strainer assembly 

I .  Position the car on a ramp or over an inspection 
pit. 
2. Place a clean container, minimum capacity 5 

pints (Imp.) 6 pints (U.S.) 2,8 litres under the sleeve 
nut which secures the filler tube to the side of the 
sump. 
3. SIacken the clips which secure the filler tube. 

Slacken the sleeve nut at the base of the tube and allow 
the fluid to drain into the container. 
4. Remove the dipstick and filler tube from the 

sump. 
Early Ctus Only 

5. Unscrew the two unions securing the trans- 
mission fluid inlet and outlet pipes to the heat ex- 
changer (see Fig. TJSZ), withdraw the pipes and 
collect any fluid in a container. Remove the four 
setscrews (two at each end) securing the heat ex- 
changer to the bell housing bottom cover. Lower the 
heat exchanger on the flexible codant pipes to gain 
access to the two Forward sump retaining setscrews. 

Note It should not he necessary to rekase the 
flexible coolant ~ i p e s .  

All Cars 
6. Remove the thirteen setscrews securing the 

sump. 
7- Remove the sump; discard the gasket. 
8. Drain the remainder of the fluid from the sump. 
9. Examine the residue of the sump for signs of 

wear in the transmission then wash the sump in clean 
paraffin (kerosene). Thoroughly dry the sump with 
clean compressed air. 
10. Remove the intake pipe and strainer; discard the 
'0' ring. - \ 
11. Fit a new 'Q' ring into the intake pipe bore in the 
transmission case then fit the new intake pipe and 
strainer. Fit the strainer retaining bolt. 

Important There i s  more than one combination of 
strainer and sump fitted to the Torque 
Converter Tmmsmissioa. If an in- 
correct combination is fitted, a 
transmission failure will result. 

12. Fit the sump, using a new gasket. Torque tighten 
the setscrews (refer to Chapter P of this Workshop 
Manual T.S.D. 2476). 
13. Fit the oil frller tube, positioning the dips before 
tightening the sleeve nut. 
14. Add 8 pints (Imp.) 98 pints (U.S.) 4,5 litra of 
fresh clean transmission fluid through the filler tube. 

Note When draining the sump and not renewing 
the intake pipe and strainer, add only 5 pints 
(Imp.) 6 pints (U.S.) 2,s litres of fluid. 

15. Run the engine at a fast idle for approximately 
90 seconds with the selector lever in 'P' position. 

*- 
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16. Reduce the engine speed to slow idle, move the 
gear range selector lever through each range, return 
to  the Park position. Immediately, check the fluid 
level with the engine running and the car on level 
surface. This should be i~pproximate1y 0.0625in. ( l  ,S9 
mm.) below the 'MIW mark when the transmission 
i s  cold 20°C. (6B°F.), 

Caution Do not overfill as foaming may occur 
when the fluid warms up. If the fluid level 
is too low, mpecially when cold, complete 
loss of drive may result after quick stops. 
Extremely low fluid levels will result in 
damage to the transmission, 

17. Finally check that the transmission fluid level is 
correct (see To check and add luid - operations 
1-4 incIusive). 

To fill a dry transmission unit 
The fluid capacity of a Torque Converter Trans- 
mission, including the torque converter, is approxi- 
mately 18ij pints (Imp.) 22t  pints (U.S.) 10,6 litres, but 
the correct level i s  determined by the marks on the 
dipstick rather than by the quantity of Auid added. It 
is important that the correct level be maintained. 
When the transmission has been overhauled and a 
complete fill  is required, including the torque con- 
verter, proceed as follows. 

1. Pour approximately 119 pints (Imp.) 14 pints 
(U.S.) 6,5 Litres through the filler tube. 
2. Run the engine at a fast idle f i r  approximately 
90 seconds with the selector lever in 'P' position. 

3. Reduce the engine speed to slow idle, move the 
gear range selector lever through each range, return 
to the Park position. Immediately, check the fluid 
level with the engine running and the car on level 
surface. This should be approximately 0-062511. (1,59 
mm.) below thc 'MIN' mark when the transmission is 
cold 20°C. (6S°F.). 

The transmission sump should be drained every 
12 800 miles (20 000 km.) or 12 months, whichever 
occurs first. Fresh Auid should be added to maintain 
the correct level on the dipstick (se~  Fig. F B I ) .  

The Ruid intake system incorporates an intake pipe 
and strainer assembly. This assembly should be 
renewed after the first 24000 miles (#M30 km,) or two 
years, whichever uccurs first. In the event of a major 
failure in the transmission, the strainer must be 
renewed. 

Important There i s  more than me combination of 
strainer rmnd sump fitted to the T q o e  
Converter Transmission. I f  an In- 
correct combination is fitted, ol 

transmGon faijure will result. 

To check for leaks 
Whenever the transmission has been dismantled, corn- 
pletely or partially, the following procedure must be 
observed to minimise the possibility O F  Auid leakage. 

I. Always fit new gaskets and '0' ring seals. 
2. Use a small amount of petroleum jeIly to hold a 
gasket in position during assembly. 
3. D o  not use a sealing compound (e.g. Wellseal) 

with a gasket. 
4. Ensure that the composition cork and paper 

gaskets are not wrinkled or creasd when fitted. 
Ensure that gaskets have not shrunk or stretched 
during storage. 
5. Ensure that square-sectioned '0' rings are 

correctly fitted and are not twisted. 
6. Ensure that all mating faces are dean and free 

from burrs and damage. 
7. Torque tighten bolts, setscrews etc., to the torque 

figures given in Chapter P of this Workshop Manual 
T.S.D. 2476. 

Possible leakage points 
When examining the transmission for leaks, determine 
whether the fluid originates from the transmission or 
the engine. The original factory fill fluid in the trans- 
mission is formulated with a red anilin~e dye to assist in 
locating the source of leakage. If the colour of the dye 
cannot be detected in the transmission fluid, add a red 
aniline dye preparation to the fluid. Red dye appearing 
in the leaking Ruid will positively identify the source 
of the leak. 

If the fluid is known to be leaking from the trans- 
mission, examine the foliowing areas. 

front and 
It will be necessary to remove the be11 housing bottom 
cover and the lower front cover plate in order to 
examine .the transmission for Ieakage at the front end. 

To correct a leak at the front end,  he transmission 
will have to be removed from the car. 

1. If the pump oiI seal is suspected of leaking fluid, 
ensure that the seal has b e  correctly fitted and is not 
damaged. 

When fitting a new seal  (see Section T19) ensure 
that the seal bore in the case is clean and that the 
seal garter spring is fitted. Examine the finish on the 
converter neck and the bearing surf= in the pump 
body. 
2. Examine the pmnp sqnar~ectioned '(P' ring and 

the gasket for damage, renew if necessary. 
3. Ensure that the rabber coated washers on the 

pump securing setscrews are correctly fitted and are 
not damaged. 
4. Examine the torque mwerter Ibr leakage (see 

Section TIO). 
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Rear extensinn 
I .  Examine for damage the rear exteasion Iip-type 

seal. 
2. Examine the finish on the sliding coupling. 
3. Ensure that the s q m i o a e d  'U' ring at the 

front of the rear extension has been correctly fitted and 
is not damaged. 
Note On later transmissions, the '0' ring i s  

superseded by a gasket, fitted between the 
joint faces. 

4. Check the secaring setscrews for correct torque 
tightness. 

5. Examine the housing for cracks or porosity. 

Transmission case 
1. Examine the speedometer drive '0' ring and 

liptype sed. Ensure that the securing setscrew is 
torque tightened. 
2. Examine the governor cover gasket. Ensure that 

the setscrews are torque tightened. 
3. Examine for damage the detent and statar 

{if fitted) connector '0' ring 
4. Examine for damage the parking pawl shaft 

' 0 9  n'ng. 
5. Examine for damage the manual shaft '0' ring. 
6. Examine for damage the vacuam modulator 

ring. Ensure that the retaining setscrew is torque 
tightened. 
7. Examine the vacuum modulator for possible 

damage to the diaphragm. 
Note If the transmission is found to be con- 

sistently low on fluid, check the modulator 
to make certain that there i s  no split in the 
diaphragm. Apply suction to the vacuum 
tube and check for leaks. A split diaphragm 
would allow transmission Auid to be drawn 
into the engine induction manifold and 
vacuum line. This condition can usuaIly 
be detected because the exhaust will be 
excessively smokey due to the transmission 
fluid king added to the combustion mix- 
ture. 

8. Examine the sump gasket. Check the torque 
tightness of the securing setscrews. 
9. Check the torque tightness of the main line 
P- hPPW P m -  
10. Examine the breather pipe for damage. 
11. Ensure that the transmission has not been 
ovedlled. 
12. Check for coolant in the transmission fluid. 
13. Examine the case for cracks or porosity. 
14. Ensure that the pump to w e  gasket is not in- 
correctly positioned. 
15. Ensure that foreign material is not between the 
pump and case, or between the pump cmer and body. 

16. Ensure that the breather hoIe in the pump corer 
is not obstructed. 
17. Ensure that the '0' ring on the filter assembly i s  
not cut. 

Heat exchanger connections 
Ensure that the heat exchanger transmission Plnia 
pipes are correctly fitted and sire not damaged. Ensure 
that the nuts are tight. 

Dipstick and filler tube 
Examine the flared end of the dipstick and filler tube 
for cracks or damage. Examine the sphdd seat in 
the sump. Ensure that the sleeve nnt is tightened 
suficientIy to nip the tube securely to the sump. 

Internal leaks 
-. 

It will be necessary to remove the sump in order to 
determine the source of internal leaks. 
l.  Check the governor pipes for security and 

damage. 
2. Examine the rear servo cover gasket for damage. 
Ensure that the quare-sectimed '0' ring i s  Wed 
correctly and is not damaged. Torque tighten the cover 
securing setscrews. 
3. Examine the control vdwe allit assembly and oil 

guide plate gaskets. Check the torque tightness of the 
unit securing setscrews. 
4. Exarnige the solenoid gaskets for damage. Check 

the torque tightness of the solenoid securing set- 
screws. 

5. Examine the intake p i p  '0' ring Tor damage. 
6. Check that the case ~alve body mounting face is 

not distorted. 

Control joints-TO lubricate 7 

During initial assembly, the clevis pins in tbe manual 
control linkage are lubricated with Rocol MTS 1000 
mse and should be similarly treated whenever they 
are removed. 
The emergency (Get-You-Home) lever (fitted to 

early cars) pivots on an Oilite bush and should not 
require lubrication. 

When a car is  being serviced, the opportunity should 
be taken to check the controls for correct operation 
and ta lubricate all the control joints with a few d r o p  
of light oil. 

Manual shaft-To lubricate 
As part of the normal controls maintenance pro- 
cedure, it is recommended that the manual shaft be 
lubricated with a few drops of oil at the point where it 
enters the transmission w e .  

If a mama1 shaft shield i s  fitted, the shaft should not 
require lubrication. 

--1 
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Before road testing the car to check the functioning of 
the transmission, carry out the following checks. 

I.  Check the fluid level and top-up, if necessary. 
2. Ensure that the engine and transmission are at 

n o d  operating temperature 76.7"C (170°F.). 
3. Ensure that the gearchange actuator is operating 
satisfactorily. 
4. Check the manual linkage and adjust, if neces- 

sary (see Sectwn TS). 
5. Check the operation of the detent switch and 

adjust, if necessary (see Secrion T17). 
6. If the oil pressure i s  to be checked, fit a gauge. 

The car can then be road tested, using all the selector 
ranges. Note when any operating faults ~ a u r .  Check 
the gearchange pattern as follows. 

Gearchange pattern check 
Drive range 

1. Wect 'D' range, then accelerate the car from 
standstill. 
2. A 1-2 and a 2-3 up-change should occur at all 

throttle openings. 
Note The change points wiU vary according to 

throttle opening. 
3. As the speed of the car decreases to a stop, the 
3-2 and the 2-1 down-changes should occur. 

Intermediate range 
2. Select 'I' range. 
2. Accelerate the car from standstill. 
3. A 1-2 upxhange should occur at ali throttle 

openings, 

Section T3 
TESTING 

4. A 2-3 up-change cannot be obtained in this 
Range. 
5. The 1-2 up-cbange point will v : ~  according to 

throttle opening. 
6. As the speed of the car decreases to a stop, the 

2-1 down-change should oocur. 

Low range 
1. Select 'L' range. 
2 Na upchange should occur in this Range, 

regardless of throttle opening. 

2nd. gear overrrwn braking 
1. Select 'D* range. 
2. When a speed of approximately 35 m.p.h. 

(56 kp,h.) has been m ~ ~ h e d ,  move the selector lever 
to the 'I' range position. 
3. The transmission should change down to 2nd. 

gear* 
4. An increase in the speed of the engine as well as 
an engine braking eflect should be ohemd. 
5. Line pressure should change horn 70 llsq.in, 

(4,9 kglsq.cm.) to approximately 150 1bIsq.i~. (10,5 
kg/sq.cn.}. 

1st. gmar--downhill or overrun cmgime 
braking 

1. Select 'l' range. 
2. When the speed of the car is approximately 
M m.p.h. (48 k.p.h.) - not exceeding 40 m.p.h. (64 
k.p.h.) - and at constant throttle, move the selector to 
'L' range, 
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3. An increase in engine r.p.rn. and a braking effect 
should be noticed as the down-change occurs. 

O i l  pressure-To check 
Before attempting t o  check oil pressure or  ta road test 
the car, atways ensure that the level of fluid in the 
transmission i s  correct (see Scrrion T2 - Servicing). 

The pressure can be checked with the transmission 
in the car by using an oil pressure gauge coupled to the 
main line tapping in the left-hand side of the trans- 
mision case. 
1. Clean any dirt from around the line pressure 

plug: remove the plug. 
2. Fit adapter RH 7814 into the main line tapping; 

tighten the adapter. 
3. Screw a pressure gauge, 0 Ib/sq.in. to 300 

Ib/sq.in. (0 kglsq-cm. to 21,1 kgjsq.cm.) onto the 
adapter then position the gauge so that it can be seen 
from the driver's seat. This can be achieved by re- 
moving the carpet from the driver's side then re- 
moving the rubber plug from the side of the trans- 
mission tunnel. Run the gauge pipe through the hole 
then couple it to the adapter (see Fig. T13.3). Ensure 
that the gaug  pipe does not interfere with the gear- 
change linkage. 
4. Connect a tachometer to the engine; this will 

enable the gear change points to be positively 
identified. 

5. Drive the car until the transmissian has reached 
normal operatrng temperature 76.7"C. (1 70°F.). 

FIG. T133 CHECKlMG THE OIL PRESSURE 

1 Oil pressure gauge 
2 Gauge pipe 
3 Pipe adapter (RH 7914) 
4 Rubber cover 

6. Check the fluid level and correct. if necessary. 
The folIowing checks may be carried out during 

road test. 

Engine idle pressure check 
1. Select 'D' range then drive the car at approxi- 

mateIy 30 m.p.h. (48 k.p.h.1 with the throttle eased 
back. The line pressure s h o ~ l d  be 70 lb/sq.in. (4,9 
kg/sq.crn.). 
2. Select 'l" range then drive the car to obtain a 

steady road load, speed 25 n.p.h. (40 k.p.h.). Line 
pressure should be 150 lb/sq.in. plus or minus 
5 1blsq.in. (10,5 kg/sq.cm. plus or minus 0,35 
kgjsq.crn.). 

Full tkraatle pressure check -\ 

1. Jack up the rear of the car and suitably position 
blocks so that the rear wheeIs are dear of the ground, 
2. Disconnect the vacuum 'line at the induction 

manifold. 
3. Blank off the orifice in the manifold. 
4. RUC the engine at a fast idle (700 r.p.m. to 

1 000 r.p.rn.1 in Neutral. The oil pressure should be 
145 1blsq.i~. (10,2 kg/sq.cm.). 
5. Repeat the procedure in Reverse. Reverse 

pressure should be 150 Ib/sq.in. plus or minus 5 
Ib/sq. in. (1 0,5 kg/sq.cm. plus c c  minus 0,35 kg/sq.crn.). 
6. Connect the vacuum pipe. 

Towing 
Cars which are fitted with the Torque Converter 
Transmission cannot be started by pushing the car. 

If the engine cannot be star.ed by the starter motor, - -. 
the car should be towed t o  thz nearest service station. 

I f  the transmission, propeller shaft, final drive unit 
and driveshafts are serviceable, the car may be towed, 
in Neutral (NI at speeds of up to 35 m.p.h. (56 k.p.h.1 
for distances of up to 50 miles (S0 kilometres). 

When higher towing speed::, or extended mileage is 
necessary, ~t is recommended that the propeller shaft 
be disconnected or the rear wheels raised clear of the 
road. 

Before towing, check the fluid level in the trans- 
mission. The leveI must be Jave the 'MAX' mark on 
the dipstick when the engine is not d n g .  The car 
must always be towed with the transmission in 
Neutral. 

If jt is necessary to raise eifher the front or the rear 
part of the car when towing, the wheels should be 
raised so that they just clear the ground. When towing 
with the rear wheels raised, secure the steering wheel 
with the front road wheels in the 'straight ahead' 
position. -> 
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Accurate diagnosis of transmission problems begins 
with a thorough understanding of normal transmission 
operation. In particular, knowing which units are 
involved in the various s@s and gears is essential so 
that the specif c unit or fluid flow path can be isolated - and investigated further. 

k 
%. 

T h e  following diagnosis table lists the various diag- 
B nosis operations in the sequence in which they are to 

be performed. - 
E 

~1 Following the chart will, in most cases, correct the 
condition without having.to remove the transmission 
from the car. 

The instructions must be followed in exact sequence 

Section T4 
FAULT DIAGNOSIS 

as any deviation will result in incon& diagnosis. 
The following sequence of tests may help to simplify 

the diagnosis of defects and should be performed frrst. 
1.  Check Auid level. 
2. Warm up engine and transmission. 
3. Check manual controls. 
4. Check detent switch. 
5. Road test car. 
Note If possible, test the car with the Customer 

as a passenger. It is possible that the con- 
dition which the Customer requires correct- 
ing is a normal function of the transmission, 
thus, unnecessary work can be avoided. 

SYMPTOM I POSSIBLE CAUSE ACTION I-- I- -I 
f No drive in Drive mnge. 

2 Ca) NodriveinReversemnge. 
(6) Slips in Rwerse range, 

1 Insufficient fluid in transmission. 
2 Car battery flat - actuator in- 

operative. 
3 Manual link- 

5 (a) h line oil pressure. 

(b) NNwm line, oiI pressure. 
6 Pump assembly. 

7 Forward clutch. 

8 Roller clutch (late cars) 
Sprag clutch (early cars) - - 

1 Insufficient fluid in transmission. 
2 Actuator inoperative. 

3 Manual linkage. 

4 Incorrect line oil pressure. 

I Top-up as d e s c r i k l  on Page T163. 
2 Fit new fully charged battery. Also 

check thamal cut-out in Fusebox. 
3 C h ~ k  and adjusl the manual linkage 

aq described on Page T183. 
4 With brakes applied, check Iine oil 

pressure (see Fig. T133). 
5 (a) Check items as listad under 

'Low line pres9~1-e-PageT177'. 
(b) Check items $8 inctuxive. 

6 Check forward clutch feed sassaa 
for restriction. 

7 Check items as listed under 'Burned 
forward clutch - Page T178'. 

8 Check clutch assembly for damage - - 1  
1 Topup as described on Pagc T163. 
2 W Check uperatton d actuator as 

described in Section 77. 
Check charge condition of 
battery. 

3 Check and adjust the manual linkage 
as descrihl on Page T183. 

4 With brakes amlied. check line ait 
l I 1 pressure (see ~ g .  71'333. 1 
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SYMPTOM l POSSIBLE CAUSE ACTION l 
2 (a) No driveinRewsseran$e. 

(b) Slips in Reverse range 
-continued, 

4 (a) Will not hid h Psrk. 

@) Will not relem= fmm 
r n k .  

6 CwtroI valve assemb%y. 

S (a) line oil pressurn. 

(b) b ) l  line oil prwsurc. 

7 Rear semo and accumulator. 

5 {a) Check items as Iisted under 
'Law line oil pressure - Rage 
TI77'. 

(b) Check items 6-11 inclusive. 

g Forward clutch. 

9 D i  dutch. 

16 Rear band. 

11 Ckntrc support. 

1 Manual linkage. 

2 Internal IinWe. 

3 Pump assembly. 

4 Forward clutch. 

6 (a) Check valve body gaskets are 
not damaged or incorrectly 
fitted. 

fb) b ) k  2-3 valve train is not 
sticking open [this condition 
will also cause a 1-3 up-change 
in Drive range). 

7 (a) Check for damaged rear piston 
seal. 

(b) Check for short band apply pin 
(thrs cotldition may aIso cause 
no overrun braking or slipping 
in overrun braking - Low 
rangel. 

(c) Checkrearservo pistonand bore. 
8 Check clutch unit will release [if unit 

does not release this will also cause 
drive in Neutral). 

9 Check items listed under 'Burned 
direct clutch - Page T178'. 

10 Chxk the band for burned or loose 
linings, damaged anchor or apply 
pins, broken band. 

I I  Ckmk to ensure oil -1 rings or 
grooves are not damaged or worn. 

1 Check and adjust manual linkage as 
dcscrilaed on P a s  T183. I 

2 (a) Manual valve rlisconnmted or 
broken end. 

@) Inside detent lever pin brokv. 
3 Transm~ss~on flu~d pressure leakmg 

into fonvard clutch apply passage. 
4 (a) Check items listed under 

'Burned forward clutch - Page 
T178'. 

@) Incorrect assembly of forward 
clutch. 

1 Manual linkage. 

2 Internal linkage. 

2 Rear WO. 

3 Rearband. 

1 Check and adjust manual linkage 
as d d b e d  on Page T183. 

2 (a) Check parking brake lever. 
(b) Check actuator assembIy ( c W  

the chamfer on the actuator 
slewc rod). 

(C) Parking pawl broken, chamfer 
omitted. 

(d) Parking pawl return spring 
broken, missing or incorretly 
hooked. 

1 (a) Law - Reverse check balI mis- 
positioned- or missing. 

(b) Transmiss~on case damaged in 
area surrounding Low - 
Reverse check ball. 

2 (a) Check servo for damaged oil 
seat ring, ring bore or piston. 

(b) Rear band apply pin short. 
(c) Incorrect assembly of pans. 

3 (a) Broken or burned (check for 
cause). 

(b) Check assembly engages wrrm- 
tly pm. on anchor pins andior sent0 

6 No .engine braking L Inter- 
d & e  Range - M. gesr. 

1 Front WO and xcum1~Iatm. 

2 Front &d. 

1 (a) Check for leaking or broken 
oil seal ring. 

@) Chezk for -re+ bores. 
(cl Check for sticklng servo piston. 

2 (a) Check to ensure front band IS 
not burned or broken. 

(b) Check to ensure front band is 
 gaging corrdy w artchar 
pm andlor serva pm. 
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8 hhytramisstim 
Note Befom chacking trans- 

mlss~on, ensure that 
noise is not from on Page T163. 
coolant pump alter- ( i i )  R b c t e d  or incorrect 
nator, air conditioning 
unit, power steering, 

(vii Coolant in  mission 

(iui Drive gear i n c o ~ ~ y  
assembled. 

2 First. km& and Reverse. 

spcct needls and sur- 
faces For pitting and 

3 Duriag acctleratI00 any $car. 

(b) C k k  engine mounts are not 
loose or broken. 

4 Ss& at low vehicle weeds. 
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I SYMPTOM POSSIBLE CAUSE ACTION -C- ---.-- . - 
l 

l0 (a) No 1-2 llpehange 
(b) -yen lapchange- 

9 1st and 2nd only (lla 2 3  
W-) - continued 

3 (a) Normat up-change txxurs. 

2 Direct dutch. 

3 Incorrect vacuum 

I fnsufficient Ruid in transmission. 
2 Transmission case electrical plug. 

(b) No upchange occurs. 

2 Check items listed under 'Burned 
direct clutch - Page T 178'. 

3 Check items listed under 'lnoormt 
vacuurn at modulator -- Page T177'. 

--p 

1 Top-up as described on Page T163. 
2 Disconnect electrical plug and road 

test car. 

4 (a) Pressure 60 m 90 lb/sq.in. (4,2 to 
6,3 kg/sq.cm.) see test 3tb). 

4 (b) m u r e  90 to 1% Ib/sq.in. ( 6 3  
to 16,5 kdsq.m.) see test 3(b). 

5 {a) Pressure 55 to70 1bIsq.in. (3,8 to 
4,9 kg/sq.cm.) see test 4(b). 

, (b) Pressure 70 to 160 Ib/sq.in. (4,9 
to I 1.2 kg/sq-cm.) see test qb). 

1 6 Intermediate clutch. 

1 Fnsufkient fluid in transmission. 

3 (a) (i) Check for short circuit, 
CO- detent switch and 
wlrtng. 

(ii) Check for solenoid click. 

(b) Check line pressure at l ODO 
r.p.m. in Drive range. 

4 (a) Control valve ammbly. 
(i) Check for sticking 2-3 

shift valve train (valves 
should fan under their 
own weigh@). 

(ii) Check for damaged or 
incorrectly fitted gaskets 
between control valve 
unit, oil guide plate and 
case. 

4 (b) Check line pressure at 1 00 
1.p.m. in Neutral. 

5 (a) (i) Check detent system. 
(ii) Check solenoid for 

operation and damage. 
(iii) Check 'line - to - detent' 

orifice in spacer plate. 

(iv) Check detent valve train. 

(b) ( i )  Check for vacuum leaks 
or no vacuum as des- 
cribed on Page T177. 

(ii) Check vacuum modu- 
lator for leaking dia- 
phragm or bent neck see 
Page T1W. 

(iii) Check vacuum modu- 
lator valve is free to 
operate. 

(iv) Check transmission case 
for damage or porosity 
at modulator valve. 

6 Ensure intermediate clutch seals are 
sealing correctly (if transmission is 
dismantled for complaint of 'no a d  
gear* or 'transmission changes 1-3', 
always fit new inner and outer dutch 
piston seals). -- A 

1 Topup Ruid as dmcribed on Page 
T163. 

3 Vacuum line and compunrcnts. 3 (i) Chwk vacuurn as des- 
cribed on Page T177. 

(ii) Check vacuum modu- 
lator for leaking dia- I 
phragm or bent neck see 
Page T179. 

(ili) Check vacuum modu- 
lator valve is free to 

l I operate. 
(iv) Check 'feel' of up-chans. I 

4 Check line pressure in 'Drive' at 
1 000 r.p.m. 

/ 5 (a) High lincpmure. / 5 (a) Check causes of high line p- 
sure (m Page TI 76). 
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I F Raagh 1-2 lpdimge 5 (b) Nomal fine pressure. 5 (b) [ i )  Remove control valve 
- continuedd assembly and soieooid. 

f+ A restricted in trans- 
m1 won case. 

(iv) Check for correct num- 
ber and location of check 
balls [see Fig. 7716). 

6 Intermediate clutch. 6 (i) Check intermediate 
dutch, if 'burnt' check 
cause (see Page T178). 

(ii)  Check correct number 
and type of plates. 

12 Slippflag 1-2 mp-dmnge. 1 Insufficient fluid in transmission. 

2 Ckzk condition of engine. 

3 Vacuum line and components. 3 Check vacuum system for response 
at modulator. Oik pressure should 
vary and sespond rapidly to quick 
changes in throttle openings. 

4 (a) Poet. response at rndulator. 4 {a) (i) Check vacuum fmd, in- 
cluding orburetter far 
restriction. 

(ii) Check modulator assern- 
bty (see Page T179). 

(b) Nonaal response at modulator. (b) Check line pressure in 'Drive' at 

5 (a) Low line oil pressure. 
sure (see Page T177). 

Ib) Normnl line oil pressure. (b) (i) Check control valve 
asernbly bolt torque. 

(ii) Remove control valve 

(iii) Chcck spacer plate for 
blocked orifice. 

(iv) Check for damaged rear 
servo plston or oil seal 

Ivi) Check 1-2 accumulator 
vaIve system. Check front 
accumulator piston and 

torque and support for 
looseness. 

6 Intermediate clutch. 6 Air check intermediate clutch for 
leakage at seals. 

7 (a) Ex& ieakage. 7 (a) Remove and inspect inter- 
mediate clutch and centre 
support -check case to support 
face. If plates are 'burnt' c k c k  
cause (we P u p  T178). 

(b) Nmat  leakage. (b) Check intermediate clutch for 
w r m  comwneats, correct 
?umber of release springs or 
cocked' release spfing. Check 

I Iosuficient fluid in transmtssion. 

2 Check condition of engine. 
3 CheEk line pressure. 

4 6) Hi line oi! pressure. 
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SYMPTOM 
1 POSSIBLE CAUSE 

1 
13 ~ w g b  2-3 upchange 

- continued. I 4 (bj N m l  Iine oil prtmure- 

14 Slipping 2-3 up-. 1 lnsuffkimt fluid in transmission. 

2 Check fondition of engine. 

3 Check line oil pressure. 

4 (a) Low line oil pressure. 

(b) No& line oil pmsure. 

5 Fmt  semo. 

6 Direct clutch. 

--- 
l Deteat system (full throttle) r n i w  

2 Incorrect modulator vacuum. 

3 I ~ n r r e c t l i m e p n  

ACT TON 1 
4 (b) Remove control valve assembly. 

i Check front accumu- 
lator for sticking piston, 
arso for brokcn or mrse 
ing spring. 

(ii) Check control valve 
assembly for drilling to 
accumulator. 

Chmk direct clutch for leakage 
to oute~ area of clutch piston 
(leak could be at oentre piston 
seal - 2nd ring on centre 
supp0n:l. 
Damaged centre support. 

1 Top-up fluid as described on Page 
TOO, 

2 Tunc engine. 

3 With brak~i applied chmk line oil 
pressure in mive at 1 000 r.p.m. 

4 (a) Chack cause of Low line oil 
pressurn (see P a p  Tl77). 

(b) Remow: control valve assembly. 
(i) Check spaoer plate for 

damage, blmked direct 
clutch fed orifice or 
mispositioned gasket. 

(ii)  Check for damaged or 
Icaking oil passages. 

(iii) Check for sticking val-ves. 

5 (a) 01sck for broken or missing 
front servo spring. 

(b) Check for leak at servo pin. 

6 (a) (i) Air check d i m  clutch 
for excessive leak. 

(ii) Remove transmission, 
inspect for case to centre 
support leak. 

(iii) #mkeo or undersize oil 
nngs. 

(iv) Damaged or Illissing pis- 
ton seals. 

(b) Remove transmission and in- 
spect d~rect dutch for c o r m  
number and type of dutch 
plates. 

1 Disconnec* the GreenlWhite wire 
from connection on side of trans- 
mission. Tat upchanges. 
(a) If up-changes occur, problem 

rs m mxro-switch or wirmg. 
(b) IF Fault persists continue ta 

Operation 2. 

2 Connect gauge to lower end of 
vacuum modulator pipe. C3wr.k for 
normal vacuum. 
(a) I f  vacuum is low w not @nm2nt, 

cbeck Tor leaks and ratricttons. 
(b) If fault persists continue to 

Operat~on 3. 

3 Connect gauge to transmission and 
check 'Line pressure' in 'Drive' range 
with engine speed of 1 000 r.p.m. 
Normal pressure is between 65 
Ib/sq.in. and 75 lb/sq.in. (4,57 
kg/sq.cm. and 5,27 kg/sq.crn. 
Note Normal Linc pressure in 

'Drive' range with car 
stationary should vary from 
approx. 65 fb/Sq.h. (437 
kg(5q.m.) at idle speed to 
150 1bjsq.h. (10,55 kg/sq.an.) 

full throttle. G e  pressure 
Increases as engme vacuum 
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15 W W i l p r f P n g e .  
(b) No a- 
- continued. 

+ 

4 Line pressure 95 IbJsq-in. to 110 
Ib/sq.in. (6,68 kg/sq.cm. to 7,73 
kgisq.m-1- 

ACTlOM SYMPTOM 

5 Line pressure 135 Ibfsq-in. to 150 
lb/sq.in. (9,49 kg/sq.cm. to 1035 
kg/sq.crn.}- 

I I 

POSSIHLE CAUSE 

6 Normal Ljne pressure 65 Ib1sq.h. to 
75 ~blsq.in. (4,57 Wsqcm. to 5.27 
kgtsqxlm.). 

7 wtmt system. 

4 Check complete d e h t  system. 

5 With good vacuum at moduktor 
check. 
(a) Madufator valve. 
(b) Pressure regulator components. 

6 Remove governol- assembly; check 
for freedom of operation and p m  
serme of dirt. Clean if necessaxy. 
Check bleed orifice in centre of 
governor vaIve is not blocked. 

7 {a) Detent soknoid or dds 
fective. 

(b) Solenpid feed orjfxe blocked. 
T h i s  1s the 0-034 m. (0,86 mm.) 
dia. hole in the valve body spltcer 
plate, nearest to the detent 
solenoid. (An incorrectly fitted 
gaskel could block the hole). 

{c) Detent vatve spacer pin either 
short or missing. The pin should 
be 1-221 in. to 1-215 in. (31,Ol 
mm. to 3486 mm.) In length. 

(d) Detm valve bore plug pushed 
too far and tilted. The plug 
should b seated against the 
retainir* pin. 

te) Decent vaEve bore plug under- 
size or eccentric, -using an 
excPsskw leak at the detent valve. 

1 (a) Carry out converter leak dmk 
(see Pwe T229 - T q s e  Can- 
w t e r  - To Lfuk test). 

(b) Fit new converter i f  unit is leak- I 
I l ing. 

2 Damaged or worn fonvwtes hub. 2 (a) Closely impat converter hub 
for wear and -ring that can I 
damap seat  

(4) Repair converter hub with 
crocus cloth if practical, or fit I 

I new components. 

1 Converzer/PJex-plate out of balance. 

2 Converter balance weight. 

3 Crankshaft pilot. 

1 (a) IsoIate cause of vibration. 
(b) Change position of cormrkr 

on flex-piate 12P" at a time to 
cancel out enginelconverter out 
of balance condition. 

2 (a) Check converter for loss of 
balance weight. 

(b) Change converter if balance 
weight is lost. 

3 (a) Check to ensure converter to 
crankshaft pilot is not broken. 

@) Change wnverter if pilot is 
broken. 

18 Toque Converter Noisy or 

(MM m v & r  noise accurs 
under light throttle in 'Drive' 
wrth brakeg applied). 

1 LoosE flex-plate to ronwrter bolts. 

2 Cracked flex-plate. 

3 Itetns listed under Operation 17 - 
Torque Converter Vibrations. 

4 Internal damaw to converter. 

1 (a) C h d  flex-plate and converter 1 
for darnage, 

(b) If no damage i apparwt, tighten 
boIts. 

(c) If damage is apparent replace 
mmponents. 

2 (a) Check for cracked flex-plate 
(engine to mse dowel plus miss- 

ing can result in cracked Rex- 
plate). 
Replace damaged components. 

3 Items lists under Operation 17 - 
Torque Canverter Vibrations. 

4 (a) Chcck thrust roller bearing. 
thrust races and mlier clutch far 
damage. 
(i) I l w r t  mlln h a r i n g  and I 

thrust can be 
checked by viewing them 
when Imking into the 
converter neck or fezling 
through the opening to - 
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High line pressure 
If either the idle or full throttle prmure checks is 
high, the cause may be as follows. 

SYMPTOM 

18 T q e  Converter Noisg w 
Slips - cmitnued. 

E. Vacnnm leak 
a Full leak (vacuum line disconnected). 
b Partial leak in Iine from engine modulator. 4. 
c Incorrect engine vacuum. 
d Leak in w ~ u u m  operated accessories. 

POSSIBLE CAUSE ACTION 
--p- -- 

make sure they are not 
cracked, broken or in- 
correctly positioned (see 
f ir.  T171). 
Fit a new converter if 
damage is apparent. 

iii) Roller clutch function 
be checked by placing 

a finger into the m- 
verter neck a d ,  with side 
pressure agarnst the 
spl~ne, turn the stator 
race. The race should 
turn fairly free in a clock- 
wise direction and not 
turn in an anticlockwise 
direct~on. 
Flt a new converter if 
damage is apparent. 

5 Excessive Torque Converter end 5 (a) Chack Torque Converter end 
c l a c e .  cleararrce (see Page TZZSt 

(b) Fit a new m v e r t e r  if end 
clemante is excessive. 

6 Converter Fluid. 6 (a} Check colour OF fluid, if this 
appears as 'aluminium paint' 
converter is internally damaged. 

Ib) Check anti-freeze has not con- 
taminated converter fluid. 

{c) Fit new converter. 
Node Do not change the converter if r 

failure in some olhw part of trans- 
mission has resultd in camvertcr 
containing dark discoloured fluid. 
The full fiow filkrs used in thc 
rransmission will remove all harm- 
ful residence from failures (other 
than converter or pump falures). 
before ail is pumped into conver- Correct transmission problem, 
ter. Full flow filter fitted to this change fluid and filter. 
transmido~ from late 1967. 

2. Dirmagd Modulator 
a Sticking valve. 
b Water in modulator. 
c Incorrect operation of modulator 

(See Page T231 - Seciion TII) .  

c Detent solenoid stuck open. 
d Detent feed orifice in spacer plate Mocked. 
e Detent solenoid loose. 
f Detent valve bore pIug damaged. 
g Detent regulator valve pin short. 

pnlnp 
a Pressure regulator andlor boost valve stuck. 
b Incorrect pressure regulator spring. 
c Excessive number of pressure regulator valve 

spacers. 
d Faulty pump casting. 
e Pressure boost valve installed incorrectly or 

otherwise defective. 
f Aluminium bore plug defective. 
g Pressure boost bush defective. 

3. DetenlSystem 
a Detent switch actuated (plunger sticking) or 5. 

shortd. 
b Detent wiring shorted. 

Contml valve assembig 
a Spacer plate-t o-case gasket incorrectly fitted. 
b Incorrect plate-to-case gasket. 
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Low line pressure 
Jf either the idle or full throttle pressure checks is low, 
the cause may be as follows. 

fi .- l .  Transmission oil level low. 
m .- a 
W 2. Modulator assembly (see Pig- TIT8). 
3 
6 
C 

h- 

3. Bker 

2 U a Blocked or restricted. 
a .- b '0' ring on intake pipe omitted or damaged. 
i: 

4. Split or Iealring intake pipe 

5. Incorrect fater assembly 

Pump 
a Pressure regulator or boast vaIve sticking. 
b Gear clearance, damaged or worn (pump will 

become damaged if the drive gear is installed 
the wrong way or if the converter pilot d o s  
not enter the crankshaft freely). 

c Pressure regulator spring weak. 
d Insuficient spacers in pressure regulator. 
e Pump to case gasket incorrectly positioned. 
f Defective pump body andjor cover. 

h k s  in tbe internal Eircait 
a Forward clutch leak (pressure normal in 

Neutral. atnd Reverse - pressure low in 
Drive). 

(i) Check pump rings. 
(ii) Check forward clutch seals. 

b Direct clutch Ieak (pressure normal in 
Neutral), Low, Intermediate and Drive - 
pressure low in Reverse). 

(i) Check centre support oil seal rings. 
(ii) Check direct clutch outer seal. For 

damage. 
(iii) Check rear servo and front ~ u m u -  

latar pistons and rings for damage or 
missing. 

Case assembly 
a Porosity in intake bore area. 
b Check case for intermediate clutch plug leak 

or blown out. 
c Low - Reverse check bdl incorrectly 

positioned or missing (this condition will 
cause no Reverse and no overrun braking 
in Low range). 

Note When checking item 3 - Filter it should 
be noted that there is no approved 
method for either checking or cleaning 
the filter. i f  the performance of the filter 
is suspect a new filter must be fitted. 

Improper vacuum at  modulator 
1. Engine 

a Requires tune-up. 
b Loose vacuum fittings. 
c Vacuum operated accessory leak. 

2. Vacuam line to modulator 
a Leak. 
b Loose fitting. 
c Restricted orifice, or incorrect orifice size. 
d Carbon build-up at modulator vacuum fitting. 
e Pinched line. 
f Grease or varnish material in pipe (no or 

delayed upchange - cold). 

Oil leaks 
I. Transmission oil sump leaks 

a Securing bolts not correctly torque tightened. 
b Improperly installed or damaged sump 

gasket. 
c Oil sump gasket mounting face not flat. 

2. Case exteasion leak 
a Securing bolts not c o r r d  y torque tightened. 
b Rear seat assembly damaged or incorrectly 

installed. 
c Gasket [extension to case) damaged or 

incorr&Iy installed. 
d Porous casting. 
e Output shaft '0' ring damaged. 

3. Case leak 
a Filler p i p  '0' ring damaged or missing; 

mispositioned filler pipe bracket to engine 
'loading' oae side of the '0' ring. 

b Modulator assembly '0' ring damagsd or 
incorrectly instdIed. 

c Connector 'Q' ring damaged or incorrectIy 
installed. 

d Governor cover, gasket and bolts damaged 
or loose; case face leak. 

e Damaged or porosity. Leak at speedometer 
driven gear housing or seal. Leak at speedo- 
meter hole plug. 

f Manual shaft seal damaged or incorrectIy 
installed. 

g Line pressure tap plug stripped. 
h Vent pipe (refer to &em 5). 
i Porous case or crack at pressure plug boss. 

4. Frontend leak 
a Front seal damaged (check converter neck 

For nicks, &C., also for pump bushing rnoved 
forward), garter spring missing. 



b Pump securing bolts and seaIs damaged; 
bolts missing or loose. 

c Converter (Ieak in weld). 
d Pump '0' ring seat damaged (Also check 

pump oil ring groove and case bore). 
e Porous casting (pump or case). 
F Pump drain back hole not open. 

5. Oil writes out vent pipe 
a Transmission over-filled. 
b Water in oil. 
c Filter '0' ring damaged or incorrectly 

assembled causing oil to foam. 
d Foreign rnateriat between pump and case or 

between pump cover and body. 
e Case porous, pump face incorrectly 

machined. 
f Pump porous. 
g Pump to case gasket rnispositioned. 
h Pump breather hole blocked or missing. 
i Hole in intake pipe. 

6. Modulator AssembIg 
a Diaphragm defective. 

Control ualve assembly-Governor line 
pressore check 

1, Install line pressure gauge. 
2. Disconnect vacuum lineto modulator. 
3. With car on hoist (rear wheels off ground), 

foot off brake, in Drive, check line pressure at 
l 000 r.p.m, 

4. Slowly inaease engine revolutions to 3 000 
r.p.rn. and determine if a line drop occurs of 
7 Ibfsq. in. (0,49 &/sq. cm.) or more. 

5. If pressure drop occurs, dismantle, dean and 
inspect control valve assembly. 

6. If no pressure drop occurs: 
a Inspect governor. 

(i) Sticking valve. 
(ii) Weight freeness. 
(iii) Restricted or%& in governor valve, 

b Governor feed system. 
(i) Check screen in governor feed pipe hole 

in case asserllbly. 
(ti) Check fot restrictions in governor pipe. 

l. Forward clutch 
a Check ball in clutch housing fur damage, 

sticking or missing. 
b Clutch piston crackcd, seals damaged or 

missing. 
c Low line pressure. 
d Manual valve rnispositioned. 
e Restricted oil feed to forward clutch. (Clutch 

housing to inner and outer areas not 
drilled, restricted or porosity in pump). 

f Pump cover oil sed rings missing, broken or 
undersize; ring groove oversize. 

g Case valve body face not flat or porosity 
between channds. 

h Manual valve bent and centre land not 
ground properly. 

2. Intermediate clutch 
a Rear accumulator piston oil ring, damaged or 

missing. 
b 1-2 accumulator valve sticking in control 

valve assembly. 
c Intermediate clutch piston seals damaged or 

missing. 
d Centre support bolt loose. 
e Low line pressure. 
f Intermediate clutch plug in case missing. 
g Case valve body face not flat or porosity 

between channels. 
h Manual valve bent and centre land not 

ground properly. 

3. Direct clntch 
a Restricted orifice in vacuum line to modu- 

lator (poor vacuum response). 
b Check ball in direct clutch piston damaged, 

sticking or missing. 
c Defective moduIator bellows. 
d Centre support bolt l o w  (Bolt may be tight 

in support but not holding support tight to 
case). 

e Centre support oil rings or grooves damaged 
or missing. 

f Clutch piston seals damaged or missing. 
g Front and rear sewo pistons and seals 

damaged. 
h Manual valve bent m d  centre hnd not 

cleaned up. 
i Case valve body face not flat or porosity 

Burned clutch plates between channels. 
j Intermediate roller clutch installed back- 

Note Burned clutch plates can be caused by wards. 
incorrect usage of dutch plates. Also, k 3-2 valve, 3-2 spring or 3-2 spacer pin 
anti-freeze in transmission fluid can installed in wrong location in 3-2 valve bore. 
cause smere damage, such as large 
pieces of compdsition clutch plate Note If direct clutch pIates and front band 
material peeling OR. are burned, check manual linkage. 

\ 
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Vacuum modulator assembly 
The following procedure is recommended for checlc- 
ing modulator assemblies in service before replam 
ment is undertaken. 

a 
2 - .- l. Vacuum Diaphragm Leak Check. Insert a pipe 
& cleaner into the vacuum connector pipe as far .. 
2 as possible and check for the presence of trans- 
U mission oil. If oil is found, replace the modu- 
C .- 

W 
lator. 

B 
9 .- 
& Note Petroll or water vapour may settle in the 

vacuum side of the modulator. If this is 
found wiaout the presence of oil, the 
modulator should not be changed 

,F 
2. Atmospheric Leak Check. Apply a liberal coat- 

ing of soap bubble solution to the \*acuum 
connector pipe seam, the crimped upper to lower 
housing seam, and the threaded screw seal. 
Using a short piece of rubber tubing, apply Gr 
presswe to the vacuum pipe by blowing into 
the tube and observe for leak bubbles. If bubbles 
appear, replace the modulator. 

Note Do not use any method other than human 
F- - lung power for applying air pressure, 
C as pressures over 6 lbtsq. in. (0,42 
S kdsq. cm.) may damage the modulator. E 
j 

3. Bellows Camparkan Cb& Make a comparison 
gauge (see Fig. T136), and compare the load of a 
known good modulator with the assembly in 
question. 
a Install the modulator that is known to be 

acceptable on either end of the gauge. 
b Install the modulator in question on the 

opposite end of the gauge. 
c Holding the modulators in a horizontal 

position, bring them together under pressure 
until either modulator sleeve end just touches 
the Iine in the centre of the gauge. The gap 
between the apposite modulator sleeve end 
and the gauge line should then be 0.0625 in. 
(1,S9 mm.) or less. If the distance i s  greater 
than this amount the modulntor in question 
should be replaced. 

FIG. 1134 COMPARISON GAUGE 
1 Ends to be square within l /E4 in. (0,397 mm.) 
2 Round or flat bar between 13/32 in. (10,32 mm.) 

and 3/8 in. (9,5 mm.) in width 
3 Scribed centre line 
A It2 in. (12,7 mm.) 
B 1 -D in. (25,4 mm.} 

Down-change solenoid circuit-To check 

Note Before checking the down-change 
solenoid circuit, make certain that the 
transmission down-change switch is pr* 
perly adjusted as described in Operation 
5. 

I. With the transmission gear range selector h e r  
in Park, turn the ignition switch to the 'OM' 
position but do not start the engine. Leave the 
ignition switch 'ON' throughout the checking 
procedure. 

2. Working under the bonnet slowly advance the 
throttle linkage to the full throttle position. One 
click should be heard from the transmission. 

3. Allow the throttle to return to the c l o d  
position. One click shodd be heard from the 
transmission. 

4. If the system performed as described above, the 
down-change circuit is operating properly. 
If the system does not perform as described 
above, proceed to Operation 5. 

5. Disconnect the Oreen/White wire from the 
4. Sleewe Alignment Check. Roll the main body corylection on the side of the transmission case, 

of the modulator on a flat surface and observe fit a test lamp into the circuit between the 
the sleeve for concentriciiy to  the body. If the GreenlWhiie wire and the connt:ction on the aide 
sleeve is concentric and the plunger is free, the of the transmission case, ensure that the test 
modulator is acceptable. Once the rnoduIator lamp bulb lights when the throttle linkage is in 
assembIy passes all of the above tests, it is an the full throttle position. The bulb should 
acceptable part and should be fitted again. extinguish when the throttle i s  released. 
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FIG. T135 BAMD, ROLLER CLUTCH AND CLUTCH APPLICATION CHART 
9 Forward clutch -> 

2 Direct ctutch 
3 Second overrun (front) band 
4 Intermediate clutch 
5 Intermediate sprag or roller clutch 
6 Reverse (rear) band 
7 Rear sgrag or roller clutch 

SELECTOR 
POSITION 
PUMP 
PRESSURE 

FORWARD 
CLUTCH 

a If the system operates as described above, but 
did not perform properly during Operations 
1-3, replace solenoid after first checking to 
see that the internal wiring i s  operatianaL 

b K the test lamp bulb fails to light with the 
throttle in the wide open position, the circuit 
is open, proceed to Operation 6. 

c If the test lamp bulb fights with the throitle 
cl&, the circuit is shorted, proceed to 
m a t i o n  9. 

6. Remove the Greenphite wire from the trans- 
mission downchange switch. Connect the test 
lamp between the switch terminal and earth; at 

Park- Neut: 

70- 160 
p- 

OFF 

full throttle ensure that the bulb of the test 
h p  lights. 
a If the t e t  lamp bulb lights, replace eIectrical 

wire. k-check system. 

b If the test lamp bulb fails to light, proceed 
to Operation 7, 

Drive 
1 2 3  

DIRECT 
CLUTCH 

2nd OVERRUN 
BAND 

IN7 
CLUTCH 

7. Check the White feed wire at the tmsmission 
down-change switch with test lamp. 

OFF 

OFF 

OFF 

a If the test lamp bulb lights, replace transmis- 
sion down-change switch. Re-check system. 

Intermediate 
'l 2 

OFF 
OFF 

ON 
OFF 

OFF 
OFF 

OFF 
ON 

ON 
OFF 

ON 
OFF 

QN 
OFF 

OFF 
OFF 

OFF 
OFF 

b If the test lamp fails to light, proceed to 
Operation 8. 7 

OFF - OFF 

OFF - QN 

OFF - ON 

OFF - ON 

OFF - OFF 

OFF - ON 

OFF - ON 

OFF - ON 

ON - OFF 

OFF - OFF 

INf: 
SPRAG 
REAR 
SPRAG 

REVERSE 
BAND 

ON 

OFF 

OFF 

OFF 

Lo 
1 2 

70 - 160 
70-16Q 

70-160 

OFF 

QFF 

OFF 

Reverse 

175 - 175 

ON - ON 

175 - 175 I00 - 230 
OFF 

ON - OFF 

ON - OFF 
, 

ON 
ON 

ON 

OFF 

ON 

ON - ON 
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8. Check the transmission thermal cut-out on the 
fuse panel. 
a If necessary to repIace the cut-out, re-check 

system. 

G 
b If the cut-out is correct it will be necessary to -- 

d 
U .- locate the fault in the ~ ~ r i n g .  Test for circuit 
2 - continuity from the White feed wire at the 

2 down-change switch to the battery. 
0 
e 9. Remove the GreenlWhite wire at transmission .- 
'51 down-change switch. Use the test lamp to check 
a 
C .+. from the bare terminal at the switch with throttle 
k dosed. 

a If the test lamp bulb fails to light, system is 
correct. 

b If the test lamp bulb lights, proceed to 
Operation 10. 

10. With thethrottle in the closed position, check the 
White feed wire at transmission down-change 
switch. 
a I f  the test lamp buIb lights, replace transmis- 

sion down-change switch. Recheck system. 
b If the test lamp bulb faiIs to light, it will be 

necessary to  locate the short in the wiring. 
Test the circuit from the White feed wire at - down-change switch to the battery. 

h 

Type AA Clutch Parts 
3 
g 
W 

Clutch Plates 

Forward Clutch 
Direct Clutch 

* Steel Plate Thickness 0.0915 in. (2,323 mm.) 

For additional information in diagnosing the faults 
which may occur in a Torque Converter Transmission, 
a chart showing the application of bands and clutches 
in the various dlive ranges is shown in Figure T13S. 
Transmission fluid passages are shown in Figures 
T136 and T137. 

Clutch 

Forward Clutch 
Ulrect Clutch 
Intermediate 
Clutch 

FIG. T136 TRAN:5MISSION CASE FLUID 
PASSAG13--FRONT VIEW 

1 Reverse 
2 Line 
3 Drive 
4 Modulate' 
5 Statar sig nal (early cars only) 
Q To heat exchanger 
7 From heat exchanger 
8 Vent 
3 Pump intdke 

No. of CIutch 
Composition 

Plates 
--p 

5 
6 

3 
FIG. T137 TRAFlSMlSSlOW CASE FLUID 

PASSAGES--BOTTOM VIEW 

No. of Piston 
Release 
Springs 

16 
16 

6 

1 Intermediate oil 8 Drive range oil 
2 Exhaust 9 Servo oil 
3 Line pressure oil 16 Intermediate cEutch oil 
4 Lo oil 11 ReverseJLo oil 
5 Reverse oil 12 Modulator/intermediateoi! 
6 Detent oil 13 Direct clutch oil 
7 Modulator 011 14 1-2 accumuiator oil 

'I5 Governer oil 
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Section T5 
CONTROL LINKAGE 

It is recommended that the controls ?X checked before 
a car is road tested. If any symptoms exhibited during 
a road test are shown by fault diagnosis to be attribut- 
able ta controls, another cbeck should be made before 
proceeding further. 

Before altering transmission controIs, ensure that 
the engine controls (throttle and choke) have been 
correctly adjusted and are operating freely. 

Manual linkage-To adjust 
1. Remove the split pin and devis pin from the 

gearchange operating rod at the actuator end. 
2. Select 'P' on the selector. Push the l o ~ e r  end of 

the gearchange lever fully forward ('P' position). 
3. Connect the gearchange operating rod; fit the 

clevis pin but not the split pin. 
4. Measure the gap between the neutral start and 

height switch lever and the adjacent pillar; the gap 
should measure 0.050 in. (1,27 mm.). If neoessary 
adjust the jaw to obtain the required gap. Ensure that 
there is still clearance when the 3" overrun on the 
actuator, beyond the Park position, i s  uscd up. 

5. Select 'L' on the actuator then select. 'P'. Adjust 
the operating rod so that the cIevis pin will slide into 
the jaw and through the !ever. 

6. Select each of the gear positions in turn, and at 
each position, ensure that the clevis pin will slide 
easily into the jaw. 
7. Again, check that the pin will slide easily into 

the jaw when 'L' is selected after 'P' and when 'P' is 
selected immediately after 'L'. 

FIE. T138 ADJUSTING THE DAMPER AWD SWITCH 
{EARLY CARS) 

.1 Throttle stop screw 
2 Stator solenoid switch 
3 Adjusting nut 
4 Throttle damper 
5 Test lamp 
6 Stator solenoid switch {closed throttle) 
7 Stator solenoid switch actuating cam 
8 Detent solenoid switch 
9 Detent solenoid micra-switch 
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FIG. T139 THROTTLE CUlYTROl U N K A G E d R L Y  
LH DRIVE CARS 

TlM 
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FIG. T139 THROTTLE COMTROt LtW MGE-EARLY 
LH DRIVE CARS 

A I  = 4.125 in. (10,478 cm.) 
A =2-175 in. (5,526cm.) e .- 

Q * .- 
B = 22.0 in. (55,83 cm.) 
C = 0-250 in. to (3-500 in. 

U (0,63 cm. to T,27 cm.) 
m 

8 l 'A' Bank control shaft 
2 Lever - 'A' Bank control shaft to control rod 

.g 
-a 

3 Control rod - 'A'Bank manifold lever to 
U fulcrum lever 
-L; 4 Tie-rod 
pl 5 Fulcrum lever 

B Compensator link 
7 Lever - manifold to carburetter 
8 Throttle lever - 'A' Bank 
9 Slow running throttle stop screw 

10 Return spring 

8. If, in any position, the pin will not pass through 
the jaw and lever, adjust the length of the rod and use 
up the elongated hole in the jaw. 
9. Finally, lubricate the cievis pin, fit the pin and 

secure it  with a new split pin. 

Neutral start and height control switches- 
To adjust 

The neutral start and height control switches are 
housed in an alum~nium case, fitted to the left-hand 
side of the transmission. The switches are actuated 
whenever Neutral or Park Is selected. This enables the 
engine to be started either in Neutral or Park and also 
sets the height control to fast levelling. 
To adjust the switches, proceed as Follows. 

1 .  Disconnect the white and red lead at the starter 
relay. The relay is f i t td  to the cornpensating linkage 
bracket at the rear of the engine compartment, at the 
right-hand side. 

2. Unclip the rubber retainer then remove the 
left-hand valance plug from the socket. The plug and 
socket are secured ta the valance, directly below the 
hydraulic system reservoir. 

3. Connect a lamp and battery between the White/ 
red lead and the Whitetblack lead in the plug. 
4. W e n  either Neutral or Park i s  select&, the )amp 

should light. 
5. Select Reverse and Drive. Ensure that the lamp 

does not light in either of these positions. 
B. I f  necessary, adjust the switch actuating rod to 

obtain the correct lever position. Ensure that the 0 -050 
in. (1,27 mm.) clearance is maintained between the 
lever and the pedestal. 
7. Rernowe the lamp and battery then connect the 

leads. 

Coupting link {one link elongated when refri- 
geration is fitted) 
Coupling link 
Throttle lever - 'B' Bank 
Brake pedal 
Accelerator pedal 
Control rod - accelerator to compensator 
linkage 

17 Jaw 
t8 Accelerator pedal 
19 Lever - accelerator pedal cross-shaft 
20 Accelerator pedal lever 
21 Kick-down button 
22 Lock-nut 
23 Bracket 
24 Pull-off spring 

Accelerator pedal IinkageTo adjust 
Refer to Chapter K. 

Transmission control switches 
Initial produdioa cars 

Refer to this section. 
Cars prior to Car Serial Number SRH 8742 

Refer to Chapter K. 
C m  from Car Serid Number SRH 8742 and onwards 

Refer to Chapter K. 

Initial prodoction cars 

The stator and detent sdenoids in the transmission are 
actuated by three micro-switches which are in turn 
actuated by the engine throttle conirob. 

The damyer and micro-switch assembly signals a 
change in stator blade angle. High mgle is signalld 
when the throttle is dosed and low angle is signalled 
when the throttles are just off the closed throttle stop. 

The damper part of the assembly ensures that the 
throttles dose slowly over the last few degrees of 
travel. 

A second micro-S witch actuates the stator solenoid 
also. This switch is  operatd by a cam on the d f o l d  
shaft lever and reintrodues the stator blade high 
angle at approximately 45 degrees of throttle opening. 

The third micro-switch actuates the detent solenoid. 
This switch is operated at nearly full throttle by the 
2 B.A. setscrew in the manifold shaft lever and signds 
a kick-down gearchange. 



FIG. T140 THROlTLE COlTROL EINKAGE-LATE 
LH BRlVE CARS 
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FIG T141 TMROlTtE CONTROL LINKAGE- 
RH DRIVE CARS 
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FIG. 3141 THRQITEE COMTROL UNKAGE- 
RH DRIVE CARS 

A 2.265 in. to 2-300 in. (5'75 cm. to 5,84 cm.) 
B 18.575 in. (47,18 cm.) inset 3 9.50 in. (50,M cm.) 

c C 0-250 in. to 0-500 in. (0,63 em. to 1,27 cm.) -- m 
-c l 'A' Bank control shaft 

2 Lever - a' Bank control shaft to control rod 
3 Control rod - 'A' Bank, manifold lever to 

C3 fulcrum lever 
a .- 4 Tie-rod 
X - 5 Fulcrum lever 6 Compensator link 2 3 Lever - manifold to carburetter 

8 Throttle lever - 'A' Bank 
9 Slow running throttle stop screw 

l 0  Return spring 
11 Throttle lover - 'B' Bank 

ing the acceIerator to compensator link control rod 
(see Figs. T139, Tl4O and T141). This will throw 
the pedal further away from the toe board, thus 
allowing the kick-down button to be raised. 
S. The accelerator lever stopbdt will have to 

be adjusted to suit. - 
P- 6. Emure that the closed throttle condition i s  still 
2 available. 
2 
a Kick-down button-To adjust 
U 
W Toe baard mounted micro-switch 

See Chapter K or Chapter U. 

Stator and detent solenoid circuits- - To cheek 
The stator and detent solenoids can be checked for 
correct operation whilst the car is being driven on the 
road. This will enable the tester to determine whether 
or not the stator is changing its angle and also whether 
kick-down is obtainable at full throttle. 

12 Coupling link 
13 Coupling link (one hole elongated when refri- 

geration is fitted) 
14 Control rod - accelerator to compensator 

linkage 
15 Accelerator pedal 
16 Kick-down button 
77 Lock-nut 
18 Stop - acceferatclr pedal 
79 Bracket 
20 Pull-off spring 
28 Jaw 
22 Lever - accelerator pedal cross-S haft 
23 Brake pedal 
24 Accelerator pedal 

6.  If the test lamp fads to light, check the solenoid 
micro-switch and controls for correct operation, and 
the circuit for continuity. 
7. The solenoid itself can be checked by using a 

lamp and battery. Touch the solenoid case with m e  
lead and the connector with the other lead; the lamp 
should light. 

8. Remove the test lamp and connect the stator 
lead. 

Detent s o l e n o i H o  check 
All cam 

1. Disconnect the Whitelgreen lead from the case 
Lucar connector. 

Note On early cars thedetent Iead is WhiteJpurple. 
Connect a test lamp between the lead and 
the connector. 

2. Drive the car in Drive range - third gear at a 
speed below approximately 70 m.p.h. (1 13 k.p.h.). 
3. Depress the accelerator pedal so that the d&nt 

button on the toe board is felt. Press the pedal further 

Stator solenoid-TO cheek to move the button. The lamp should light as the 
solenoid enforces the down-change. 

I .  Disconnect the Whitejbrown lead fromthe Lucar 
the lamp does light, =cheek the dab 

On the case connector in the switch and the controls for correct operation, 
.o 

left-hand side of the transmission. 
P GII-k the cixuit  for wntinuity. 
3 2. Connect a 12 volt test Iamg between the lead and The solenoid can h in a similar manner 
fi the connector. Position the test lamp so that it i s  to the stator solenoid+ 
v! visible from the driver's seat. 
k 6. Check the detent lead inside the transmission 

3. Drive the car and observe the test lamp. 
case. 4. The test lamp should Ii~ht when the ienition i s  

switched on and remain so until the acceleraior pedal 
is moved sufficiently to 'crack' the throttles, then with tw RH 7m2 
become extinguished above this speed. IFactuator test box RH 7932 is available it can be used 

5. At approximately 45 degrees of throttle opening to check both the stator and detent solenoids as well 
the test lamp should again be iuuminated and remain as selecting the gear range positions. Proceed as 

r' so regardless of any further throttle opening. follows. 
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1. Remove the stator and detent leads from the case 
connector, then position the test box where it can be 
seen by the driver. 
2. Fit the stator and detent leads from the test box 
to the Lucar wnnections on the case connector. 
Ensure that the leads are correctly positioned. 

3. Fit the transmission detent and solenoid leads 
onto the pick-a-back connectors on the test box leads. 
4. Remove the multi-pin plug from the electric 

gearchange actuator and fit the plug from the test box 
in its place. 

5. Pick up a positive power supply from the facia of 
the car (an old cigar lighter suitably wired would 
suffice) and connect it to the inlet side of the test box. 
6. The transmiJon wilI then be isolated from the 

selector switch on the column and all the selector 
positions can be obtained by selecting the appropriate 
range as shown by the marked dial on the test box 
cover. 

7. Drive the car and check the selection OF the gear 
ranges and the operation of the statar and detent 
solenoids by observing the Iamps on the test box. 
8. She gearchange actuator can be checked by 

inserting the test box between the actuator and the 
feed from the multi-pin plug. The car multi-pin plug 
must be fitted to the test box, and the test box plug 
fitted to the actuator. 
9. By operating the switch on the box and observing 

the lamps, the actuator can be opwated and checked 
for correct operation. 
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Section T6 
REMOVAL OF UNITS 

Removable unit+Transmissian in car 2. Remove the sump as describd in Section T14. 

ne following unih can be fmm 3. Withdraw the intake pipe and strainer assembly. 

mission without the transmission being removed from 4. Remove and discard the intake pipe '0' ring. 

the car. 5. Remove the setscrew which secures the detent 

The rrmovsl prooedum for all the unifi is  dereri&d rollcr spring; remove the and rol'erm 

in eurption of the 6. Slacken the lock-nut which secures the detent 
m 

pressure regulator valve, details of which are included lever to the haft. 

in this Section. E 
A, 

a 1. Gearchange actuator (see Section 77'). 
2. Neutral start and height control switches (see 

Section 77).  
3. Vacuum modulator and valve (see Seerion U!). 
4. Governor assembly {see Section X12). 
5. Speedometer drive (see Section 7'13). 
6. Sump, strainer and intake pipe (see Secrion Tf4). 
7. Control valve unit (see Section Tl5). 
8. Rear wrvo (see Section Tld). 
9. Dctent solenoid, connector, control valve spacer 

and front servo (see Secrion T17). 
10. Rear extension (see Section T18J. 
1 1. Control rods, levers and parking linkage {see 
Section T20b 

Pressure regulator valve-To remove 
(Transmission in car) 

The current type of pressure regulator vaIve is a solid 
type and does not contain oil holes and an arifia: cup 
plug as previous pressure regulator valves. This solid 
type of valve must only be used in the pumpcover with 
the squared pressure regulator boss (see Rg. T142). 

The previous pressure regulator valve with the oil 
holm and orifice cup plug can be used to servie either 
type of pump covet. 

1. Run the car onto a ramp or over an inspection 
pit. Drain the oil from the sump. 

1 Regulator valve 
2 Squared-off pressure regulator 

boss 
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FIG. f143 REMOVING THE PRESSURE 
REGULATOR VALVE 

1 Rod 
2 Sleeve 
3 Circlip 
4 Circlip pliers 

FIG. l144 REMOVIMG THE OIL PUMP SEAL 

f Oil seal 

7. Remove the manual shaft pin from the case. 
8. Remove the gearchange lever from the manual 

shaft. 
9. Prise the detent lever fxcm the manual shaft 

then remove the parking actuator rod and detent 
lever. 
10. Ensure that the manual valve does not slide out 
of its bore in the control valve unit. 
11. Push the manual shaft through the bore in the 
case in order to gain access ta the pressure regulator 
valve bore. 
12. Using a screwdriver or a steel rod, push the 
regulator boost valve sleeve against the pressure 
regulator spring (see Fig. T143). 

Caution The pressure regulator spring is under 
extreme pressure and will force the valve 
sleeve out of its bare when the cirdip 
is removed unless the sleeve is firmly held. .- 

13. Continue to exert pressure on the valve sleeve 
then remove the circlip. Gradually relax the pressure 
on the vdve sleeve until the spring pressure is released. 
14. Carefully remove the regulator boost valve 
sleeve and valvc, then withdraw the regulator spring. 
15. Take care not to drop the valves, as they will fall 
out if thev are not held. 
16. Remove the pressure regulator valve and spring 
retainer. Remove the spacers (if fitted). 

Pressure regulator valve--To fit 
Before fitting, wash and examine alt parts as described 
in Section Tl9. 
1. Fit the spring retainer onto the pressure regu- 

Iator spring. Fit any spacers which were previously 
removed. 
2. Fit the pressure regulator valve onto the spring, 

stem end first. 
3. Fit the boost valve into thc deeve with the valve 
stem outward then hold together all, the parts so that 
the pressure regulator spring is against the valve 
sleeve. 
4. Fit the complete assembly into the pressure 

regulator valve bore, taking care that the parts do not 
fall during the operation. 

5 .  IJrring a screwdriver or a steel rod, push the 
regulator boost valve sleeve against the regulator 
spring pressure until the end of the sleeve has passed 
beyond the circlip groove. 

6.  Fit the circlip then relax the pressure on the 
sleeve. 

Note To facilitate fitting the circlip, encircle it 
around the screwdriver or steel rod, com- 
press the circlip, then push it upward into 
the groove in the valve bore. 
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7. Fit the parking actuator rod and the detent lever, 
ensuring that the rod p l u n ~ r  is under the parking 
brake bracket and over the parking pawl. 

8. Slide the manual shaft into the case and through 
the detertt lever. 
9. Fit the gearchange lever. 

10. Fit the lock-nut onto the manual shaft. Torque 
tighten the nut. 
11. Ensure that the manual valve is engaging with 
the pin on the detent lever. 
12. Retain She manual shart with the pia. Straighten 
the pin to lock it in position. 
13. Fit the detent spring and roller assembly; 
torque tighten the setscrew. 
14. Fit the intake pipe and strainer assembly and the 
sump as described in SBction T14. 
15. Top-up the transmission with an approved fluid 
as required. 

Oil pump seat-To renew 
1. Remove the transmission from the car (see 

Seclion T9). 
2. Carefully drive the point of a chisel under the lip 

of the seal then prise the seal out of the pump body 
(see Fig, TI44). 
3. Before fitting a new seal, ensure that the body 

bore is dean and free from burrs and that the garter 
ring is on the seal. 
4. Check the finish of the converter neck and the 

bearing surface in the pump body. 

FIG. T145 FllTftVG THE OIL PUMP SEAL 
1 Oil seal 
2 Seal fitting tool 
3 Mallet 

5. Lightly smear the outer edge of the seal case 
with 'Wellseal' then fit the seal to the pump using tool 
RH 7953 (5-21359) as shown in Figure T145. 
6. Fit the transmission to  the car (see Sectbn 29). 
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Section T7 
GEARCHANGE ACTUATOR. NEUTRAL 

and HEIGHT CONTROL SWRTCHES 

The electric gearchange actuator (see Figs. T146 or 
2 TI47) is mounted on a bracket secured to the trans- 
3 mission rear extension. 
5 CI When the ignition is switched on and the selector 

lever on the steering column is moved to one of the gear 
range positions, current is allowed to flow to the 
actuator motor via a relay. 

The motor rotates and turns the worm shaft through 
the flexible coupling. As the worm gear rotates, the 
slip ring which is secured to the worm gear also rotates 

F 
until an insulated slot in the slip ring i s  alignsd with the 
live contact. When this position is reached, the current 
is cut off and the motor ceases to rotate. 

The electric actuator is wired so that should the 
driver stop the car in a gear range other than Park 
then switch off the ignition, he can still lock the trans- 
mission by moving the selector lever on the steering 
column to the parking 'P' position. 

Having done this, if he then moves the lever out of 
this position, or if the lever i s  accidentally moved to a 
drive position, the actuator will not respond until the 

N 

d ignition i s  switched on again. 
vi 
c: The neutral start switch i s  actuated only when the 

transmission is in Neutral or Park; the engine cannot 
be started until the micro-switch is in i ts  operating 
position. Also actuated when in Neutral or Park is the 
height control switch which selects fast levelling whilst 
the car is statianary Wr information concerning the 
uperariorr of the Ievelling swirch see Chapter G - 
Section G9 - Solenoid valve - T.S.D. 2476 Workshop 
Mamcar). 

/-- 

Actuator-To test 
(Cars prior to  car serial number S M  9001) 
The two tests described are designed to prove if a fault 
lies within the gearbox actuator or elsewhere in the 
gearchange electrical circuit. 

The first test is designed to discover whether the pins 
of the actuator loom socket receive the correct elec- 
trical signal in sequence, as dictated by the position 
of the gear range selector lever. 
1. Ensure that the gearchange thermal cut-out 

switch on the distribution board (fuse panel) has not 
cut-out. This can be done by depressing the Red 
button. The position of the button will not change 
whether the switch has tripped or not, however a 
tripped switch will click on pressing the button. 
2. Ensure that fuse number 12 is intact. 
3. Disconnect the low tension wire from the distri- 

butor and turn the ignition switch to the "on' position. 
4. Slightly loosen the actuator loom socket and 
check the actuator function. This will reveal any 
poor contact which may exist between the plug and 
socket. 

5. Unscrew and withdraw the loom socket from the 
plug of the gearchange actuator. 
6. Connect the negative side: OF a suitable volt- 

meter to a good earth point. The positive side should 
be connected in turn to the various pins o f  the loom 
socket (see Test Chart - Actuator Socket). 

7. Move the gear range selector lever to the 
'Reverse' position and check that all the pins of the 
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1oum socket are of the correct polarity or are neutral, 
as indicated in the 'Test Chart'. 

Note Each pin in the socket is identified by a 
letter which is moulded in the rubber body 
adjacent to each pin. 

8, Carry out the above operation in each of the 
gear range selector lever positions, checking each pin 
in turn with the information given in the 'Test Chart'. 

FIG. T146 ELECTRIC GEARCHANGE 
{Cars prior to Car Serial number SWX 9001) 

1 Actuator casing 
2 Motor cover 
3 Solenoid securing nuts 
4 Actuating lever 
5 Plug socket 

9. Switch off the ignition and ensure that pin 
number G of the actuator socket is now neutral. 
10. Reconnect the socket to the actuator and refit 
the distributor low tension cable. 

Note If an incorrect reading is obtained during 
any of the above tests, this will indicate that 
the gearchange circuit i s  probably at fault 
and not the actuator. 

It should be noted that the voltage readings 
obtained must not be more than 0.25 Volts less than 
the battery voltage. However, if the test sequence does 
not reveal a discrepancy, then the fault may be either 
inside the transmission actuator or in the trans- 
mission and neutral start switch linkage. 

Before removing the actuator the transmission 
linkage should be disconnected from the actuator 
output lever and checked for excesive stiffness. 

The transmission linkage should move into any 
gear when a load of approximately 10 lb. (4,53 kg,) 
i s  applied to the disconnected rod. 

1F the linkage operation i s  satisfactory then it will 
be necessary to remove, recondition and test the 
actuator as described later in this Section. 

After fitting the rewnditioned actuator to the car,  
it shouId be finally tested as follows. 

1. Disconnect the earth cable from the battery 
negative terminal, or from the boot quick release 
terminal when fitted. 
2. Connect an ammeter capable of reading at least 

20 Amps. between the battery negative terminal and 
the loose end of the earth cable. 
3. Ensure that ali accessories such as the rear 
window demister and blower motors are switched off 
and then switch on the ignition. Note the reading 
shown on the ammeter. 
4. Move the gear range selector lever between 

'Neutral' and 'Reverse' gear positions and check that 
the extra reading on the ammeter caused by the 
operation of the actuator does not exceed l0 Amps. 
5. Check that the actuator moves smoothly and 

quietly to each position selected and that the output 
lever stops in the correct position and does not 'hunt' 
about that position more than once before finally 
stopping. 
6. b o v c  the ammeter and connect the battery 

negative cable. 

Actuator-To Test 
(Car serial number SRX 9001 and onwards) 

FIG. T147 ELECTRIC GEARCHANGE ACrUA70R 73, gearbox actuator contains a series of cams which 
{Car Serial Number SRX 9001 and onwards) operate micro-switches to fulfil the functions of the 

1 Actuator casing neutral star t  switch, the fast levelling switch and the 
2 Actuator securing bolts 
3 Mofer cover 

Park anti-theft switch. Ta view of this, the test pro- 

4 Actuating lever cedures for the actuator and for the switch circuits 
5 Plug socket have been segregated. 
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Test procedure for micro-switch circuits 'Fast level' switch circuit 
Before conducting these tests ensure that fuse number I. Using a suitable length of cable connect pins 'l" 
I l and 12 are intact. and 'I' together. This action should cause the fast 

Switch the ignition on. levelling solenoid to operate. 
Battery voltage should now be available at pin 'T' If a fault i s  discovered in the switch circuits during 

of the loom socket. any of the three tests, the fault should be traced and 

TEST CHART - ACTUATOR SOCKET 
(Cars p h r  to Car Serial Number SRX 9001) 

'Park' anti-theft switch circuit rectified and the test repeated. 
If no fault is evident in the switch circuits this 

I .  Using a length of cable connect pin wouM indicate that the actual swikks  in me gmrbox 
of the actuator loom socket to This action actuator are in need of adjustment or renewal. 
should producse an audible 'click' as the anti-theft The promdure for renewal andjor adjustment of 
relay at the rear of the switchbox operates. these switches is illustrated in Figure T157. 

'Neutral' start switch circuit 
1 ,  Place the gear range selector lever in the 

'Neutral' position. 
2. Check that each time the ignition key is turned 

to the 'Start' position, battery voltage is available at 
pin 'S' of the loom socket. 

3. Repeat operation 2 with the gear range selector 
lever in the 'Park' position. 
4. Disconnect the thin Brown cable from the 

'Lucar' connector of the starter motor solenoid. 
5. Using a suitable length of cable connect pins 'S' 

and 'K' together. The starter relay on the longeron 
should naw operate each time the ignition key is 
turned to the "Start' position. 
6. Fit the Brown cable to the starter motor 

solenoid. 

General Notes 

ThispinisNegativewRentheignitionisON,and 
Neutral when the ignition is OFF. 
This pin is directly connected to the thermal cut- 
out switch. 
This pin is fixed to the valance earth paint. 

Socket 
Pin No. 

Actuator test 
I .  Ensure that the ge%=hange thermal cut-out 

switch on the distribution board (filse panel) has not 
cut-out. This can be done by depressing the red 
button on the thermal cut-out switch. 
2. Disconnect the low tension cable from the 

distributor and turn the ignition switch to the 'on' 
position. 

3. Slightly loosen the actuator loom socket and 
r ~ c h e c k  the actuator function. This will reveal any 
poor contact which may exist between the plug and 
the socket. 
4. Unscrew and withdraw the loom socket from 

the plug of the gearbox actuator. 
5. Move the gear range selector lever to the 'Park' 

Key 
Pm- Common with the battery positive terminal 
Neg. Common with the battery negative terminal 
PI Neutral - no connection to either battery terminal 

Gear Range Lever Position 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
G 

H 

t 

P R N D I  

N P o s N  
N 
N 
N 
N 

Neg 

Pos 

Neg 

Pi 
P o s N  
N 
N 
N 

Neg 

Pos 

Neg 
I 

N 
N 
N 

N P o s N  
Neg 

Pos 

Neg 

L 

N 
N 
N 

N P o s  
N 

Neg 

Pos 

Neg 

N 
Pos 

N 
N 

Neg 

Pos 

Neg 
f 

N 
N 
N 

N P o s N  

N 

Neg 

%S 

Neg r 
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TEST CHART - ACTUATOR SOCKET 
(Car Serial Number SRX 9001 and onwads) 

- 

Pin No. Gear Range Lever Position General Notfs 

Neg PTeg 
N E 

Pos Pos 

N 
Pos 
N 
N 

Neg 

Neg 
N 

Pos 

N 
N 

Pos 
N 

Neg 

Neg 
N 

Pos 

Neg 
W 

Pos 

This pin i s  Neg. when ignition :S switched ON and 
Neutral when ignition is OFF. 
This pin is  permanently connected to earth. 

This pin is connected to t h e  thermal cut-out 
switch. 

Key 
Pos. Common with the battery Positive terminal 
Neg. Common with the battery Negative terminal 
N Neutral - no connection to either terminal 

position and check that the pins of the actuator loom 
socket are of the correct polarity or are neutral. 
(see Test Chart - Actuator Socket). 

Note Each pin in the socket is identified by a 
letter which is moulded into the rubber 
body adjacent to each pin. 

6. Carry out Operation in each of the gear range 
selector lever positions checking each pin in turn with 
the information given in the chart. 

7. Switch off the ignition and ensure that pin 'F' is 
now neutral. 

8. Connecl the socket to the actuator and fit the 
distributor bw tension cable. 

Note If an incorrect reading is obtained during 
any of the above tests, this will indicate that 
the gearchange circuit is at fault and not the 
actuator. 

It should aIso be noted that the voltage reading 
obtained must not be more than 0 - 5 Volt less than the 
battery voltage. However, if the test sequence does not 
reveal a fautt then the problem must be caused by a 
fault within the transmission actuator. 

'Before removing the actuator, the gearbox linkage 
sbodd be disconnected from the actuator output Iever 
and checked for excessive stiffness. 
The transmission linkage should move into any gear 

when a load of approximately 10 Ibs. (453 kg.) is 
applied to the disconnected rod. 

If the linkage operation is szdisfactory then it wiEI be 
necessary to remove, re-condition and test theactuator 
as described later in this section. 

After fitting the reconditioned actuator to the car, it 
should be finally tested as fol! ows. 

1. Disconnect the earth cahk from the battery. 
2. Connect an ammeter capable of reading at least 

15 amps between the battery cegative terrninaI and the 
loose end of the earth cable. 

3. Ensure that aII accessoties such as the rear 
window demister and blower motors are switched off 
and then switch on the ign:tion. Note the reading 
shown on the ammeter. 
4. Move the gear range selector lever progressively 

through each gear position and check that the extra 
reading On the ammeter caused by the operation ofthe 
actuator does not exceed 7-50 amps. 

5. Check that the actuator moves smoothly and 
quietly to each position selected and that the output 
lever stops in the correct position and does not 'hunt' 
about that position before finally stopping. 
6. Remove the ammeter and reconnect the battery 

negative cable. 

Gearchange electric actuator--To remove 
(All cars) 

Should the electric gearchangc actuator fail to operate 
it should be noted that the system includes a thermat 
cut-out. This device prevenp, the motor from being 
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overloaded should the gearchange linkage bwome 
obstructed and as a result, gives the impression of 
actuator failure. 

Before removing the actuator, ensure thal the con- 
trols are free and adequately lubricated, also that the 
actuator eIcctricaI system i s  cool enough for the 
thermal cut-out to permit the motor to operate. Press 
the reset.button in the rnain fuse box to reset the cut- 
out. 

It is recommended that the easiest and quickest 
method of dealing with actuator failure, i s  by sub- 
stituting the faulty actuator for a service exchange 
unit. If a service exchange unit is not obtainable but 
adequate repair facilities are available, proceed as 
follows. 

1. Disconnect the negative lead from the battery 
situated in the luggage compartment. 
2. Remove the split pin and clevis pin from the 

actuating lever on the electrjc actuator; disconnect the 
rod from the lever. 

3. Unscrew and remove tbc 'multi-pin' plug. 
4. Disconnect the breather pipe from the governor 

cover plate and the actuator side cover. 
S.  Remove the three bolts which secure the actuator 

to the rear extension bracket then remove the actuator. 

Gearehange electric actuaaer-To fit 
(All cars) 

l .  Fit the actuator to the rear extension of the 
transmission. 
2. Torque tighten the bolts. 
3. Fit the 'multi-pin' plug and tighten the knurled 

nut. 
4. Fit the breather pipe to the actuator cbver and 

to the top realmost setscrew of the govcrnor cover 
plate. 

Cais produced after Car Serial Number SRX 3254 
- other than Coachbuilt and CRH 3399 - Coachbuilt 
are fitted with a modified actuator breather system. 

Onginally, the breather system consisted of a steel 
breather pipe which connected the actuato~ to atmos- 
phere. The modified system, incorporates a flexible 
plastic tube as an extension to the earIy system and 
connects the open end of the steel breather pipe to an 
adapter in the cross-member. 

I t  is essential, that the early type of system is vented 
to atmosphere nt the end of the steel pipc and that thc. 
later type of system is connected to the adapter in the 
cross-member by the flexible pipe. 

FIE. T148 DETEMT AMO STATOR SOLEMDID 
CONNECTIONS (INITIAL PRODUCTION CARS) 

1 Link rod 
2 Micro-switch casing 
3 Detent and s t a b  solenoid connections 

steel pin to bc removed; drive out; the pin. 
3. Rernove the spring compressing too1 then with- 

draw the operating lever, spring and spring retaining 
cup from the shaft. 
4. Remove the nuts and washers which secure the 

side cover to the main casing; remove tbe cover. 

Note The cover gasket i s  sealed initially with 
jointing compound on both sides, as a 
result, the cover may not be easily re- 
movable. Use a hardwood wedge to loosen 
the cover. Do not use a screwdriver between 
the joint faces in an effort to remove the 
cover as this may cause damage to the joint 
faces and destroy the waterproofing effect. 
Discard the gasket. 

5. Disconnect the motor feed to the relays. 
6. Disconnect the leads from the rnotor earth and 

solenoid feed. 
7. Remove the four nuts which secure the motor 

cover to the main casing; remove the cover. 
8. The gasket i s  sealed with jointiiig compound and 

care should be taken when removing the cover. 
9. Discard the gasket. 

10. Withdraw the motor frorn the four long studs. 
The motor is secured to a rrlounling plate arrd this will 
be removed with the motor, 
11. Remove the rubber groinmet m d  withdraw the 
leads. 

Gearchange electrir: actuator- 12. Discard the gasket. 
TO dismantle 13. Remove the coupling dog from the motor 

(Cars prior t o  car seriai number SRX 9001 ) output shaft. 
1. Unscrew the setscrew In the centre of the actua- 14. Rernove the flexible rubber coupling from the 

ting lever cover then remove the cover. brake drum. 
2. Using spring compressing tool (RH 7843) corn- 15. Remove the nuts and washers which secure the 

press the coil spring suficiently to enable the hardened motor to i t s  mounting plate. 
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16. Remove the motor from the mounting plate, 
withdraw the leads from the grommet and through the 
hole in the prate. 
17. Remove the nuts and washers which secure the 
pIug leads to the connection on the insulated base 
plate; detach the leads from the connections. 
18. Unscrew the nuts and washers which secure the 
plug assernbly to the actuator casing. 
19. Remove the plug and withdraw the leads from 
the casing; retain the rubber gasket which fits between 
the casing and the plug. 
20. Rmove the nuts and washers which secure the 
insulated base plate to the main casing. Carefully lift 
the base plate from the studs. 

Note Care should be exercised when handling the 
baseplate assembIy to avoid damaging the 
relays and contacts. 

21. Using tool (RH 7841) remove the roll pin which 
secures the brake drum to the worm shaft. h s h  the 
pin through the drum and shaft until it can Ipe 

removed; discard the pin. 
22. Remove the drum from the worm shaft. It will be 
necessary to hold the brake shoe away from the drum 
whilst the drum is being removed. 
23. Mark the top of the brake shoe in pencil to 
facilitate correct assembly. 
24. Unscrew the dome nuts which secure the brake 
solenoid assembly to the main casing; remove the cup 
washers and the rubber washers. Remove the assembly 
frorn the casing. 
25. Secure the brake shoe assembly and spring to the 
sdenoid with adhesive tape to retain them as a unit. 
26. Remove the circlip and washers from the outer 
side of the seal which fits over the actuator casing and 
around the output shaft; ~ ~ Q V ~  the seal. 
27. Remove the circlip which locates the output shaft 
and slip ring assembly in the main casing then remove 
the washer. 
28. Withdraw the slip ring and shaft From the bush 
in the actuator casing; remove t h e  washer from the 
shoulder lxhind the slip ring. 
29. Remove the circlip which locates the worm shaft 
and bearings in the actuator casing. 
30. Remove the adjusting washer and label it to 
ensure that the correct washer is fitted during assembly. 
31. Gently tap the worm shaft and the bearings from 
the casing. The hearings W a push fit in the casing 
bores and no difficulty should be experienced when 
removing them- 

It i s  recommended that no further dismantling of the 
actuator be attempted. If necessary, the following 
components should be renewed as separate assemblies, 
the base plate, plug, brake shoe, solenoid, brake 
sdenoid and the output shaft and slip ring. The motor 
should be renewed as an assembly also although i t  may 
be dismantled for inspection. 

Gearchange electric actuator-To dismantle 
(Car serial number SRX 9001 and anwards) 
It should he noted that there sire differences between 
the actnators fitted to cars with or without Automatic 
Speed Control. The differenca. are in the type and 
terminations of the micro-switches and in one of the 
cables to the height control switch. 

1. Disconnect the transn~ission linkage, the 
actuator loom plug and breather pipe; then remove 
the actuator from the car. 
2. h o v e  the eight 2 B.A. nuts and washers and 

carefully withdraw the side cas<ng. 
3. Remove the 0.250 in. (6,3 1 mm.) nut and washer 

and withdraw the cam noting the relative position 
between the cam and the output Icver. 
4. Disconnect all terminals on the contact plate, 

the dual relay and the micro-switches. 
5. Remove the four 3 B.A. nuts and withdraw the 

contact plate. It shodd be notcd that on early actua- 
tors, two of the four studs Ire sleeved and these 
sleeves should be removed together with the contact 
plate. 
6. Remove the nuts and bolts which secure the 

micro-switches and the dual relay to the contact 
plate. Discard the micro-switches, relay and contact 
plate. 
7. Slacken the clamping bolt and remove the 

output lever. 
8. Remove the washer and rubber boot; discard 

the boot. 
9. Remove the circlip and thrust washer. 

10. Withdraw the slip ring and gear assembly from 
the actuator case. 
11. Remove and discard the contact segments From 
the slip ring. 
12. Rernove the three 0.250 in. (6,35 mm.) setscrews 
frorn the side of the actuator casing and carefully 
remove the motor assembly and drive collars. Remove 
the sealing ring from the actuator case. 
13. Remove the internal circlip holding the basing 
into the case and push the wnrrnshaft and bearings 
out of the casing. 
14. Rernove the loom socket from the actuator 
casing. 

Note It will now be necessary to inspect and 
prepare certain conlponents for reuse. 

Gearchange electric actuator-Te insp~ct 
(AI1 cars) 

1. Examine the magnesiumi casing for cracks or 
other damage. 
2. Ensure that the joint facm are clean and free 

from burn. 
3. Wash the gearchange operating lever, spring and 

covers in clean paraffin then examine them for general 
wear. 
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4. Ensure that the breather pipe js clear and free 
from damage. 
5. Examine the driving dog slot for excessive wear, 

dso the mating shaft cin the drivc end of the motor 
armature shaft. The dog should be an easy sliding fit ."" 

s on the shaft but without excessive side play. .- 
6 
. L n  

6. Examine the ge~ieral condition of the plug 

e ussembly. 
0 7. Ensure that no strands of wire are broken where 
a +- they enter the pins. In the event of the plug being 
T] 
3 considered unserviceable, it is recommended that the 

whole assembly be renewed, rather than an individual 
connection. Special crimping tools and 'Cannon' 
insat tools are required for assembly purposes and 
unless these are available the work should not be 
attempted. 

r- 8. Examine the eight spring contacts for security on 
the insulated base. 

Care must be exercised when handling the assembled 
base pIate so that the contacts and the relays are not 
damaged in any way. 
9. Check the height o f  the contacts from the base 

plate. The contact point should be approximately 
0-485 in. (12,3 mm.) from the contact (lower) side o f  
the base. If excessive wear has occurred on the contact 
points the base assembly should be renewed. 

3 

3 
10. If the dual. relay assembly i s  fauIty, it is recam- 

S E mended that a new assembly be fitted rather than 
8 attempt rectification- The relays are precision units 
3 and are accurately set to give the correct operating 

times. The spring-loaded adjusting screw is  set during 
the initial build OF the relay and the setting should not 
bc altered. 
11. Ensure that the terminals and the terminal 
blocks are secure on the insulated base. 

r Cars prior to car serial number SEX 9001 
12. Examine the brake drum for scoring or damage. 
The brake drum should be a push fit on the worm 
shaft. If the drum is slack on the shaft, examine the 
d m  bore and the shaft for signs of fretting. 
13. Remove the adhesive tape from the brake shoe 
and solenoid assembly. 
14. Ensure that the assembled plunger and brake 
shoe will slide freeIy into the solenoid. 

'P 15. If either the brake shoe assembly or the solenoid 
is unstrviecable they should not be renewed separately. 

6 711e components are tested as one complete assembly 
v! 
;I during initial build and must remain as such, unless 

equipment i s  avaitable that will enable separate 
assemblies to be tested and 'paired' (sec Dimensional 
Data at the end of rhis Section). 
16. Examine the brake linings For wear. 

(All cars) 
37. Examine the general condition of the wiring. 

P 18. If the components are satisfactory, retain them 

with adhesive tape until they are required fot f ind 
assembly. 
$9. Check the tightness of the four 5 B.A. s a w s  
which secure the slip ring assembly to the shaft. 
20. Ensure that a 0 . M 5  in. (Q,@ mm.) air gap exists 
on each side of the silver plated segments which arc 
secured to the slip ring. 
21. Ensure that the edges of the slip ring around the 
air gap are free from burrs. 
22. Examine the slip ring face for signs of tracking. 
This should not normdly occur but, if signs of track- 
ing are found, the slip ring assembly must be renewed. 
22. Examine the teeth on the worn gear and the 
worm for damage or uneven wear. 
24. Examine the ball bearing bores in the main 
casing for signs of fretting, The beiiring should be a 
light push fit in the casing. Reject the casing if the 
push fit cannot be obtained. 
25. Examine for wear the bush which supports the 
output shaft. The shaft should be a running fit in the 
bush, without excessive clearance i.e. the shaft should 
not rock in the bush (see Dimensional Dafa at the end 
of this Section). 

Actuator socket and cabla assembly 
1. Jnspect the cables where they enter the pins of 

the plug. 
2. Ensure that no corrosion exists and that none of 

the individual cable strands are broken. 

Actuator casing 
I. Inspect all the sealing faces and the actuator 

casing and the side cover. 
2. Remove all traes of sealing joint and sealing 

compound. 

Wormwheel 
1. Inspect the wormwbeeI for abnormal, wear of the 

teeth. 

Wormshaft bearings 
1. Inspect the bearings for undue wear or signs of 

TOU~~I I~SS when rotated, 

Gearchange electric actuator-To assemble 
(Cars prior to I;ar serial number SRX 9001 ) 
1. Wash the bearings and shaft assembly in clean 

paraffin (kernsene) then dry them with compressed air. 
2. Lightly lubricate the bearings with Esso Beawn 

grease. 
3. Ensure that the actuator casing is dean and dry, 

then fit the shaft and bearings. Do not use force to fit 
the bearings to the casing. 
4. Fit the adjusting washer and the circlip. 
5. Mount a dial test indicatar so that the plunger 

rests on the end of the worm shaft (see Fig. T149). 
6. Move the worm shaft backward and forward, 

noting the clock reading. If necessary, adjust the 
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FIG. T149 CHECKING WORM SHAFT END FLOAT 
1 Worm shaft 
2 Dial indicator gauge 
3 Gauge arm 
4 Siave gear 

washer to give an end float of between 0.002 in. and 
0.005 in. @,OS mm. and 0,13 mm.). It should be 
appreciated that the bearings n u s t  be no more than a 
light push fit in the casing to achieve this end float 
{see Dimensional Data ot the md of this Section). 

7. Ensure that both the output shaft and the porous 
bronze bush are clean; do not wipe the bush with a 
degreasing agent. 

8. tightly lubricate the shaft with Shell Tonna E 
oil. Fit a washer over the shaft then fit the shaft into 
the bush in the casing. 

B. Fit a washer over the end OF the output shaft 
then to the circiip. 
10. Lightly lubricate the nylcn worm gear with Esso 
Beacon grease. 
11. Fit the rubber seal t o  the casing. A light smear OF 
Esso Beacon grease applied to the inside o f  the seal 
will make this operation easier. 
12. Fit the remaining washer and circlip to the shaft. 
13. Ensure that the worm slaft will turn freely. 
14. Rotate the output shaft until the open circuit 
sections ate parallel with the worm shaft. 

Note I f  the open circuits *re at 90" to the worm 
shaft, the actuator will not operate when 
switched on initially 

15. Ensure that the pencil mark on the brake shoe is  
at the top. 
16. Remove the adhesive tape from the brake shoe 
and solenoid assembly. 
17. Fit t he  assembly into the actuator casing. 
18. Fit the seal washers, clip washers and dome 
nuts. Do not tighten the nuts a t  this stage. 

19. Push down the brake dr~~rn onto the worm shaft 
until the pin holes are aligned. If either the drum or 
the shaft i s  a new component, ensure that the drum can 
be pushed onto the shaft, otherwise it will be dificult 
to dign the holes. It will be neczssary to hold the brake 
shoe in, against spring pressrlre, whilst the drum is 
fitted. 
20. Fit a new roll pin to the shaft and drurn, using 
tool (RH 7841) as shown in F gure T150. 
21. Remove the tool, ensuriny that the pin protrudes 
eqwlly on each side. 
22. The brake should be set in relation to the brake 
drum and solenoid as fol~ows. 
23. Obtain a smooth strip 3F soft metal e.g. alu- 
minium, 0.048 in. (1,22 rnrn.) thick, 0.75 in. 
(19,O mm.) wide and bend ~t i+itct hatf circle, 1-00 in. 
(25,4 mm.) radius. l I 

FIE. T150 F 1 7 f i w ~  THE BRAKE ROLL p f ~  24- SQde the metal, onto the outside of the drum. 

{EARLY CARS) 25. Push the solenoid assembly in the direction of ~ 
the brake drum until the brake shoe abuts the metal 

l 

I Brake drum 
l 

2 Tool strip ( ~ e e  Fig. T151). 
3 Roll pin 24. Tighten the two dome nuts. --\ l l 

l 
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27. Remove the metal strip. When the solenoid is 
operated, the plunger wiD then travel a distance of 
0.035 in. (0,89 mm.). 
28. Fit the insulated base plate with the eight 
contacts and the relays. Care should be taken with 
this operation so that the settings of the relays and 
the position of the contacts are not disturbed. 
29. Evenly tighten the four 3 B.A. nuts. 
30. Ensure that a gap of approximateIy 0.050 in. 
(1,3 mm.) exists between each contact. The slip ring 
and contacts can be seen through the motor mounting 
orifice. 
31. View the contacts through the gaps in the 
contact plate and ensure that the contacts touch the  
slip ring centrally, between the outside diameter of the 
slip ring and the outer perimeter of the rivet h d s  . 
There should be a clearance of approximately 0-062 
in. (14 mm.) an each side (see Fig. TJ52). 
32. Fit the rubber gasket to the plug assembly 
mounting face on the actuator casing. 
33. Fit the plug assembly, ensuling that the two 
largest pins are lowermost. It i s  advisable to contain 
the leads with adhesive tape before attempting to 
thread them through the casing and the contact 
assembly. 
34. Remove the tape, then run all the leads to their 
respective connections (see Fig. T153), 
35. Fit the nuts and washers then tighten them, 
starting at the one furthest away from the plug and 
progressing toward the plug. 

Caution D o  not fit any nuts which are tight on the 
threads of the studs in the terminal 
blocks. If a tight nut is fitted there is a 
danger that the terminal screw will turn 
and the te rmid block will became 
loose, resulting in a loose connection 
between contact and screw. If in doubt 
about the firmness of a contact, remove 
the base plate and tighten the terminal 
screw. 

36. Secure the actuator motor to i ts  mounting plate 
studs with the three 2 B.A. half nuts and spring 
washers. 
37. Feed the motor supply leads thrallgh the bore of 
the mounting plate, then through the grommet. 
The longer end of the grommet fits into the casing. 
38. Ensure that the rear face of the actuator casing 
and the front face of the mounting plate are dean and 
free from burrs, then apply a thin coat of Wellseal 
to the faces. 
39. Fit a new gasket to the rear face. 

FIG. 7151 S€ITIMG THE SOtEWdllD BRAKE 
(EARLY CARS) 

1 Brake drum 
2 Spacer 
3 Brake shoe 
4 Solenoid 

- 

40. Fit the flexible coupling onto the brake drum. 
41. Fit the coupling dog onto the drive end of the FIG. T152 CHECKING COMTAm POSlTfON 
motor armature shaft. 1 Cantact 

2 Slip ring 42. Fit the motor onto the four long studs. 3 Securing screw 
F- 
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FIG. T153 WIRE CONMECTIOAS 
(Cars prior to Car Serial Number 9001) 

1 Black/White from plug to terminal L 
2 Green from both solenoid and motor to 

terminal 5 
3 Black from solenoid and biacklgreen from 

motor to terminal E 
4 Red/Green from motor to F1 relay terminal 
5 Bfue/Green from motor to F2 relay terminal 
6 Black from relay coil motor end to terminal F2 
7 Black from relay coil end and greenjblack from 

ptug to tarminal 1 G 
8 Brownjblack from plug ta relay positive feed 

terminal 
9 Black from plug and red from relay coil plug 

end to terminal E 
10 Red from relay coil motor end to terminal F1 
l1 Blackjbrown from plug to terminal P 
12 3lack)red from plug to terrninaE R 
33 Black/b!ue from plug to terminal M 
14 BlacPr/green from plug to terminal D 
15 Black/yellow from plug to terminal I 

43. Feed the leads through to the actuator casing, at 
the same time position the grommet. 

44. Push the motor forward, align the driving dog 
with the rubber coupling, then push the motor fuHy 
 horn^ 

45. Ensure th3t the rubber grommet fits cosrectly 
into its recess in the casing and has not become 
trapped. 
46. Ensure that the rear face of the mounting plate 
and the joint face of the motor cover are clean and 
free from burrs. 

47. Apply a thin smear of Wellseal to the faces, fit a 
new gasket to the mounting plate then fit the motor 
cover. 

48. Fit and tighten the four 2 B.A* nuts and washers. 

$9. Connect the motor feed and the solenoid feed 
leads (see Fig. TI53). 

SO. Fit the soIenoid Ieads first with the lead ends 
to the eyelets lowermost. 
51. Fit the motor earth and the solenoid connection 
with the lead to the eyelet uppermost, 
52. Fit the motor feed leads to the relays. 
53. Examine all connections to ensure that they are 
all correctly connected. 
54. Ensure that the slip ring is positioned with the 
open circuit sections paralIel with the worm shaft, as 
described earlier. 
55. Ensure that the joint faces OF the actuator casing 
and the cover are clean and free from burrs. 
56. Apply a thin smear of Wellseal to both faces 
then fit a new gasket to the casing. 
57. Fit the cover and secure it with the eight 2 B.A. 
nuts and u.ashers. 
58. Fit the spring retaining cup onto the output 
shaft. 
59. Liberally apply Row1 M 204 G Ragosine to the 
inside of the cup and to the output shaft. 
60. Smear both ends of the spring with the same 
lubricant then fit the spring over the shaft and into 
the cup. 
61. Lubricate the spring housing in the lever then fit 
the lever to the shaft with the lever pointing down- 
ward. 
62. Smear the detent face of the lever, again using 
Rocol M 204 G Ragosine. 
63. Using tool No. (RH 7843) compress the spring 
then fit the hardened steel pin, 
M. Coat the inside of the cover with the same 
lubricant, then &t the cover and secure it with a 
setscrew. 
65. To test the lever to ensure that the torque 
required to make the lever slip is correct, pro& as 

7 follows. 
66. Operate the lever at least three times in each 
direction to relieve any initial stiffness. 
47. Fit a spring balance to the lever, with one end of 
the spring balance located in the ckvis pin hole in the 
end of the lever. 
68. Move the lever f m a r d  until it slip; note the 
reading on the spring balance. 
69. Move the lever in the opposite direction, again 
noting thc rending. The lever should slip at a load of 
between 60 Ib. and 75 lb. (27,2 kg. and 34 kg.). 
70. If the load required to move the lever does not 
comply with the figures quoted, check the spring 
poundage (see D i ~ n s i o n a l  Duto at the end of this 
Section) then renew either the spring or the lever to 
obtain the correct slipping load. 
71. If rig testing facilities are available, test the 
actuator to the specification given in "Dimensional 
Data' at the end of this Section. --. 
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Gearchange electric actuator-Ta assemble 
{Car serial number SRX 9003 and onwards] 
I. Press the output shaft bearing into the actuator 

casing. The bearing should be fitted such that it is 
slightly proud on both the inside and outside of the 
casing. 

Note This bearing is an oil retaining type and 
should not be soaked in any solvent. 

2. Fit the wormshaft bearings to the wormshaft 
ensuring that the bearirigs are adequately lubricated 
with Esso Beacon grease. 
3. Assemble the wormshaft and bearings Into the 

actuator case. The bearings must be a slide fit in the 
casing bores. Adjust the end float of the worrnshaft 
to between 0 -002 in. and 0 -005 in. (0,005 mm. and 
0,012 mm.) using a suitable thickness of packing 
washer. Fit the circlip. 
4. Fit new contact segments to  the slip ring. Ensure 

that the edges of the segments are free of burrs. 
5. Fit the dip ring and gear assembly into the main 

bush checking that the shaft is a slide fit in the bush. 
Lubricate the gear teth with Esso Beacon grease. 
Use only the minimum amount of grease as any 

excess is liable to be thrown off. 
S. Fit the thrust washer and circlip to the output 

shaft. 
7. Fit the rubber gaiter, washer and output lever 

to the shaft. Noting the position of the output lever. 
8. Check that the wormshaft can rotate freely. 

Rotate the wormshaft until the open circuit ssctions 
ofthe sIip ring are at 90" to the wormshaft and the flat 
side of the '0' section of the output shaft inner end i s  
uppermost. 
9. Fit the splined collar and coupling onto the 

wormshaff 
10. Fit the new seding ring provided to the groove 
in the cast and pass the motor cables through the hole. 
l l .  Mate the splined collar on the motor shaft with 
the nylon coupling. 
12. Fit the three 0.250 in. (6,35 mm.) motor mount- 
ing bolts. 
13. Check that the wormshaft is free to rotate. 
14. Fit the dual relay provided to the new contact 
assembly and check the tightness of the 5 B.A. termi- 
nal, screws on the contact assembly. 

Note This dual relay is a precision component 
and its internal settings can eaiIy be upset 
by maltreatment. 

15. Loosely fit the micro-switches to the contact 
plate assembly ensuring that the spring washers are 
fitted under the heads of the long 6 B.A. screws in the 
slotted boles or under the nuts adjacent to the contact 
plate in the plain hoks. 

16. Loosely fit the contact plate assembly into the 
casing locating the sleeves, if fitted, on the studs and 
taking care not to damage the relay assembly and 
guiding the motor feed wires between the casing and 
the indentation in the contact base plate. 
17. Fit the four 3 B.A. nuts and washers to the 
contact plate and connect the motor feed cables and 
the suppressor across the relay mounting bolts as 
shown in Figure T154. AEI slack in the motor cables 
should be taken up by rotating the eyelets about the 
terminal posts. 
18. View the layout of the c o n w  onto the dip ring 
through the elongated hole in the contact pIare and 
ensure that there i s  a minimum of 0 -  50 in. (1,27 mm.) 
between adjacent contacts as well as being approxi- 
mately 0.062 in. (l,% mm.) from either the edge of the 
segments or the countersinkings for the retaining 
screws. 
19. Fir the rubber gasket and the socket assembly, 
~ i d i n g  the cables through the casing and the aperture 
in the contact plate. 
The socket should be fitted so that the locating tong 

adjacent to pin A is uppermost on the sloping mount- 
ing face of the casing. 
20. Fit alI cables to their respective connections in 
accordance with Hgures 'IT154 and T156. 

The longer cables to the contact plait should be 
fitted first, followed by the shorter cables and finally 
the micro-switch and relay connection. 

If the actuator was fitted with black micro-switches 
it will be necessary to suitably alter the cable con- 
nections to suit the new grey micro-switches provided. 

It is helpful to sort out the wires into their respective 
positions before attachment. It should be noted that 
when making connetions to the 5 B.A. terminal 
mews on the contact plate extreme care should be 
used when fitting the terminal securing nuts as if 
these are tight the first nut on the teminal will be 
Ioosened resulting in a poor connection. 

Note On the pre-automatic speed control type of 
actuator the Yellow/black wire is replaced 
by a Green/black one and the Greenlblue 
wire is deleted. 

21. Fit the actuator onto the gearbox mounting 
bracket and refit the Ioom plug to the actuator, 

Neutral start and height control switches- 
To remove 

(Cars prior to car serial number SRX 9001 1 
1. Remove the split pin and clevis pin which secures 

the Hnk rod to the switch actuating lever; disconnect 
the !ink rod. 

2. Disconnect the two leads at: the Lucar con- 
nections on the detent and stator solenoid case 
connector; note the position of the leads to ensure 
correct assembly (see Fig. T155). 
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FIG. T154 WIRE CIIWRECTIONS 
(Car Serial Number SRX 9001 and onwards) 
1 Bluelgreen to motor 
2 Redtgreen to motor 
3 Red to relay 
4 Red to relay 
5 Black/brown from plug to terminal P 
6 Blacklred from plug to terminal R 
7 Black/blue from plug to terminal N 
8 Bfacklgreen from plug to terminal D 
9 &fack/yeElow from plug to terminal I 

16 BIacklwhite from plug to terminal I 
11 Black from plug to earth terminal 
12 Greentblack from plug to 'ignition' terminal 

3. Remove the two bolts which secure the switch 
cover ;to the bracket on the left-hand sidc of the 
transmission; remove the cover. 

Note Before the switches can be removed from 
the car, the switch assembly must be 
partially dismantled and the leads dis- 
connected (see Neutral start and heigAt 
control switches - T o  disnurprtle). 

Neutral start and height control switches- 
To dismantle 

(Cars prior ta ear serial number SRX 9001) 
If the transmission has been removed fmm the car, 
the switch csicr will have been removed from the 
transmission but it will still be connected to the car by 
the wire leads. Dismantle the switches in the same way 
as described for dismantling the switches when the 
transmission is in position in the car. 
To dismantle the neutfaI start and height control 

switches, proceed as follows. 
1. Remove the four screws which secure the cover 

to the casing. 
2. Remove the cover and discard the joint. The 

gasket is sealed with jointing compound on both sides 
during initial assembly and 'this may make separation 

of the cover and casing difficult. Do not use a screw- 
driver Made between the jolnt faces otherwise the 
waterproofing may be impaiwd. 

3. Unscrew the knurled nut at the top of the cover. 
4. Unscrew the two 6 B.A. screws which secure the 

micro-switches to the casing. 
5. Remove the switches and separator, disconnd 

the leads, then remove the leads and rubber grommet 
from the casing. 
6. It should not be necessary to remove the operat- 

ing cam and shaft which i s  sec~red in the casing by the 
lever. The lever is positioned and secured on the shaft 
by a roll pin. 

Neutral start and height control switch- 
To assemble 

(Cars prior to car serial number SRX 9801) 
1. Ensure that the lever ancl cam assembly is free to 

rotate. 
2. Examine the cork seal and should it require 

renewal, press out the roll pin using tool No. 
(RH 78411, remove the lever and washer, then renew 
the seal. Fit thc lever using a new roIl pin. 

3. I f  the cam and shaft assr:mbly has been removed 
from the casing, lubricate the shaft with Rocol 
M 204 G Ragosine when fitting the shaft to the casing. 
4. Feed the leads into the casing then connect them 

to the micro-switches as shoun in Figure T155. 
5. Fit the micro-switches and separator to the 

casing. The insulated separator fits between the two 
switches. 
6. When the cam actuates :he switches. ensure that 

a gap of 0.050 in. (1,27 mm.) exists between the flat 
on Iever and the stop on the cover. 
7. Draw the rubber sealirg plug down the loom 

until it fits into the tapered bore in the casing. Tighten 
the knurled nut. 

8. Ensure that the joint faces of  the casing and 
wver are clean and free from burrs then apply a thin 
smear of WelIseal to both fac:s. 
9, Fit a new gasket to the casing then secure the 

wver, using four 3 B.A. screvrs. 

Neutral start and height control switches- 
To tit 

(Cars prior to  car serial number SRX 9001) 
l ,  Fit the switch to the bracket on the side of the 

transmission. Torque tighten the nuts. 

2. Connect the control T C ~ ~ S  to both units, then 
adjust the controls as described in Section TS - 
Control Linkage. 

3. Fit the leads to the Lucar connections on the 
detent and stator mIenoid (if' fitted) connection. 
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Neutnl start and height cumtrol switches 
To dismantle 

(Car serial number SRX 9001 and onwards) 
Refer to Page T199-Gearchange electric actuator- 
To dismantle. 

Neutra! start and height control switches- 
To assemble 

(Car serial numher SRX 90IlI and onwards) 
1. Remove the IOW tension cable from the ignition 

distributor, switch on the ignition and check that the 
actuator will select all six gear stations correctly. 
2. Move the gear selector lever to 'D' and fit the 

micro-switch cam to the actuator output shaft. When 
tightening the 0-250 in. (ft,35 mm.) nut, the torque 
rcaction should be taken by gripping the output lever 
such that the tightening force is not absorbed by the 
nylon teeth of the womwheeI. 
3. Move the gear range selector lever to  the 'Park' 

position. 
4. Locate the two micro-switches adjacent to the 

actuator socket (Neutral start and Height control 
switches). 

Move the switches towards the peak of the cam until 
the switch plungers are in the centre of the peak and 
are depressed to within 0-020 in. (0,51 mm.) of the 
switch body as shown in Figure T157- When both 
switches are in the correct position, tighten the mount- 
ing bolts. 

5. Repeat this procedure on the kft-hand micro- 
switch which operates the 'Park' anti-thief device. 

6. Select 'Reverse' gear and check that all three 
switches are clear of the cams. 
7. Select 'Neutral' and ensure that the right-hand 

pair of swjtch plungers are correctly deprersed and 
that the right-hand micro-swikh i s  clear of the cam. 
8. Switch off the ignition and fit the distributor low 

tension cable. 
9. Remove the actuator from the car and fit the 

casing side cover, painting both sides of the new 
gasket provided with a suitable jointing compound. 
Fit the actuator to the transmission, connecting the 
loom plug and the actuator linkage. 

Gearchange actuator motor-To dismantte 
(Cars prior to car serial number SRX 4001) 
l. Unscrew and withdraw the two through-bolts. 
2. Remove the end covers. 
3. Withdraw the armature from the drive end. 

Retain the shim washers which fit between t h e  shoulder 
on the drive end of the armature shaft and the drive 
end bush. 
4. Note the side and the position of each brush to 

FIG. T155 MICRO-SWtTCH CIIMMECTfONS 
(Cars prior to Car Serial Number SRX 9001) 

1 Actuating cam 
2 Redlwhite lead 
3 Green/black lead 
4 Green lead 
5 Whitelblack lead 
6 Height control switch 
7 Neutral start switch 

FIG. T156 MICRO-SWITCH GORIAIECTIOMS 
(Car Serial Numb~r SRX 9001 and onwards) 

1 'Park" micro-switch 
2 Height control switch 
3 Neutral start switch 
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1 ensure correct assembly then remove the brushes. 
taking care not to stretch exczssivdy the brush tension 
spring. 
5. Should the pole piece require removal, mark the 

poIe piece and t h e  two retaining screws so that they 
can be fitted in their original positions. 

Gearchange actuatar motor-To inspect 
(Cars prior to car serial number SRX 9001) 

Under normal operating conditions the gearchange 
actuator motor should need no attention. The porous 
bronze bearings are jrnpre~nated with oit and the 
brushes are carbon copper. 

Details of motor tests and performance are given in 
'Dimensional Data' at the end of this Section. 

Gearchange actuator motor-To assemble - 
(Cars prior ta car serial number SRX 9801) 

P334 Assemble the gearchange actuator motor as follows 
(see Fig. TJ58). 

FIG. T157 ADJUSTMENT OF MICRO-SWlTCHES 1. f i t  the pole pieces and the two self-tapping 
screws, ensuring that the marks made during dis- 

(Car Serial Number 9QBf anmrds) mantling are correlated. 

1 Cam 
2 Gap 0.020 in. (0,5? mm.) 
3 Micro-switch 

2. Fit the brushgear assembly, ensuring that the 
brushes are fitted in their original position. Take care 
not to overstretch the brush tension springs. Ensure 

FIG. T158 GEARCHANGE ACTUATOR MQTOR 
(Cars prior to Car Serial Number SRX 9001) 

I Commutator end bracket 8 Pole piece 
2 Thrust pad 9 Field coil 
3 Yoke 10 Grommet 
4 Armature 11 Brushgear 
5 Shim I 2  Pole piece securing screw 
6 Bearing retainer 13 8earing retainer 
7 Drive end bracket 14 Self aligning bearing 

15 Through-bolts and insulators 



Ft G. T159 GEARCHANGE ACTUATOR MOT OR 
(Car Serial Number SWX 9001 and onwards) 

9 Motor cover 
2 Motor cover securing clip 
3 Motor 
4 Motor flying leads 
5 Motor drive shaft 
6 Coupling (spiined) 
7 Splined drive 
8 '0' ring 

that the brush arms pivot freely on the terminal, plate 
locations. 

3. Lightly smear the armature shaft with Shell 
Turbo 41 dl,  taking care to prevent any oil from 
reaching the commutator. 
4. Fit the armature. 
5. Fit the shim@) to the drive end of the armature 

shaft. 
6. f i t  the end covers and secure them with the 

through-bolts. 
7. Check the end Aoat of  the armature. The end 

float should be between 0.002 in. and 0.012 in. 
(&OS mm. and 0,30 mm.). If the end float does not 
conform to tbese figures remove the drive end bracket 
and adjust the shim(s) to suit. 

Gearchange actuator motor-h inspect 
(Cars serial number SRX 9001 and onwards) 
1. Examine the maplets for any damage, cracks 

or fractures. 
2. Examine the bru3es for wear; fit new brushes 

if nwsary .  
3. Examine the armalure commutator for wear or 

damage, if scored polish with fine emery cloth. If 
scores are heavy and amnot be removed with light 
polishing, fit a new am:iture. 
4. After poIishing car:fully clean commutator slots 

to remove particles of wrbon. 
5. Examine bearing bushes for wear, replace if 

necessary. 
6. Examme the armature shaft Sor wear on the 

bearing diameter. 

Geamhange a m t o r  motor-To dismantle Gearchange sduatar motor-Ta aglembls 
(Car serial nambr SRX and onwards) (car sai ai !gRX 9M)I and onwards) 

1. Using a suitable puller remove drive gear AssembIe the actuator motor (see Fig. TIJP) by 
from the motor. reversing the proceeds given previously. Test the 
2. Unscrew and withdraw the 2 bolts securing the motor after assemble, if the current mnsumpd~n 

motor housing, remove the housing. exceeds 7 + 5  amps. the armature has an electrical fault 
3, Remove the armature from the end plate. and shouId be renewed. 
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DIIEPISiO1YAL OAfA FOR 
GEARCMAM GE ACTUATOR, 

DESCRIPTION DlMENSlOM 

to 0-0033 in. -- 

-l- 0.0005 in. 

Front bearing old. 

t 0- 0005 in. 
(19.041 mm. + 0,013 mm.) 

Reat beaxing old. - 0-0004 in. 

to 0.0009 in, --p 

to 0,023 mm3 

Front bearing ild. 

- 04DO5 in. 

Interference or clearance. 0.0005 in. tight to 0-0004 in. clear 
(0,013 mm. ltght to 0?010 mm. clear) 

Rear bearing i/d. 

Intwference or clearance. 0.0002 in. tight to O.OOW in. clear 
(0,005 mm. tight to 0.01 8 mm. clear) 

+ 0-0005 in. 

- 0-OC05 in. 

Tnterference or clearam. 0.000 in. tight to 0-001 in. clear 
(0,000 mm. right to 0,025 mm. clear) 

Worm gears backlash. 

Worm shaft mad Rmt Adjust end float hy wlecring 
sttitabie adjusting =her. 

Motor armature end float. Adjust end float by dat ing  
suitable adjusting washer* 

Renew spring or brushes to 
maintain pressure. 

,- -, 

n r o  
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Cars prim ta car serial number SRX 9001 
The volt drop across tbc contacts should not e x d  100 rnilli-voItr when a current of 10 amps. is flouring through 
them and the relay coil is supplied with a nomina! 12 volts. 

Car serial number SRX 9001 and onwards 
The volt rlrop across !he contacts shouId not exceed S0 rnilli-voIts when a currcot of 6 amps. is flowing though 
thcm and the relay coil is srrpplied with a nominal I2 volts. 

REMARKS 
PERMISSIBLE 

WORN 
DIMENSION 

DESCRIPTION 

Dimensional Dab- tM 

Operating spring free h g t h .  

ACTUATOR MOTOR TEST DATA 

DIMENSION 

1 -00 m. (approx.) 

Nominal operating voltage ... ... 
Torque developed in either direction armature roktion'at 2WC. 

-- 

-- 

Load required to compress 
spring to a length of 0-70 in. 
t17,8 mm.) 

2 B.A. half nuts - motor to 
mounsing plate. 

Remainder of 2 B.A. nuts. 

Pole piex  screws. 

Bolts - actuator to rear exten- 
slm. 

(254 mm.) (approx.) 

3 0 0  lb. 
(454 kg) 

Torque tighten to ktween 30 Ib-in. 
and 36 1b.h. 

(OR% kg.m. and 0,41 kg.m.1 

Torque tighten to ktwcen Q8 lb.in. 
and 60 1b.1n. 

(0,55 kg.m. and 0,69 kg.rn.1 

Torque tighten to between 6 1b.R. 
and 8 1b.ft. 

(0,83 kg.rn. and 1 ,l 1 kg.m.1 

Torque tighten to M m  16 1b.k 
and I8 Ib.ft. 

( 2 3  kg.m. and 2.49 kg-m.) 

Cars prior to Car Serial 
Number SRX 9 0 1  

12. 
40 o z  in. at 200 r.p.m. 
(min.] at 16- 5 amp. (max.) 
md20m.iaat700r.p,m. 
(min.) at 14.5 amp. (max.) 

Car Serird N u m k  S W  
9001 and onwards 

12. 
M oz. in. (min) at 200 r.p.m. 
at 8 amp. (mu.)  and 12.5 
oz.in.(min.)atIOOtr.p.m. 
at 2-75 amp. (m.) 

DUAL RELAY 1 ESX QA3A 

Contact gap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Core gap (contacts opm) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Contact presure (closed) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Cutin  volts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Drop-off volts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Relay wmdingrtsistance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Cars prior to Car Serial 
Number SRX 9001 

0.020 in. to 0-025 h- 
(0-51 mm. to 0,64 mm.) 
0 -030 in. to 0.035 in. 
(0.76 m. to O,89 mm) 
5 . 1 oz to 6- 8 ox. 
(I45 g. to 195 g.) 
4 volts t~ 9 volts 
2 - 5  vnlts (min.) 
17 ohms. to 19 ohm. 
(at 20°C.) 

Car Serial Number SRX 
9001 and onwards 

0.025 in. PO 0.030 in. 
(0,M mm. to 0,76 mm.) 
0.040 in. to 0.045 ia. 
(l ,02 m m  to 1,14 mm.) 
3-5 az min. 
(100 grms. min.) 
9 volts m. -- 
17.5 ohms. to M o h m  
(at 2cPC.Z 
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ACTUATOR TEST DATA 
(All cars) 

Voltage required to optrate actuator - temperature range 70°C. to mrnus 17-8% ... ... 9volts(min.) 
Time takcn to rotate a 2 in. (5q8 mm.) lever through 80- 15' with a torque of I5 -0 lb. in. (R17 g m . )  

applied to the lever . .. 1 - 5  seoonds (max.) 
With 9 volts applred at the motor k id  anambi&t'tem&turk';If 20% the ';;all tGuc &;ht e i i  of thl 

lever must be 40, lb. h. f0,& km.). 
With 12 voits appl~ed at the motor and an ambient temperature of 20°C. the stall torqm on the end of the 

lwer must be 70 lb. m. (0,81 kgm.1. 
With 12 volts applied to the motor and 10 lb. in. @.I2 kg.rn.) load applied to the lever the actuator must 

select to within 3" of the correct position. 
With 14 volts applied at the motor and no load on the Iever, the actuator must not 'hunt' betwetn &or 

e t i o n s .  It is permissible for the lwer to m slightly past a elected position then return to that 
position before h:~ltin$. It is  not permissible for the actuator lever to move f o m r d  and backward past the 
s e l d  position before finally halting in the position requirad. 

SOLENOID TEST DATA 
(Cars prior to car serial number SRX 5001) 

Voltage required to withdraw plunger against spring loading from a set distance of 0.075 in. (1.91 mm.) . . . 5-0 volts {W.) 
Voltage required to hold pIunger back against spring pressure ... .-. 1.0 volts (min.) 
N* When the plunger and 8oIcnoid assembly has been satisfadorii; &d the components sh& bt 

kept together and fitted zs a complete unit. 
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Section T8 
REMOTE GEARCHANGE SELECTOR 

The remote gearchange selector .is clamped to the 
steering column assembly just below the steering 
wheel, 

An exploded view of the selector is shown in Figures 
T160 and T161. 

Movement of the selector Iever moves a pointer 
over an indicator scale which i s  marked 'P', 'R', 
'W, 'D', 'I' and 'L' representing Park, Reverse, 
Neutral and three forward gear ranges. 

The selector is in the form of a switch. When the 
lever is moved from NeutraI, an electrical signal is 
transmitted to the eIactric actuator which is maunted 
an the transmission rear extension and connected to the 
gearchange lever on the transmission. On receiving 
the signal, the electric actuator will automatically 
select the required gear range. The transmission will 
remain in the selected range until the lever is again 
moved. 

The electric actuator is wired so that, should the 
driver stop the car in a gear other than 'Park' then 
switch off the engine, he can still lock the transmission 
by moving the selector Iever to the 'Park' position. 

Having done this. if he moves the selector lever out 
of this position or the lever i s  accidentalIy moved to a 
drive position, the actuator will not respond until the 
ignition is switched on. 

Remote gearchange setector-To remove 
1. Remove the screws retaining the upper and lower 

halves of the cowling. These halves shouId always Be 
retained as a set. Carefully remove the upper half of 
the cowling. 

2. Remove the screw retaining the lower half of the 
cowling to its damping bracket ; remove the lower half 
of the cowfing. 

3. Disconnext the indicator lamp. 
4. Disconnect the microbwitch. 
5. Remove the screw securing the switch insulating 

plate. 
6. Remove the gearchange selector. 

Remote grterchange selector--To dismantle 
1. Remove the screws securing the micro-switch(es) 

to the rear facc of the base assembly and remove the 
micre-switch(es). 
2. Remove the operating m from the spindle of 

the quadrant. 
3. Remove the single 5 B.A. screw securing the 

pointer to the quadrant boss and remove the painter; 
take care not loose the washer($) from beneath the 
head of the 5 B.A. screw. 

Note Care must be taken not to scratch the 
pointer or the indicator scale. 

4. Rcmovc thc two 5 B.A. scrcws and shake-proof 
washers securing the indicator support bracket to the 
two bosses on the base assembly, then remove the 
indicator support bracket assembly. 
5. Remove the two hexagon-headed 3 B.A. screws 

securing the gate assembly to the underside of the 
base. 
6. Remove the circlip, clevis pin and spring securing 

the gearchange selector lever to the quadrant, then 
m o v e  the lever with the gate assembly attached 
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FIG. T160 REMOTE GEARCHANGE SELECTOR 
(EARLY CARS) 
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FIG. TllO REMOTE GEARCWAEUGE SELECTOR 
(EARLY CARS) 

1 Gear position indicator scafe components 
2 Upper half of steering column cowl 

e .- 
d 

3 Pointer - gear range selector - 4 Gear ranQe selectos lever 
5 Quadrant assembly 

2 6Baseassernbly 
8 7 Insulating piece 
C] .- 8 Spring - contact - gear range selector 
-E 
E .- 
2 

7. Remove the two S B.A. screws and washers 
securing the phosphor-bronze contact, two insulating 
strips and two insulating dowels to the quadrant 
and remove these items. 

I- 8. Remove the retaining clip from the rocking am. 
9. Remove the tension spring from the rocking arm 

and quadrant, and remove the rocking arm assembly. 
10. Remove the eccentric stud which forms the 
rocking arm assembly pivot. 
I I .  Remove the 3 in. UNF nut and washer from the 
quadrant spindle and remove the quadrant assembly 
from the base assembly. 

X m Remote gearchange selector-To assemble 
1. Fit the quadrant zssernbly onto the base and nip 

f me 4 in. UNF nut and washer onto the spindle. Check - that the quadrant is free to rotate. 8 2. Remove the quadrant and lubricate the spindle 
with Ragosine 204G. Refit the quadrant and fmally 
tighten the 4 in. UNF nut. 

3. Do not overtighten the nut, since the bearing 
boss tmds to spread slightly and a tight bearing may 
be formed. 

<- 

C. Fit the eccentric stud to the base plate, fit the 
retaining nut and temporarily tighten. 

5. Temporarily fit the gear change selector lever 
and the gate; ensure that when the roller lines up 
with the quadrant, the selector lever seats in the 
correct position in the gate. Adjust by rotating the 
eccentric stud. 
6. Tighten the stud retaining nut. 
7. Fit the rocking a m  assembly, then check to 

g ensure that the roller lines up correctly with the 
X quadrant with respect to height above thc basc. 
d 8. Remove the selalor lever and gate. 
7 9. Remove the rockrng arm and hook the tension 

spring onto the anchor pin roller on the underside of 
the quadrant and onto the spring anchor on the 
underside OF the socking arm. 
10. This operation is made easier by rotating the 
quadrant anti-clockwisr: beyond its normal travel, so 
that the spring is not under tension. Rotate the 
quadrant clockwise whilst holding the rocking arm 

P clear, then ailow the roller to locate on the detent 

9 Insulating plate 
10 Contact 
T'1 Reverse lamps operating lever 
12 Micro-switch mounting plate - 

reverse lamps 
13 Micro-switch - reverse lamp 
14 Support assembly bracket 
15 tower half of steering column cow1 

forms. Fit the spring on the top side o f  the quadrant: 
and rocking arm. 
11. Fit the circlip. 

Note D o  not fit the pivot retaining clip to the 
rocking arm at this stage. (They are difficult 
to remove, should the need arise). 

12. Move the quadrant to a mid-way seIection and 
fit the phosphor-bronze contact. This contact is 
assembled between two insulating strips and all are 
located by two insulating dowels. This sandwich 
assembly is then secured to the quadrant by two 
5 B.A. screws and washers. 

Note Extreme caution must be taken with the 
moving contact, so that it is not bent or 
damaged in any way. This contact has n 
deflection imposed upon it by fitting the 
fixed contacts and it is extremely important 
that the pressure between the contacts which 
the deflection produces i s  correct (see 
Remote g e a r c h g e  selector - To test). 

13. Before fitting the selector lever assembly carry 
out the Following checks. 
14. Check that the clevis pin will slide through bath 
the fork end on the lever and the holes in the mounting 
bosses on the quadrant, then check that the fork end 
will slide between thew bosses. 
15. Lightly smear Ragosint 204G on the outside of 
the fork end, the inside of the bosses, the cIevis pin 
and the clevis pin holes, then locate Ihc fork end in the 
'bosses by the clevis pin a d f i t  the spring inside the 
fork end and over the clevis pin. 
14. Push home the pin and fit the circlip and washer. 
17. #c& that thc lcvcr will return easily under the 
load of the spring. 
18. Fit the retaining clip to rocking arm pivot. 
19. Fit the bulb holder and support bracket. 
20. Secure the gate assembly to the underside of the 
base by means of the two hexagun-headed 3 B.A. 
screws. 
21. Check that, when the position of the lever is 
controlled by the detents, it lines up with the profile 
of the gate liner and that the extreme positions of the 
lever are not limited by the gate. 
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FIG. T161 REMOTE GEARCHANGE SELECTOR 
(LATER CARS) 
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FIG. 3161 REMOTE GEARCHANGE SELECTOR 
/!ATER CARS) 

t Gear position indicator scale components 
2 Upper half of steering column cowl 

E 
3 Pointer - gear range selector 

.a 4 Gear range selector lever -- * 5 Quadrant assembly 2 - 6 Base assembly 
2 7 Insulating piece 

8 Spring - contact - gear range selector 
.- 9 Insulating piece 
B * 
.- 
& 

22. Fit the insulating plate complete with the feed 
and supply contacts fitted to it. 
23, When the unit is screwed down by the three 

P 5 B.A. screws, check that the inside leg of the moving 
contact is pressing onto the supply contact and that 
at the extremities of its travel the hemispherical head 
is still making good contact with supply contact (see 
Remote gearchange selector - To test). 

24. Each selection should then be made in turn, 
checking that the wrside leg on the moving contact 
lines up c o m t l y  with each of the feed contacts. 
25. Mount this assembly on the two bosses on the 

E base by means of the two 5 B.A. screws and shake- 
3 proof washers. 
"6. Fit the blue filter with its flattened end in front 

of the bulb and behind the bracket mounting screw 
heads. Bend the top radiused end over the bulb and 
check that it follows the contours of the support 
bracket. 
27. Hold the filter in this position by means of a 
0.025 in, (0,64 mm.) feeler gauge held from the front 

I- of the unit, fit the indicator scale over the support 
bracket and secure it with two self-tapping screws. 
The scale should drop onto the bracket and its lip 
must not be ford down. 
28. Feed the pointer under the indicator scale, then 
with 'X range' selected, use a thin-bladed PhiUips head 
screwdriver, to feed the single 5 B.A. screw through 
the pointer leg and screw it into the quadrant boss. 
Care should be taken not to scratch either the pointer 
or the indicator scale. 
29. Each selection should then be made and the 
alignment of the pointer checked. Packing washers 
fitted to the S B.A. screw will give the adjustment 
necessary to wrr&Iy 'line-up' the pointer. 
30. Screw the micro-switch onto the two bosses on 
the rear face of the base assembly. 
31. Fit the operating arm onto the spindle of the 
quadrant. 
32. On an eariy car, not fitted with refrigeration 
set the operating arm sa that the single micro-switch 
is depressed when the selection is 'R'. 

10 Contact 
11 Reverse lamps operating lever 
12 Micro-switch mounting plate - 

reverse [amps 
13 Micro-switch - reverse lamps 
14 Micro-switch - fast-idle 
15 Lever and buffer assembly 
16 Support assembly bracket 
17 Lower half of steering column cowl 

33. On a car fitted with refrigeration the two micro- 
switches require setting so that the fast-idle micro- 
switch is d~pressed just as the selector is engaging 'N'. 
34. Check that the 'R' micro-switch is operated 
satisfactorily. The screw is 5 B.A., therefore it should 
not be overtightened. 
35. Fit the miaining clip to the rocking arm pivot. 
36. Lightly smear Ragosine 204G on the quadrant 
detents, then operate the switch several times to ensure 
that the Ragosine is spread evenly. 

Remote gearchange selector-To fit 
1. Fit the remote gearchange seiector onto the 

steering column, locating the dowel in the hole in the 
column outer tube. The two 3 in. UNF screws which 
pass through the clamping bracket and into the base 
are fitted with spring washers. 
2. Connect the selector switch and the micro- 

switch wiring so that the Iooms leave clearance for 
fitting the cowZing. 

3. Fit the lower half of the cowling onto its clamp- 
ing bracket then fit the upper half of the cowling. 

M e  Care must be taken whm tightening the 
cowling retaining screws, since the unit, 
being made of plastic, will crack if over- 
stressed. 

4. Check the clearance between the steering wheel 
hub and the cowling. 

Remote gearchange selector contacts-- 
To set 

Whenever the mo*g or fixed contacts have been 
d i i s t u r ~  M after the remote gemchange selector have 
been dismantled and assembid always test the assem- 
bly as follows: 

When the remote change selector is assembled on 
the production line the moving contact is shaped such 
that fitting the fixed contact insulating plate against 
its mxhined stops deflects the frxed contact by 
between 0-050 in. and 0.100 in. (137 mm. and 
2,54 mm.). This produces the correct pressure between 
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FIG. T162 MOVING AND FIXED CONTACTS 
(FRONT VIEW) 

1 Stationary contacts 
2 Moving contacts 

the two contacts and is checked in the following pro- 
cedure using a 0-001 in. (0,025 mm.) thick pi= of 
paper (e.g. cigarette paper or typists carbon paper). 
The pressure is correct when rhe paper is 'nipped' by 
the contacts. What constitutes sufficient depee of 'nip' 
can be established by assessment on a car that has had 
its contacts correctly set. 
l. Ensure the handbrake is applied and the ignition 

switch turned to the 'Lock' position. 
2. Remove the top half of the steering column cowl. 
Note On Corniche cars it ]nay be found necessary 

to slacken the two screws retaining the 
Iower half of the coil  in order that the top 
half be removed witllout damage. 

3. Operate the selector h e r  and ensure that 
when the lever is in its &tent for all of the 
'P', 'R', 'N', 'D', 'l', and 'L' positions, the moving 
contact is positioned on the relevant fixed contact. 

Note Radial adjustment of the fixed contact 
insulating plate is provided by elongated 
hoIes used to attach it t o  the casting (see 
Fig. T163). 

4. Check that the moving contact i s  exerting 
sufficient pressure an each of the fixed contacts by 
feeling the amount of 'nip' on 0.001, in. (0,025 mm.) 
thick piece of paper placed bttween the contacts. 

5. Carefully remove the paper without lifting the 
moving contact. 
6. If this check reveals insufficient contact pressure 
on any of the fixed contacts ensure that the insulating 
plate is in its uppermost pasition. This is when the 
plate end stops are touching the machined lugs as 
shown in Figure T163. 
7. When adjustment i s  necessary the contact 

pressure should be rechecked after th is  has been 
carried out. 
8. If the contact pressure is still too low it will be 

necessary to reshape the moving contact such that the 
deflection produd  when fitling the fixed contact 
insulating plate against its stops is between 0.050 in. 
and 0.100 in. (1,27 mm. and 2,54 mm.). 

Note T h e  fixed contact insulating plate MUST be 
removed when reshaping the moving wn- 
tact. 

9. Ensure that the moving contact is not running 
on the edge of the fixed contacts. 
10. Fit the steering column cow1 and test the 
assembly. 

FIE. 71 63 MOVIIVG AM D AXED CBMTACTS Remote gearchange seiector-To test 
(REAR VIEW 

I .  Switch on the ignition with the gear range 
1 Casting selector in 'P'. 
2 Insulating plate 2. Move the selector slowly to 'R', 'W, 'D', 'E' and 
3 Stop - ta which insulating 

plate (2) must abut 'L' ensuring that the transmission responds correctly 
4 Elongated hole by listening for Its operation at each position. -1 
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3. Select 'P' and 'N' in turn and check that the (i) Reverses when 'R' i s  selected. 
engine will start. (ii) Parks when 'P' is selectd. 
4. Switch off the engine and select. 'R', 'D', 'I', 'L' (iii) Drives forward when 'D*, 'l', 'L' are 

and at each position ensure that the engine will NOT selected. 
P 

start. N o  These checks to be done first by slow -- 
Q 
Y .... 5. Refit the top half of the steering column cowl. deliberate selection of each gear position and 
6 6. WithCAREensurethatthecar: secondly by fast operation ofthe gear%lector. 

g 
-9 
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Section T9 
TRANSMlSSlQN-TO REMOVE AND FIT 

Transmission-To remove 12. Remove the dipstick and filler tube. Blank off 

The fallowing procedure is appIicable to all cars 
fitted with the Torque Converter Transmission except 
where divided for either early or later cars. 

l. Drive the car onto a ramp or over a pit; this 
will enhble the transmission to be lowered as it is 
removed from the car. 
2. Ensure that both front road wheels and one rear 

road wheel are suitably 'chocked' to prevent the car 
moving. 
3. Switch on the ignition and select the 'Neutral' 

position with the gearchange selector lever; this will 
ensure that the transmission and propeller shaft are 
not 'locked' in the 'Park' position. 
4. Switch off the ignition and remove the trans- 

mission thermal cut-out From the fusebox; refer to the 
fuseboard identification plate for location. 
5. Disconnect the negative lead from the battery, 

situated in the Iuggage compartment. 
6. Jack up the "un-chocked" rear road wheel. ro 

enable the propeller shaft to be rotated. 
7. Disconnect and remove the propeller shaft 

(see Propder shaft - To remove, Chapter F, Section 
FIFJ). 
8. Lower the rear road wheel of the car and suitabiy 

'chock' as the other three road wheels. 
9. Raise the bonnet. 

10. Drain the engine coolant (see Cooling system - 
To drain, Chapter L, Section Ll). 
11, Drain the transmission Ruid (see Section T2 - 
Servicing). 

the hole in the sump to prevent any remaining trans- 
mission fluid from running out as the transmission 
is removed. 
13. Disconnect the speedometer cable from the 
transmission case. Suitably mask both transmission 
connection and cable end to  prevent the ingress of 
dirt. 
14. Unscrew and remove the mufti-pin plug from 
the socket on the gearchange actuator. Suitably mask 
both the actuator connection and cable end to prevent 
the ingress of dirt. 
15. O n  early cars, remove the nuts and washers 
securing the neutral start and height control switches 
to the mounting bracket on the side of the tmnk 
mission case. 
16. Tie the switch and lead assembly to a convenient 
point so that it will not be damaged. 
17. Remove the Lucar connection from the solenoid 
connection on the side of the transmission case. On 
early cars note the colour of the leads to assist correct 
assembly; there are two leads, one to the detent 
solenoid and the other to the stator solenoid. On 
later cars there is only one (Greenlrvhite) wire to the 
side of the transmission case and this operates the 
detent solenoid. Tie the lead to a convenient point so 
that it will not be damaged. 
IS. Disconnect and remove the actuator breather 
pipe. On later cars also disconnect the flexible tube end 
of the breather from the adapter in the crossmember. 
Mask a11 open connections. 
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FIG. 71 64 TRAIYSMISSIOIU DlSCQNHECTIMG 
POINTS - Q FT-SI BE (EARLY CARS) 

I Transmission fluid feed and return pipes 8 Vacuum pipe connection 
2 Vacuum pipe 9 Coolant pipe connection 
3 Coolant feed pipe to heat exchanger 10 Heat e~chaIIg9r 
4 Dipstick and fi!ler tube I1  Transmission fluid pipes (heat exchanaer end) 
5 Dipstick and fiIler tube clip $2 Vacuum modulator 
6 Starter motor bottom bolt 13 Electric actuator breather pipe 
I Right-hand flexible mount 14 Actuator mounting brackets 

19. Disconnect and rernove the various operating 
rods and levers from the side of the transmission case 
(see Figs. T165 mid T167). 
20. Remove the three bolts which secure the actuator 
to the rear extension; remove the actuator. 
21. DisconnecL the throttle operating rod (see 
Figs. TI39, Tl48 and T341 - Control rod - accele- 
rator to compensator linkage), at the compensating 
linkage. On right-hand drive cars, also disconnect the 
throttle operating rod at the lower end and remove 
the complete rod. On left-hand drive cars, remove the 
setscrews whbh secure the amle~ator cross-shaft 
brackets to the underside of the body; remove the 
brackets, shaft, levers and rods, including the rod 
connecting the accelerator lever to the cross-shaft 
lever. 
22. Remove the starter motor (see Starter motor - 
To remove, Chapter M, Section M4). 
23. Disconnect the vacuum modulator pipe at the 
modulator end and at the induction manifold; re- 
move the pipe and mask the open connections. 

24. On m y  m%, disconnect the two short rubber 
hoses, one on each side of the heat exchanger. 

Note There will be coolant in the heat exchanger 
and associated pipes which will not drain 
until the rubber hoses are disconnected. 
Therefore, it is advisable for the operator 
to ensure that a suitable container is avail- 
able. 

25. On early c m ,  disconnect the heat exchanger 
coolant feed pipe from the rear of 'A' bank cylinder 
head. Remove the various clips and bolts which 
secure the coolant pipe to the transmission and the 
vacuum pipe; remove the coolant pipe. Disconnect 
the coolant return pipe from the junction above 'B' 
bank rocker cover. Remove the various dips and 
bolts which secure the coolant return pipe; remove 
the pipe. 
26. On early cars, disconnect and remove the heat 
exchanger transmission fluid pipes; these are located 
on the dipstick side of the transmission. Remove the 
setscrews which secure the heat exchanger to the k l l  
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FIG. Tl65 TRAWSMISSION DlSCOMWECTllUG 
POINTS- NEAR-SlDE (EARLY CARS) 

1 Coolant return pipe clip 
2 Transmission top securing setscrews 
3 Micro-switch and solenoid leads 
4 Emergency (get-you-home) lever 
5 Speedometer drive 

,- 6 Coupling flange 
7 Actuator lever clevis pin 

housing bottom cover; remove the heat exchanger 
and mask the open connections. 
27. On Idw cars, disconnect the two transmission 
fluid flexible pipes leading to and from the heat 
exchanger situated in the engine wolant radiator. The 
pipes should be disconnected at a point by the dip- 
stick side of the transmission case where the flexible 4 pipe joins the solid metal p ip .  c; Note There may be a small quantity of trans- 

mission fluid in the pipes which wi1I drain 
out when the pipes are disconnected, 
therefore, ensure a suitable container is 
available. 

28. Remove the setscrews which secure the front 
cover plate and the be11 housing bottom cover; re- 

r' 
move the plate and cover. 

8 Jack plug socket 
9 Detent and stator lead contents 

10 Micro-switch lever clevis pin 
l 1  Gearchange lever lock-nut 
12 Heat exchanger cooling connection 
13 Heat exchanger coolant return pipe 
14 Near-side flexible mount 

29. Remove the setscrews which secure the engine 
flexplate to the torque converter. 

Note Take care when turning the torque con- 
verter to reach the setscrews; do not lever 
on the flexplate or starter ring as they may 
become damaged. 

30. O n  m 1 y  cars the transmission is secured to the 
adapter plate by through b o b  and therefore, the 
adapter pIate must be removed with the transmission. 
I n  these instances prtrceed as follows. 
31. Position a jack under the rear of the engine 
sump. Ensure that the load i s  spread evenly by placing 
a piece of soft wood between the sump and the head 
of the jack. 
32. Raise the jack to take the weight of the engine 
and transmission. 
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FIG. Tl66 TRAMSMlSSlOM DISCONNECTING 
POlNTS- OFT-SIDE (!ATER CARS) 

I Transmission oil cooler pipe connections 
2 DipstickJfiIler tube clip 
3 Starter motor setscrews 
4 Offside flexible mount 
S Vacuum modulator pipe 

- 

33. Remove any dirt around tbe mounting brackets. access to some of the setmew; the uppermost 
then scribe correlation marks on the transmission setscrews can be reached from the engine cornpart- 
feet and the sub-frame around the mounting brackets. ment. 

Note Scribing the correlation marks on the 
mounting brackets will enable the trans- 
mission to be correctly positioned when it is 
fitted. 

34. Support the transmission with the aid of a 
trolley jack and extension, using a suitable platform 
to fit around the transmission sump. 
35. Remove the bolts which secure the rubber 
mountings to the transmission. 

It may not be possible to remove all set- 
screws completely owing to the close 
proximity of the adjacent components, 
however, the setscrews may be unscrewed 
sufficiently to clear their mating threads. 
Do not remove the five large nuts and one 
setscrew which secfire the transmission to 
the adapter. 

36. Remove the setscrews which secure the brackets 38. Carefully move the transmission towards the 
to the sub-frame. Remove the mounting brackets and rear of  the car, disengaging the adapter from the 
rub& mounts. engine crankcase. The adapter is dowelled to the 
37. Unscrew the eight selcrews which secure the crankcase. 
trammission to the engine. It may lx necessary to 39. On later cars, the transmission is mured to the 
lower the engine and transmission slightly to gab adapter plate by setscrews, and can be removed from -, 
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RG. T167 TRAMSMlSSlON DISCQMNECTEMG POINTS - NEAR-SIDE 
(LATER CARS) 

1 Transmission top securing setscrews 
2 Speedometer drive 
3 Coupling flange 
4 Actuator lever clevis pin 
5 Actuator socket 
6 Near-side flexible mount 

the car whilst leaving the  adapter and the mounting 
plate in positioa 
40. Support the transmission with the aid of a 
trolley jack and extension, using a suitable plafform 
to fit around the transn:ission sump. 

.m 41. Unscrew the five setscrews which secure the 
tC transmission to the adapter. 
4 42. Carefully move the itsansmission towards the 
V? 
C 

rear of the car until the dowels in the transmission are 
clear of the mounting plate. 
43. The remaining procedure is applicable to  aI1 cars. 
44. Fit the retaining clamp RH 7952 (J-21366) to 
prevent the converter from becoming disengaged 
from the transmjssion. 

Note The retaining clamp must be used, otherwise 
the converter may fall as the transmission 
is being remo.ted. 

45. Lower the jack until the transmission is clear 
of the body then remove the transmission from the car. 
46. Remove the retaining damp then withdraw the 
converter. 

Note A converter with oil weighs approximately 
50 lb. (22,7 kg.). 

47. I f  overlmul work i s  Lv be m i e d  oul, fit the 
transmission into the holding fixture RH 7956 
(5-8763-20) as shown in Figure TI68. 

Transmission-To fit 
Fit the transmission by reversing the procedure given 
for the removal, noting the follawing points. 
l. Torque tighten the various nuts, bolts, setscrews 

etc. to the figures quoted in Chapter P. 
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2. Position the converter so that the weld nuts are 
flush with the Aexplate. Ensure that the converter is 
not tilted and that the pilot in the centre of the con- 
verter is correctly located in the crankshaft. 

3. Fit two setscrews from the front of the Aexplate 
and torque tighten them to 25 lb. ft. (3,9 kg. m-). 

Note The two bolts must be tightened at this stage 
to ensure that the converter is correctly 
aligned with the flexplate and crankshaft. 

4. Insert a screwdriver or pinch bar under one of 
the converter weid nuts. 

5. Ratate the converter until the third setscrew can 
be fitted. Torque tighten this setscrew. Do not lever on 
the starter ring when rotating the converter. 

FIG. T168 TRANSMISSION IN HOLOiNG FIXTURE 

I Holding fixture 

2. On early cars, ensure that the mating faces of the 
transmission adapter and the engine crankcase axe 
clean and free from damage. 

Note It is advisable to fit the setscrews into those 
holes which are difficult to reach once the 
transmission is in position. 

3. On later cars, ensure that the mating faces ofrhe 
transmission and the mounting plate are clcm and 
free from damage. 
Observe the following notes carefully when securing the 
toqae converter to the engine flexplate. 
l. Rotate the converter until two of the three weld 

nuts on the conveaer line up with the two bolt holes 
in the flexplate. 

6. If the adapter and mounting plate have been - -\ 

removed raise the transmission slightly higher than 
its normal position and fit the mounting brackets and 
rubber mounts. Before tightening the brackets to the 
aub-frame and transmission, ensure that the cor- 
retation marks which were scribed during removal, 
are aligned. 
7. Ensure the earthing lead is fitted to the top bolt 

on the right-hand mounting root. 
8. Connect the throttle operating rod; ensure that 

the joints are adequateiy lubricated and that the 
throttles open fully when the accelerator pedd is 
depressed and return to the closed position im- 
mediately the pedal is released. 
9. After completion of the fitting operation, fill 

the engine cooling system and the transmission 
system with their respective fluids. 
10. FinalIy road test the car for satisfactory opera- 
tion. - 
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Section Tl0 
TOROUE CONVERTER 

The torque converter serves two primary functions. It 
acts as a fluid coupling to transmit engine torque 
smoothly to the transmission, it also multiplies the 
engine torque when additional performance is 
required. 

The torque converter comprises three basic ele- 
ments; a pump, a turbine and a stator (see Fig. TI69). 

The converter cover i s  welded to the pump to seal 
all three members in an oil filled housing. An engine 
driven flexplate bolts directly onto the converter cover 
so that the converter pump is mechanically connected 
to the engine and turns whenever the engine rotates. 

When the engine is running and the converter pump 
is rotating, oil is picked up at the centre of the pump 
and discharged at the rim, between the pump blades. 

The pump shell and blades are designed so that the 
oil leaves the pump rotating cIockwise, toward the 
turbine Hades. As the oil strikes the turbine blades, it 
causes the turbine to rotate. 

When the engine is idling, the converter pump 
rotates slowly and the force of oil is not sufficient to 
rotate the turbine with any efficiency. This situation 
enables the car to stand in gear with the engine slowly 
idling. As the engine throttle is opened, the pump 
speed increases and the force of oil strikinn the turbine - 
causes it to  transmit torque to the gear train. After the 
oil has imparted its force to the turbine, the oil follows F1G.n 69TORQUE CONVERTER-CUT-AWAY VIEW 
the contour ofthe turbine shell and blades, Ieaving the 
centre of the turbine, and rotating anti<lockwise. f Turbine 

2 Variable angle statar (early cars) 
-use the turbine member has absorbed the force 3 Pump 

required to reverse the direction of the clockwise 4 Converter cover 
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FIE. T170 f ORQUE CONVERTER- LEAK 
TESTING FIXTURE 

I Converter leak test fixture 
2 Pressure gauge 

rotating oiI it now has greater torque than is being 
delivered by the engine. 

To prevent the anti-clockwise spinning oil from 
striking the pump blades at an angle that would hinder 
its rotation, a stator assembly is interposed between 
the pump and the turbine. The purpose of the stator 
is to redirect the oil returning from the turbine sa that 
its direction is altered to suit that of the pump {see 
Fig. T169); the energy of the oil is then used to assist 
the engine in turning the pump. This increases the 
force of the oil driving the turbine and, as a result, 
multiplies the torque. 

The force of oil flowing from the turbine to the 
stator blades tends to rotate the stator anti-cIcckwise, 
but a clutch, on which the stator is mountd, prevents 
this. 

As both turbine and car speeds increase, the direc- 
tion of the oil leaving the turbine changes. The oil 
flows clockwise against the reat side of the stator 
vanes. If the stator was fixed, the flow of oil would be 
impeded, but the clutch allows the stator to rotate on 
i t s  shaft. Once the stator becomes inactive there is no 
further torque multiplication and the converter 
functions as a fluid coupling at a ratio of I : 1 .  

Torque cunverter-Ta remowe 
1. Remove the transmission as described in Section 
l9 - Transmission - To remove and fit. 

Note Do not forget to fit the Convert Holding 
Clamp RH 7952 (J-21366) otherwise the 
converter may fall when the transmission 
is removed. 

2. Position a drip tray underneath the converter. 
3. Remove the converter retaining clamp from the 

bell housing end of the transmission casing; remove 
the converter. 

Caution The converter and oil weigh approxi- 
mately 50 lb. (22,7 kg.) and care should be 
taken when removing it to ensure that it is 
not dropped or damaged. 

Torque converter-Ta fit 
I .  If the torque converter has been leak tested, 

ensure that all traces o f  water have been removed. 
2. Fit the converter to the transmission, ensuring 

that the driving slots engage with the tangs in the 
transmission oil pump. 
3. Fit the converter holding clamp RH 7952 

(5-21 3661. 

FIG. 71 71 TORWE COWVERTER - INTERNAL Torque cowefier-TO inspect 
BEbRiMG ARRANGEMENTS After removing the torque converter from the trans- 

mission visually inspect as follows. 
1 Thrust race L 
2 Thrust race Z 1. Examine the converter for signs of damage. 

3 Thrust roller bearing 2. Examine the neck of the converter for wear. 

4 Roller clutch stater race 3. Examine the pump drive slots for wear. 
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FIG. Tl72 CHECKING CONVERTER END 
CLEARANCE 

3 Tool J-213714 
4 Tool J.8001 

Far a more detailed procedure of inspection refer to S. Depress the valve stem to release the air 
'Torque Converter' in the 'Fault Diagnosis Chart' pressure; remove the leak test fixture- - on Page T175. 

l- 
Caafion Ensure that the pressure is released 

m before removing the fixture, otherwise the 

k valve may blow out during removal. 
S - 
8 Torque converter-Ta leak Test 

Fit Workshop Tool RH 7954 (5-21 369) to the torque 
converter as follows. 

1 .  Fit the valve portion of the fixture into the neck 
of the converter; unscrew the large hexagonal nut. 
2. Fit the fixture band crosswise onto the converter 

so that the slotted plate fits around the valve and 
under the nut (see Fig. T170). 

3. Tighten the nut to expand the '0' ring so that 
a good seal is obtained. 
4. Apply compressed air to the valve in the top of 

the tool at 80 lbfsq-in. (5,6 kg/sq.cm.). 
5. Immerse the converter in water, noting any sign 
of bubbles which would indicate a leak. 
6. Remove the converter from the water. 

g 7. Renew the converter if a leak is evident. 
N 

Converter lend clearanct+To check 
1 . Fully release collet end of Tool J-2 I37 1-8. 
2. Install collet end of Tool J-21371-8 Into con- 

verter hub until it bottoms (see Fig. TI72); then 
tighten its cap nut to 5 lb. ft. (0,691 kg.rn.1. 
3. Install tool J-21371-3 and tighten hexagon nut 

to 3 lb. ft. (0,415 kg.m.) (see Fig. T172). 
4. Install Dial Indicator 5-8001 and set it at 'Zero'. 

while its plunger rests on the cap nut of Tool 
5-21 371-8. 
5. Loosen the hexagon nut while holding the cap 

nut stationary. With the hexagon nut loosened and 
holding toal .L21 371 -3 firmly against converter hub, 
the reading obtained on the Dial Indicator will be 
the converter end clearance. End clearance should be 
Iess than 0-050 in. (1,27 mm.). If the end clearanae is 
0.050 in. (1.27 mm.) or more replace the converter. 
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Section Tll  
VACUUM MODULATOR AND VALVE 

T h e  vacuum modulator is secured to the ri&t-hand components are arranged so that when fitted, the 
side of the transmission case and is connected by a bellows and an external spring apply a force that acts 
pipe to the engine induction system. The mcdulator on the modulator valve to increase mdnlator pres- 
consists of a metal case which encloses an evacuated sure. Engine vacuum and an internal spring act in the 
metal. bellows, a diaphragm and two springs. These opposite direction to decrase modulator pressure. 

DRIVE OR LINE OIL 
GOVERNOR OIL 

CI MODULATQR orr 

FIG. 1173 VACUUM MODULATOR AND VALVE 
SHOWING MODUMTIJR PRESSURE 

1 Vacuum modulator 6 Drive oil 9 Modulator oil 
2 Modulator valve 7 1-2 detent valve 10 2-3 modulator valve 
3 Modulator oil 8 Regulator valve . 11 2-3 valve 
4 Governor oil 12 Line oil 
6 1-2 valve 13 Vacuum connection 
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m LIME OIL 
GGaERRIOR 01L 
0 MODULATOR OIL 
a INTAKE O l t  

FIG. fd74 VACUUM MODUIATQR AND VALVE 
SHOWIHG LINE PRESSURE CONTROL 

1 Vacuum modulator 
2 Modulator valve 
3 Modulator oil 
4 Governor oil 

/-- 5 1-2 valve 
6 Drive oil 
7 1-2 detent valve 
8 Regulator valve 
9 Modulator oil 

10 2-3 modulator valve 
11 2-3 valve 
T2 Line ail 
13 Vacuum connection 

To reduce the effect of altitude on shift points, the 
effectwe area of the diaphragm i s  dificrent than that of 
the bellows. Atmospheric pressure acts on the resulting 
differential area to reduce modulator pressure. 

The vacuum modulator fitted to a transmission can 
vary dependent upon 'model year' and original build 
specification of the car. .It is therefore, of utmost 
importance to ensure that the correct parts are fitted 
to a transmission should replacement parts be r e  
quired. 

To identify the modulator change the prefix letters 
P of the transmission were change from RR to RS. It 

should also be noted that on later cars a restrictor is 
fitted at the bottom of the modulator pipe and an 
error in assembly at this paint could result in a blocked 
signal. line especially on cars fitted with full emission 
control systems- 

Modulator pressure is directed to the 1-2 regulator 
valve which regulates modulator pressure to a lesser 
pressure which is proportional to modulator pressure. 
This tends to keep the 1-2 shift valve in the closed or 
down-change position. Modulator pressure is directed 
also to the 2-3 modulator valve to apply a variable 
pressure proportional to modulator pressure. This 
tends to hold the 2-3 shift valve in the dosed, or 
down-change position. As a result, the gear change 
points can be delayed to take place at higher road 
speeds with heavy throttle application (see Fig. TI7'3). 
Main line oil pressure is controlled in Drive range 

so that it will vary with torque input to the trans- 
mission. Since torque input is a product of engine 
torque and converter ratio, modulator pressure is 
directed to a pressure regulator boost valve, to adjust 
main line (pump) pressure for changes in either 
engine torque or converter ratio (see Fig. T174). 

T o  regulate modulator pressure and in turn, line 
pressure, with the converter torque ratio that decreases 
as car speed increases, governor pressure is directed to 
the modulator valve to reduce modulator pressure 
with increases in car speed. In this way, line pressure 
is regulated to vary with torque input to the trans- 
mission for smooth changes with sufficient capacity 
for both heavy and light acceleration. 

Vacuum modulator and valvts- 
To remove 

B e  vacuum modulator can be removed from the 
transmission without removing the transmission from 
the car. The following instructions apply whether or 
not the transmission has keen removed. 

1 .  Place a drip tray h e a t h  the vacuum modulator. 
2. Disconnect the vacuum pipe at the modulator 

end if the transmission is in the car (see Fig. T175). 
3. Remove the setscrew and retainer which secure 

the modulator to the transmission. 
4. Remove the modulator and '0' ring; discard 

the '0' ring, 
5. Remove the modulator halve from the trans- 

mission case. 

Vacuum modulator and valve- 
To inspect 

1. Examine the vacuum modulator for signs of 
distortion. 
2. Examiw the '0' ring seat for damage. 
3. Apply suction to tbe vacuum tube on the modu- 

lator and check for leakage. 
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4. Examine the modulator valve for soares or 
damage. 

5. Ensure that the valve will move frxly in its bore 
in the case. 
6. Examine the modulator for damaged bellows. 

The modulator plunger is under approximately 
16 lb. (7,3 kg.) pressure- Tf the bellows is damaged, 
very little pressure will be applied to the plunger. 

Vacuum rnoduIator and walve--Ta fit 
I. Fit the valve into the bore in the case with the 

stem outward. 
2. Fit a new 'O' ring to the modulator, 
3. Fit the rnadulator to the case with the vacuum 

pipe codnection toward the front of the mr, approxi- 
mately 20" from the vertical. 
4. Fib the retainer with the curved side of the tangs 

facing the transmission. 
5. Fit the retaining setscrew and torque tighten it to 

18 Ib. A. (2-5 kg. m-). 
6. Connect the vacuum pipe. 

Ff6. m75 VACUUM MODULATOR AND 
VACUUM PIPE 

1 Oil filler tube securing nut 
2 Vacuum modulator 
3 Vacuum pipe 
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Section T12 
GOVERNOR ASSEMBLY 

The governor assembly (see Fig. T17q fits into the rear 
of the transmission casing on the right-hand side and 

M 

is driven by a gear on the transmission output shaft 
The car speed signal to the transmission is supplied 

by this gavernor. 
T h e  assembly comprises a regulating valve, two 

primary weights, two secondary weights, secondary 
F springs, body and driven gear. The weights are 

arranged so that only the secondary weights act on the 
valve. The primary weights contribute to the secon- 
dary weights through the secondary springs. 

Slight changes in output shaft r.p.m. at IOW speeds 
result in small governor pressure changes. 

The primary weights add heavy force to the second- 
ary weights to obtain greater changes in pressure as 
road speed and output shaft r.p.m. increase. As the 
primary weights move out at higher car speeds they 
reach a stop and no longer kmme effective. From this 
point, the secondary weights and springs only are used 

I to apply pressure on the governor valve. 
Drive oil prmsure is fed to the governor where it is 

regulated by the governor and gives an oil pressure 
that is proportional to car road speed. 
To initiate the gear change from first to second, 

governor oil pressure is directed to the end of the 1-2 
shift valve where it acts against spring pressure which 
is holding the valve in the down-change (clod) posi- 

S tion (see Fig. T177). 

FIG. T176 GOVERNOR ASSEMBLY 

'1 Driven gear 
2 Drive oil 
3 Governor oil 
4 Primary weight 
5 Spring 

- 6 Valve 
n e c o n d a r y  weight 
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m QRIVE AND IWRNIEDIAfE CLUTCH OIL 
D GUVGOVERMIR OIL m73 

1 Intermediate clutch 
2 1-2 valve 
3 1-2 detent valve 
4 Regulator valve 

FIG. T178 REMOViRIG THE GOVERNOR 
ASSEMBLY 

1 Governor 
2 Gasket 
3 Cover plate 

As the car road speed and subsequently the 
governor oil pressure increases sufficiently to over- 
wme the spring resistance, the 1-2 shift valve train 
moves, allowing drive oil to flow into the intermediate 
clutch passage and through an orifice to apply the 
intermediate clutch. This makes the intermediate 
clutch effective which moves the transmission into 
second gear. Further Increases in road speed and 
g o v m o t  pressure will cause the transmission to  
change into third gear when governor pressure over- 
comes the 2-3 shift vdve spring pressure. 

Governor pressure is directed also to the modulator 
vdve to regulate modulator pressure as described in 
Section T I I. 
On cars fitted with &ammissisions prior to Serial 

NumW 72 RR 2$ lubrication for the governor was 
provided by means of an output shaft with an axial 
Inbrication passage which takes lubricant to a point 
rearwards o f  the speedometer drive gear. From this 
point the lubricant passes through a radial drilling to 
the governor sleeve, providing Ilibrication for gover- 
nor. 

Cars fitted with trmsmi&on Seaid Number 72 RR 
2268 and ormar&, governor lubrication is provided 
by a flat in the governor sleeve which allows oil to 
pass to the moving parts of the governor. The output 
shaft of these later transmissions is not provided with 
any lubrication passages. 

In view of these changes it is most important that 
the new output shaft without the oil passage and the 
governor with the Iubrication flat are used on the 
latet transmission only. 

Governor assembly-f a remove 
The governor assembly can be removed from the 
transmission whether the trammission is fitted to the 
car or not. 

I .  Position H drip tray beneath the governor cover 
plate. 
2. Remove the four setscrews which secure the 
plate to the case : remove the plate and discard the 
gasket. 
3. Withdraw the governor assembly from the case 
(see Fig. T178). 

On lakrtransmissions, changes to manufactureof the 
transmission case has eliminated the shoulder at the 
bottom of the governor pipe holes. As a result it is 
possible to Tmce the governar pipes deep enough into 
the transmission case to enter the governor bore and 
either bind or lock the governor. 

Therefore, if difficulties are experienced when 
removing the governor assembly, withdraw the pipes 
approximately 0 -125 in. (0,32 cm.). 
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Governor assembly-To dismantle 
All the governor assembly components, with the 
exception of the driven gear, are selectively assembled 
and each assembly is calibrated. Therefore, it is 

P recommended that if the governor assembly becomes ." 
- unserviceable, it be renewed as an assembly. If the 

driven gear is damaged, it can be m e w e d  separately. 
E 
U Tt is necessary to dismantle the governor assembly 
U in order to renew the driven gear. Dismantling may be -+. 

necessary also to thoroughly clean the governor 
-5 should dirt cause it to malfunction. In such cases k 

proceed as follows. 
1 .  Cut off one end of each of the governor weight 

retaining pins. 
2. Remove the pins, thrust cap, governor weights 

r' and springs (SCE. Fig. T179). The weights are inter- 
changeable and need not be marked for identification. 

3. Carefully remove the governor valve from the 
sleeve. 

Governor assem b ly-To ho inspect 

3 
l .  Wash aH the components in clean parafEn 

(kerosene) then dry them with compressed air. 

J 2. Examine the governor sleeve for scores or burrs. 
E 
Y 
CL 

3. Ensure that the govrmor sleeve will slide freely 
g into its bore in the transmission casing. 

4. Examine the valve for scores and burrs. 

5. Ensure that.the valve will slide freely in the 
governor sleeve bore. 

6. Examine the driven gear for damage. Ensure 
that the gear i s  secure on the shaft. 
7. Examine the springs for damage or distortion. 
8. Ensure that the weights operate freely in their 

retainers. 
9. Check the valve opening at inlet and exhaust; 

the minimum is 0.020 in. (0,508 mm.). 

10. Hold the governor as illustrated in Figures T180 
and T18 I when carrying out this check. 

Governor driven gear-To renew 
1. Drive out the gear retaining pin using a hammer 

and drift (see Fig. T182). 

2. Support the governor sleeve on two 13-18? in. 
(4,76 mm.) thick plates inserted in the exhaust slots 
in the sleeve. 

A6. p179 GOVERNOR ASSEMBLY.- EXPLODED 
l Spring retainer (secondary weight] 
2 Wsight 
3 Weight spring 
4 Gear retaining pin 
5 Driven gear 
8 Weight spring 
'B Weight 
8 Spring retainer (secondary weight) 
9 Sleeve and carrier assembly 

10 Valve 
11 Thrust cap 
12 Retaining pins 

3. Position the plates on the bed of a press with 
provision for the gear to pass through, thtn, using a FfG. T180 CHECK VALVE OPElllUG (INLET) - 

P 
long dnft, pms the gear clut of the sleeve. 1 0.020 in. (0,508 mm.] feeler gauge 
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4. Thoroughly clean the governor sleeve to remove 
any swarf which may be present from the original gear 
assembly operation. 

Note Ensure that the new gear is the correct one 
for the transmission casing in which it is to 
be fitted. A later type of casing incorporates 
a steady pin which locates the governor 
driven gear (see Pnrfs List). 

5. Support the governor sleeve on the two 0 -  187 in. 
(4.76 mm.) plates. 
6. Position the new gear in the sleeve then, using a 

suitable drift, press the gear into the sleeve until it is 
nearly seated. 

7. Carefully remove any swarf which may have 
shaved off the gear hub, then, press the gear down 
until it abuts the sleeve. 
8. Mark the position of a new hole on the sleeve 

at 90" to the original hole, then using a drill of 0-187 
in. (4,76 mm.) diameter, drill a new hole through the 
sleeve and gear. 

FIG. T181 CHECK VALVE OPENING (EXHAUST) 9. Fit the gear retaining pin. 
$ 0.020 in. (0,508 mm.) feeler gauge 

10. Thoroughly wash the gear and sleeve assembly 
in clean paraffin (kerosene) and dry with compmsed 
air. 

Governor assermbty-To assemble 

FIG. T182 REMOVING GOVERNOR DRlVEM 
GEAR RETAINING PIN 

I Governor assembly 
2 Gear retaining pin 

1. Lightly oil the valve then fit it into the governor 
sleeve. 
2. Fit the governor weights, springs and thrust cap 

onto the governor sleeve. 

3. Align the pin holes in the thrust cap, governor 
weight assemblies and governor sleeve. 
4. Fit new pins and crimp both ends of the pins. 

5. Ensure that the governor weights are free to 
operate on the pins and check the valve for freeness 
in the sleeve bore. 

Governor assembly-To fit 

I. Lightly lubricate the governor sleeve and gear 
then fit thc governor assembly into the transmission 
case. 
2. Fit the cover, together with a new gasket. 

3. Fit the four setscrews and torque tighten. 

4. On later transmissions when installing the 
governor assembly ensure that a clearance of approxi- 
mately 0-250 in. (0,64 cm.) is maintained between 
the governor pipes and transmission case, at a point 
1 a 0 0  in. (2,54 cm.) from the right angle bend of the 
pipes. 
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Chapter T 

Section T13 
SPEEDOMETER DRIVE 

The speedorneter drive (see Fig. T183) is secured to the 
left-hand side of the transmission main casing by a 
setscrew and retainer. It is driven by a gear on the 
transmission output shaft at a ratio of 43 : 19, 

Speedometer drive-TQ remove 
l .  To disconneci the speedometer cable unscrew the 

knurIed nut at the transmission end then withdraw 
the cable. 
2. If the speedometer drive is to be removed for 
any length of time, mask the open end of the drive 
cable toprevent the ingress of dust and dirt. 

3. Remove the setscrew and retainer then withdraw 
the speedometer drive; discard the '0' ring. 

Speedometer driweTo dismantie 
1 .  Hold the gear between soft jaws in a vice, 
2. Remove the split pin then remove the nut and 

washer securing the gear to the drive-shaft. 
3. Tap the gear off the shaft using a soft-headed 

mallet. 
4. Utilizing the  two machined flats on the oil seal 

housing, hold the housing in soft jaws in a vice then 
unscrew the halves of the assembly. 

5. Withdraw the drive-shaft. 

Speedometer driv%--To inspect 
1. Wash all the dismantled parts in clean paraffin 

(kerosene). 
2. Examine the gear teeth for damage or excessive 

P wear. 

FIG. T183 SPEEDOMETER DRIVE 

3. Examine the squared end of the shaft for crack- 
ing. 
4. Examine the threads on the oil seal retainer far 

damage. 
5. Xf the oil seal i s  to be renewed it should bt: 

prcssed out of the housing using a suitable drift. 
6. Examine the drive-shaft for burrs or sharp 

edges which may damage the oil seal during assembly. 

Speedometer drive--To assemble 
To assemble the speedometer drive, reverse the pro- 
cedure given for dismantling, noting the following 
points. 

1. Torque tighten the castellated nut to 8 lb. ft. 
(l,£ kg. m-) then take the nut to the nearest split pin 
hole. 
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2. DO not slacken the nut to correlate the hoIe and Speedometer drive--To fit 
dot. I .  Fit a new '0' ring to the groove in the speedo- 3. Fit a new split pin. 
4. Lightly lubricate the drive-shaft before passing it 

meter drive housing. 

through the oil seal. 2. Lightly lubricate the '0' ring to the fiaing 
5. thrtt the body and the sed housing are of the speedometer drive; fit the drive to the case. 

screwed tightIy together. 3. Fit the retainer and setscrew. Torque tighten the 
6. Check the drive-shaft end float ; there should be a setscrew to 18 lb. ft. (2,49 kg. m-). 

minimum of 0.015 in. (Q38 mm.}. 4. Connect the speedometer drive cable. 

DIMENSIONAL DATA FOR SECTIQM 313 
SPEEDOMETER DRIVE 

1 0.015 in. (0.38 mm.) minimum I - I 1 
I l DESCRlPTlON DlMEMSlON 

Gears backlash. 

PERMISSIBLE 
WORN I REMARKS 

DIM ENSION I 7 

0-008 in. to 0.014 m. 
(0,20 mm. to 035 mm.) l - I / CateIated nut - gar to shaft. Torque fightm to 8 lb. h (1.1 1 I l - l Take nut ta next split pin hole. 

kg.m.1 

Setscrew - speedometer haus- Torque tiatea to 18 lb. ft. 1249 
ing retainer to casing. kg.rn.1 1 - 1  



Section T14 
SUMP, STRAINER AND INTAKE PIPE 

- 
P- 

Strainer and intake pipe-TO remove 
The strainer and intake pipe assembly may be re- 

5 moved from the transmission whether the trans- 
g mission is fitted to the car or not. 
8 M The following procedure should be adopted, 

assuming that the transmission is fitted to the car. 
l-  Position a clean container under the dipstick 

tube nut where it enters the sump. The capacity of the 
container should be 4 pints (Imp.), 4,8 pints (U.S.), 
2,27 litres minimum. 
2. Slacken the setscrews in the clips at the top of 

the dipstick tube. 
3. Unscrew the sleeve nut at the bottom of the tube 

then pull the tube clear of the sump; allow the oil to 
drain. 

Early a m  only 
4. Remove the heat exchanger fluid pipes (see 

Fig. TI84). Blank off the feed and return hole in the 
case and the heat exchanger. 
5. Remove the four setscrews which secure the heat 

exchanger to the bottonl cover of the torque converter. 
d. Push the heat exchanger clear of the sump and 

secure it temporarily to obtain access to the setscrews 
securing the front of the sump. 

AI1 cars 

7. Remove the thirteen setscrews securing the 
sump. 
8. Lower the sump and drain the remaining oil; 

discard the gasket. 
c 

FIG. m84 HEAT EXCHANGER FLUID PIPES 
(EARLY CARS) 

1 Transmission fluid pipes 
2 Meat exchanger 
3 Coolant pipe 

Early c m  only 

9. Lift out the strainer and intake pipe assembly 
(fee Fig. T185). 
20. Remove and discard the intake p i p  '0' ring 

Later cars 

1 I, Ilernove the filter retaining bolt. 
12. Lift out the pump intake pipe and filter assembIy 
(see Fig. Tl86). Remove the intalce pipe from the 
filter and discard the filter. 
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FIG. T185 REMQVIME THE STRAIlllER AND 
INTAKE PIPE ASSEMBLY (EARLY CARS) 

d Strainer and intake pipe assembly 
2 'Q' ring 

13. Remove and discard the intake pipe '0' ring. 
Note In cases where the transmission has failed, 

the strainer and intake pipe must be rp. 
newed. 

Strainer and intake p i p e T o  fit 
Eariy cars 

l. Fit a new '0' ring into the intake pipe bore in 
the transmission case. 
2. Lightly lubricate thz 'Q' ring then fit the strainer 

and intake pipe assembly. 

Later cars 

3. Fit a new intake pipe 'Q' ring onto rhe pipe. 
tightly lubricate the '0' ring. Fit the intake pipe into 
the strainer. Fit the intake pipe and strainer assembly 
into the transmission. 

All cars 

4. Ensure that the sump is clean then fit the sump, 
using a new gasket. 
5. Fit the setscrews to secure the sump; torque 

tighten them to 12 lb. ft. (1,66 kg. m-) {see Chapter P). 
6. Fit the heat exchanger and pipes, ensuring that 

the ends of the pipes and t h e  sleeve nut threads are 
dean and free from dirt. 
7. Fit the dipstick tube; tighten the sleeve nut and 

the two clip securing setscrews. 

Note Reports indicate that the  first early type 
strainer assembly with the in tep l  intake 
pipe and shroud, has been installed in 
transmissions with the later type sump. 

The late sump does not have the con- 
figuration to accommodate the  first type 
strainer assembly. Use of the first type 
strainer assembly with the sewrid type 
sump will result in low or erratic oil pres- 
sure and pump cavitation noise caused by 
the restricted intake to the strainer assembly 
because of the oil sump configuration. A 
transmission failure will result from this 
incorrect combination of sump and strainer 
assembly. 

The first type oil sump is not deep enough 
to accommodate the flat second type 
strainer assembly and if their installation 
as a combination is attempted, the strainer 
assembly will be crushed. 

When service replacement of the strainer assembly 
andlor oil sump is  required, they must be used in the 
following combinations. 

COMBINATION 1 - Use the first type strainer, 

Part Number GM 5579822, 
with the first type- sump, 
Part Nuruber GM 8623778. 

COMBINATION 2 - Use the second type strainer 
assembly, Part Nurnber 
GM 6437741, and intake 
pipe assembly, Part Num- 
ber GM 8625428, with the 

FIG. m86 REMOVIMG INTAKE P!PE AND second type oil sump, Part 
FILTER ASSEMRLY Number GM 8625766. 

1 Filter assembly 
2 Intake pipe with '0' Ring Always consult the latest relevant service literature 

concerning part numbers, etc. + - h  3 Locator tabs 
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Chapter T 

Section T15 
CONTROL VALVE UNIT 

The control valve unit comprises a cast iron body 
containing various shift valves and regulator valves 
which control-the gear changes and the timing and 
spacing of the changes. The unit is secured to an oil 
guide plate o n  the bottom face of the transmission. 

Drive range 
When the selector lever on the steering column is 
moved to 'D', the actuator moves the manual, valve, by 
way of levers and rods, to allow main line oil pressure 
to be delivered to the forward clutch (see Fig. T187). 
With the forward clutch applied, mechaniml connec- 
tion between the turbine shaft and the mainshaft is 
provided. The Low roller assembly becomes effective 
as the result of power flow through the compound 
planetary gear arrangement and the transmission will 
'be in first gear. 

As the speed of the car increases, first gear is no 
longer suitable and an up-change to second is required. 

To initiate the change from first to second, governor 

-3 
pressure (see Section T12 - Governor Assembly) is 

N 
directed to the end of the 1-2 shift valve. As the car 
speed increases, governor pressure moves the valve to 
allow drive oil to apply the intermediate clutch (see " Fig. T177 in Section T12). This makes the intermediate 
roller clutch effective and the transmission changes 
into second gear. 

The change to third gear is controlled by the 2-3 
shift valve. The operation of the 2-3 shift valve is 
similar to that of the 1-2 shift valve. Springs acting on 

,--- the valve tend to hold the valve closed against gover- 
nor pressure. When the s p e d  of the car is sufficient, 

m LINE OIL i m& 

FIG. T187 MANUAL VALVE AND FORWARD 
CLUTCH 

1 Forward clutch 
2 Manual valve 

the 2-3 shift valve opens and allows intermediate 
clutch oil to apply the direct clutch. The transmission 
then moves into third (top) gear. Oil pressure to the 
direct ~Sutch piston is appLied only to a small inner 
area of the piston in third gear. 
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DRIVE 01L 
MOD~ATORO~L 
0 1-2 ACCUMULATOR OIL 

F16. T188 ACCUMULATOR PlSTON STROKE 
PRIOR TO 1-2 UP-CHARJGE 

1 l ntermediate clutch passage 
2 1-2 accumulator valve 
3 Accumulator piston 
B Servo piston 

Dom-change 
When the accelerator pedal is released and the car i s  
allowed to decderate to a stop, the down-changes will 
mur automatically as the valve springs overcome the 
diminishing governor pressure. 

Delayed up-change 
If the hydrauLc system was as basic as previously 
described, the gear change points would always occur 
a t  the same road speeds. When accelerating under 
heavy loads or when maximum performance i s  
required, it is desirable to have the change points 
occurring at higher road speeds. To achieve this, a 
modulator valve is used (see Section TZI - Vannwn 
Moduhtor m d  Vdve). 

Clutch application control 
To introduce gearchange 'feel', and to ensure long 
clutch plate life, the cIutch.app@ pressure is regulated 

to suit throttle application (see Fig. TJ#). The inter- 
mediate clutch is controlled according to throttle 
opening as follows. 

Line pressure i s  varied by the modulator. 
A 1-2 accumulator valve train provides a variable 

accumulator pressure to cushion clutch apply. The 1-2 
accumulator valve train is supplied with drive oil a d  
is controlled by modulator pressure. During light 
throttle application, drive oil is reduced to a low 
accumulator pressure. During heavy throttle applica- 
tions, accumulator pressure approaches full main 
pressure. Accumulator pressure i s  made to act on o w  
side of the rear accumulator piston in the rear servo 
(see Section TI5 - Rear Servo). In first gear, the 
accumulator piston is stroked to its lower position to 
prepare it for the change to second gear. 

When the 1-2 shift valve opens, intermediate clutch 
apply oil i s  aIso directed to the rear servo accumulator 
piston, stroking the piston against the 1-2 accumu- 
lator oil and the accumulator spring (see Fig. T189). 
This action absorbs a small amount of the inter- 
mediate clutch apply oil and permits the clutch apply 
time and pressure to be controlled for the correct gear 
change feel. 

The direct clutch apply rate is c~ntroiled by the 
front accumulator piston. Located in the control valve 
assembly, it is p a r t  of the front accumulator and servo 
piston system (see Fig. TI90). In 'D' range, second 
gear, the accumulator is stroked against the accumu- 
lator spring by servo oil. Because servo oil is main line 
pressure and varies with throttle opening, the pressure 
in the accumulator js varied according to throttle 
opening. 

When the 2-3 shift valve opens, direct clutch oil 
flows to the direct cIutch and the front accumulator 
piston (see Fig. TJPI). Direct clutch pressure rises SO 

that the force from it, plus the accumuIator spring 
force, overcomes the force from the servo pressure and 
moves the accumulator piston to the stop on the 
accumulator piston pin. This in turn strokes the serva 
piston the same amount, allowing it to just contact the 
band apply washer on the servo pin. However, it wilt 
not move the pin or apply the band. The stroking of 
the accumulator piston absorbs an amount of direct 
clutch oil and permits the direct clutch to apply at a 
controlled rate for a smooth 2-3 ~hange. 

3-2 valwe operation 
To take full advantage of the torque converter's abiIity 
to multiply torque when required, a 3-2 vaive is used. 
This valve permits the accelerator to be depressd fo n 
moderate aowleration at low speeds in third gear 
without causing the transmission to change down. This 
allows the torque converter to sense the changes in 
engine speed and thus provide additional converter 
ratio for improved performance 
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aRw ARID t r n R M E O M E  m OIL 
0 1 D U m m  OIL 
j- 1-2 ACCUMULATOR O#L 

FIG. T189 ACCUMULATOR CUSH1081#6 
BNTERDJEDIATE CLUTCH APPblCAflO M 

d intermediate clutch ail 
2 1-2 accumulator valve 
3 Rear servo 

The 3-2 valve system is such that it will permit a 
3-2 down-change during moderate to heavy accelera- 
tion when modulator pressure reaches approximately 
l08 lbisq. in. (739 kdsq. cm.) (see Fig. TJ92). Modu- 
lated oil pressure, plus spring pmsure, will move the . 

3-2 valve against the force of direct clutch oil allowing 
modulator pressure to be directed to the shift valve 
trains. Modulator oil can then dose the 2-3 valve 
train against governor pressure causing the part 
throttIe 3-2 down-change. 

Forced down-change (kick-down) 
At road speeds M o w  approximately 70 m.p.h. (1 13 
kp.h.) a detent (ford) down-change can be obtained 
by depressing the accelerator pedal. When the 
accelerator pedal is fully depressed, the detent valve 
train takes over from the modulator as the change- 
point controller. 

Main line oil is fed through a mal t  orifice to one 
end of the detent valve. During normal operetion, the 
part at the orifice end of the valve is sealed by the 
needle valve in the detent solenoid assembly. Line 
pressure thus holds the detent vdve in an insperative 
or normal position (see Fig. T193). 

When the throttle is wide open, an electric micro- 
switch is closed, energising fhe detent solenoid. This 
opens an exhaust port at the solenoid causing a 
pressure drop on the end of ifhe d&nt valvee The 
detent valve is moved by the deEexxt valve regulator 
valve spring and allows the d e n t  regulator io regu- 
late detent oil to a k e d  prcsure of approximately 
70 lblsq. in. (4,92 kdsq- cm.). 

When the detent vdve m o q  detent oil is allowed 
to flow into both the modul&m and the ddmi oil 
passages to the shift vdve trains. The points at which 
upchanges will then occur is controlled by Betent 
pressure in the modulator passages. Detent down- 
changes are controJIed by detmt pressure in the deten~ 
passages. These change points are fixed at relatively 
high speeds by the constant oil pressrare, 

Detent pressure directed to the 1-2 ~egalator valve 
makes a detent 2-3 change available at ear speeds 
below approximately 20 m.p.h. (32 k.p.h.1. 
To preserve the clutch linings drsring 1-2 upshanga 

under full throttle conditions, demt oil is directea to 
the 1-2 accmulador valve ta increase 1-2 amrnn1ator 
pressure (see Fig. T194). 

Detent oil is also directed to the modulator valve to 
prevent modulator pressure from fifling below 70 
Iblsq. in. (4,92 kg/sq. cm.). T h i s  prevents main line 
pressure from f a n g  below approximately 105 
Ib /sq. in. (7,38 kgisq. cm.) regardless of altitude or car 
speed. 

Intermediate range 
When the seiector lever is moved to the Intermediate 
'l' position, Ehe manual. vdve i s  moved to uncover a 
passage which will allow intermediate range oil to act 
on the 2-3 shift valve. Intermediate oil pressure on the 
2-3 shift valve will cause the valve to move and the 
transmission will change down, regardless of' car 
speeds (see Fig. TIPS). 

To provide overrun engine braking, the front band 
is applied by the front servo. Intermediate dutch oil 
flows to the apply side of the servo piston. An orifice 
i s  incorporated in the fiow path to ensure a smooth 
piston movement and h& application. Intermediate 
range oil is directed to a check balI which allows the 
oil to enter the modulator passage leading to the 
pressure regulator boost valve. The resultant increase 
of pressure on the end of the boost valve r a i s  main 
line pressure to 150 Ib/sq. in. (10,55 kg/% cm.) and 
provides sufficient holding form for overrun engine 
braking. 

LOW rmge 
When the selector lever is moved to the Low 'L' mge 
position, the manual valve is moved to allow Low 
range oil to flow to the detent regulator valve and 
spacer pin. The spring behind the regulator vdve then 
move the regulator and detent valves to the opposite 
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F- cbapt@r U 

@!!l!!! S!3tVg, AND INTERMEDIATE CLUTCH OsL 
P218 

FIE. T190 FROIT ACEUBIWUMTOR PISTOM FIG. T19B FWORIIT ACCUMYaBDMTOW IPBSKOWI 
STROKED PWUDR TB 2-3 UP-GH&WGE CUSHBIONl16 DBRECT CLUTCH APPL!CATlQR 

1 Transmission case 
2 S69710 piston 
3 Intermediate dutch oil 
4 Accumulat~r piston 
5 Valve body 
6 Direct clutch oil passage 

7 Direct clutch oil 
2 Intermediate clutch ail 
3 Accumulator housing 
d Sew0 oil 

Q Intermediate clu%ch oil A Valves in 3rd gear position, modulator pressure 
betow approximately 108 Ib/$q. in. 
(7,6 kglsq. cm.) 

B- Part throttle down-change valves in 2nd gear 
position modulator pressure above 
408 Iblsq. in. (7,B kg/sq. cm.) 
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end of the valve bore. Low range oil then prevents 
the regulator valve from regulating and drive oil 
passes through the hole in the regulator valve into the 
detent and modulator passages at a Low range pres- 

t 
sure of 150 Iblsq. in. (10,55 kg/sq. cm.). As a result of -- z this, the 1-2 shift valve will move to cause a dowa- .- 

G change at road ~ g e e d ~  below approximately 40 m.p.h. 
(64 k.p.h.) and will prevent an up-change, regardless 

u of the speed of the car. 
C: - When the 1-2 shift valve closes, the exhausting 
tl 
P intermediate clutch oil lifts two check balls off their 
E seats to enable the front band and the intermediate 

clutch to release quickly (see Fig. TIN). 
To provide overrun engine braking, the rear band is 

appIied by directing Low range oil pressure to the rear 
servo. 

Low range oil is directed to the 1-2 accumulator 
vaive during Low range operation to raise 1-2 
accumulator pressure to line pressure. This increased 
pressure, directed to the rear servo accumulator 
piston, resists servo apply pressure and stows dowa the 
application of the rear band to enable a smooth 
change to be obtained during manual change to Low 
range, first gear, or for a 2-1 change in Low range. 

Reverse 
h When Reverse 'R' is selected, the manual valve is 

moved to allow Drive, Intermediate, and Low range 
$ oil to be exhausted, and allows main line oil to enter 
5 the reverse passages (see Fig- T197). Reverse oil 
C1 
a pressure is directed from the manual valve to the large 

outer area of the direct clutch piston and to the 2-3 
shift valve where it enters the direct clutch exhaust 
port. Reverse oil then flows past the 2-3 shift valve, 
which is in the down-change position, and enters the 
third gear direct clutch apply passage. This passage 
directs reverse oil pressure to the small inner area of 
the direct clutch piston. With oil pressure on both 
inner and outer pasitions of the piston, the clutch 
applies. Reverse oil pressure is directed also to a check 
ball which allows oil to enter the same passage to the 
rear servo apply piston.th$ Low range oil occupied 
in Low range; this applies the rear band. To ensure - 
adequate oil pressure for the torque requirements in 
Reverse, reverse oil pressure is directed to the pressure 
boost valve which increases line pressure to a maxi- 
mum of appmximatcly 260 ib/sq.in. (Is,% kg/sq.cm.). 

2 C,entrol valve unit-To remove 
6 Note Before removing the control valve unit from 

a transmission installed in a vehicle, take 
note of the transmission, serial number. If 
the Tranrmission Serial Nmbw is 
70-RR-26% and onwards take extreme care 
when removing the control valve unit as the 
front servo piston and related parts may 
fall from the transmission due to the normal 
freeness of the 'Teflon' oil sealing rings. 

Chapter T 

m LWE ANDDRKIE OtL 
1 r n L B f O R  OIL 

FIG. T193 DETEMT VALVE CLOSED 
t Line oil 
2 Petent vahe 
3 Drive oil 
4 Detent regulator valve 
5 Detent oil passage 
6 Line oil 

The control vdve unit may be removed with the 
transmission in position in the car. The oil must be 
drained and the sump removed to gain to the 
control valve unit. 

1. Unscrew the setscrew which secures the detent 
spring and roller assembly. Remove the spring and 
roller assembly. 
2. Remove the twelve setscrews which secure the 
control valve unit to the transmission case; remove 
the clips but leave them attached to the lead. Do not 
remove the solenoid securing screws. 

Note On later models, the number of setscrew 
holes in the control valve unit was reduced 
by two, whilst the holes in the transmission 
case, spacer plate and gasket remain the 
same. When renewing a control valve unit, 
all the setscrew holes in the control valve 
unit must be used. 

DRIVE OIL 
1 MODULATOR OIL 
m 1-2 MXUWIlJLATOR OIL 
m D?3Ew OIL P176 

FIG. T194 1-2 ACCUMULATOR VALVE 
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L 

m kM!hl LINE OIL IMT M P 

P' GOGOVERNOR 011 
m MQDULAToR OIL pm 

FIE. T195 VALVES-INTERMEDIATE FIAMGE- 2MD GEAR 

d Intermediate clutch oil 8 2-3 valve 15 Boost valve 
2 Governor oil 9 2-3 modulator valve 16 Pressure regulator valve 
3 1-2 valve 10 Direct clutch passage 1% Converter oil 
4 1-2 detent vaiwe 11 Detent passage f8 Line oil 
S Regulator valve a2 Manual valve 19 Serm oil passage 
8 Detent passage 13 Drive oil 20 Accumulator piston 
I Modulatar oil 14 Intermediate oil 21 Servs oil passage 



r] GOVERNOR OIL 

F E .  T 1 S  LOW RANGE-1ST GEAR-REAR B A W  APPLIED 
7 

1 Front servo 6 1-2 valve 10 1-2 accumulator valve 
2 Rear servo 
3 Intermediate clutch passage 

1 1-2 detent valve t l  Modulator oil 

4 Governor oil I Regulator valve 12 Low oil 
5 Drive oil 9 1-2 accumulator ail 13 Drive oil 

3. Remove the control valve unit, together with the 
W two governor pipes (see Fig. T198). 
-4 

' d Caution Ensure that the manual valve doeS. not 
c4 
P; 

' 

slide out of its bore. Take care to retain 
the front servo piston should it come out 
with the control valve assembly. 

Remove the governor screen assembly 
from the end of the governor feed pipe 
or governor feed pipe hole. 

4. Withdraw the governor p i p  from the control 
valve assembly; the p i p  are interchangeable and 
need not be marked for identification. 

Note If the ' ransmission is to be dismantled 
further, remove the stator connector (if 
fitted) from its connection in the case, then 
remove the detent (short) lead from the 
stator connector. 

Contro! valve unit-To dismantle 
1. )Iold the control valve unit with the cured 

passages uppermost, and the accumulator piston bore 
to the front as shown in Figure T199. 
2. Remove the manual. valve from its bore. 
3. Fit the control valve accumulator installing tool 

RH 7961 (J-21885) onto the accumulator piston. 
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/- 1 Direct clutch (applied) 8 Detent oil passage 13 Serwo oil 
2 Wear sewo applied 9 Intermediate oil passage 14 Modulator oil 
S Intermediate clutch oil passage 10 Direct clutch oil I% Boost oil 
1 1-2 accumulator oil passaw Bf Reverse oil f 6  Reverse oil 
5 Reverse oil 12 Manual valve 87 Pressure regulator 
5 2-3 valve %E4 Line oit 
I 2-3 modulator valve 49 Convertor oil 

4 Compress the piston and remove the 'F ring 
container. 

5. Remove the accumulator control valve and 
spring. 

6. Remove the retaining pin, 1-2 bushing, I-2 
regulator valve and spring from the upper right-hand 
bore. 
7. Remove the 1-2 detent valve and the 1-2 valve. 

8. Remove the retaining pin, 2-3 valve spring, 2-3 
bushing, 2-3 modulator valve and the 2-3 inter- 
mediate spring from the middle right-hand bore. 
9. Remove the 2-3 shift vdve. 

10. Remove the retaining pin, bore plug, 3-2 spring 

and spacer and the S 2  valw from the lower bore+ 

11. Remove the retaining pin and bore plug from the 
upper left-hand bore, adjacent to the manual valve 
bore. Use an extractor to remove tkc pin from the 
back face of the alive. 

12. Remove the bow plug, detent valve, deeent 
regulator valve spring and the spacer. 

13. Ensure that the 1-2 accumulator valve in the 
remaining bore is free, by moving the valve against the 
spring. 

Note Early cam d y  The small adjusting screw 
on the outside of the 1-2 accumdator valve 
bore regulates accumu~ator vdve pressure. 
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Do not disturb the adjusting screw unless it 
is necessary to remove the vaIve to free it in 
the bore. 

14. If  it is necessary to remove the screw, its exact 
position must be determined before removal, using a 
1 -00 in. to 2-00 in. (2,5 cm. to 5,0 cm.) micrometer. 
15. After removing any burrs, measure from the 
screw head to the machined surface of the valve body 
(see Fig. K?#), Note the measurement. 
16. Rernove the adjusting screw. 
17. Remove the 1-2 accumulator valve retaining pin 
from the machined surface of the valve body; remove 
the plug. 
18. Remove the 1-2 accumulator sleeve, secondary 
spring and valve. 
19. Remove the primary 1-2 accumulator valve and 
spring. 

Centrol valve unit-To inspect 
l .  Wash in TrIchlorethylene, the control valve unit 

body, valves and the remainder of the parts. D o  not 
allow the valves to knmk together as this may cause 
bum, or damage to the shoulders of the valve. 
2. Examine a11 valves and sleeves to ensure that they 

are free from dirt. Any burrs should be carefully 
removed with a fine stone, or  crocus paper slightly 
moistened with oil. Do not round-off the shoulde~s of 
the valves. 
3. When satisfactory, wash the parts and lightly 

smear all valves and bushings with clean transmission 
fluid. 
4. AI1 valves and bushes shonld be tested in their 

individual bores to ensure that free movement is 
obtainable. 

5. The valves should fall under their cwn weight, 
with perhaps a slight tapping of  the valve body to 
assist them. During these checks, ensure that the 
valves and valve bores are not in any way damaged. 
6. The manual valve is the only valve that can be 
renewed separately. Jf other valves are damaged or 
defective, a new control vaive unit must be fitted. 
7. Examine the valve body for cracks or scored 

bores. 
8. Ensure that the cored faoe is free from damage. 
9. Examine all springs for collapsed or distorted 

coib. 

Control valve unit-To assemble 
Before commencing assembly, ensure that all springs 
can be positively identified, otherwise the transmission 
will not function correctly. Refer to Figure T199 
during assembly procedure. 

1. Lightly lubricate all parts with clean trans- 
mission fluid before assembly. 
2. Fit the front accumulator spring and piston 

into the valve body. 
3. Fit the valve body accumulator installing tool 

FIG. T198 REMOVING THE CONTROL VALVE UNIT 
1 Governor pipes 
2 Accumulator valve pressure adjusting screw 

(early cars only) 
3 Manual valve 

RH 7461 (5-21835). Align the piston and sprmg with 
the bore then compress the spring and piston (see 
Fig. TSOJ). 
4. Secure the piston with the 'E' ring retainer. 
5. If the 1-2 accumullator valve w i n  has been 

removed, fit the 1-2 primary spring into the primary 
1-2 accvmraIator valve, 
6. Fit the valve and spring into the lower kft-hand 

bore, spring first. 
7. Use a retaining pin as a retractor to Ilold the 

valve in i t s  operating position. 
8. Fit the 1-2 accumuhtor valve (wide land first) 

into the 1-2 accumulator sleeve. 
9. Fit the 1-2 accumulator sleeve into its bore. 

10. Fit the retaining pin. 
11. Fit the 1-2 accumulator valve secondary spring 
and the 1-2 accumulator plug into the sleeve. 
12. Fit the adjusting screw to conform to its original 
micrometer measurement. 
13. Fit the detent spring and spacer into the next 
left-hand bore above. 
14. Compress the spring and hold it with a small 
screwdriver. 
15. Fit the detent regulator valve, wide land firsr. 
16. Fit the detent valve, small land first. 
17. Fit the bore plug with the hole facing the outside 
then fit the retaining pin. Remove the screwdriver. 
18. Fit the 3-2 valve into the lower right-hand bore. 
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1 Retaining pin 9 1-2 detent valve 
2 Bore plug 10 1-2 regulator spring 
3 Detent valve 11 1-2 regulator valve 
4 Detent regulator 12 1-2 sleeve 
5 Spacer l 3  Retaining pin 
6 Detent spring 14 Retaining pin 
S Manual valve T5 2-3 sleeve 
8 1-2 valve 16 2-3 valve spring 

17 2-3 modulator valve 25 Valve body -\ 
1.8 2-3 intermediate spring 26 Primary spring 
19 2 3  valve 27 Primary '1-2 accumulator valve 
20 Retaining pin 28 Retaining pin 
21 Bore plug 29 1-2 accumulator valve 
22 3-2 spring 30 Secondary spring 
23 Spacer 31 Bore plug 
24 3-2 valve 32 1-2 accumulator sleeve 

FIG. T200 IMEASURIAC THE ADJUSTIWG SCREW FIG. T2D1 FITTING THE ACGUMUIATOR AND 
[EARLY CARS) SPRfMG - 

- ,  
1 Accumulator valve pressure adjusting screw f Accumulator piston 2 Inserting tool 
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FIG. T2@2 FITYING THE CONTROL VALVE UNIT 

3 Guide pin 
2 Guide pin 
3 Gasket 
4 Manual valve 

Chapter T 

FIG. T204 PRESSURE SWITCH PLUG- 
REPLACEMENT CONTROL VALVE ASSEMBLY 

1 Pressure switch pipe plug 

19. Fit the 3-2 spring, spacer, bore plug with the hole 
facing the outside, and the retaining pin. 
20. Fit the 2-3 shift valve, with the stem facing the 
outside, in the next right-hand bore above. 
21. Fit the 2-3 intermediate sprin~. 
22. Fit the 2-3 modulator valve into the sleeve, then 
fit both parts into the valve bore. 
23. Fit the 2-3 valve spring and the retaining pin. 
24. Fit into the next right-hand bore above, the 1-2 
shift valve - small diameter first - then frt the 1-2 
spring. 
25. Fit the 1-2 regulator valve, spring and detent 
valve into the sleeve. Align the spring in the bore of the 
detent valve. Fit the parts into the valve bore. 
26. Push in the sleeve against spring pressure then fit 
the retaining pin. 
27. Fit the manual vaIve with the dctent pin groove 
to the right-hand side (outmost). 

Control walvs unit-Tut f i t  
If a service replacement control valve assembly is to 
be fitted, ensure the switch pipe plug (if fitted) situated 
in the tapped hale adjacent to the front accumulator 
pocket is securely tightened in position. 

FIG. T203 FtT?ING THE DETERtf SPRING AND 
ROLLER 

1. Fit the governor pipes to the control. valve unit. 
Note Fit the governor screen assembly, opm end 

1 Detent spring 
2 Washer 

first into the governor feed pipe hole (hole 
nearest the centre of lransmission). 
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2. Using two guide pins screwed into the casingfit Ensure that the manual valve is correctly located by 
the control valve unit into position (see Fig. T202). the pin on the detent lever. 

3. Ensure that the gasket and oil guide plate 6. Remove the guide pins and fit the control valve 
{spaer) are correctly positioned. unit securing setscrews; do not fit the detent spring 

Note It is important that only a gasket which i s  and roller securing m e w .  
a genuine service part be used. 7. Torque tighten the securing screws (me CChnpter 

4. Ensure that the governor p i p  are correctly p)- 

aligned and the feed pipe fits over the governor screen. 
5. On later transmissions when instaIIing the 
governor assembly ensure that a clearance of approxi- 
mately 0.250 in. (0,64 m.) is maintained between 
the governor pipes and transmission case, at a point 
2-00 in. (2,54 cm.) from the right angle bend of the 
pipes. 

- >- 

8. Ensure that the stator lead is secured to the clips. 

9. Fit the detent spring and roller assembly (see 
Fig. T203); fit the securing screw and torque tighten 
it to 8 15. ft. ( l ,1 kg. m.) (CItcrpter P). 
10. Fit the short (detent) lead to the stator connector 
(if it was removed) then fit thc connector to the case. 
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The rear servo cornprises an amembly of pistons and 
springs, and fits onto the bottom face of the trans- 
mission casing, adjacent to the control valve unit. It 
is secured to the casing by six setscrews. The purpose 
of the servo-is to act as an accumulator to absorb an 
mount of intermediate clutch oil, thus cushioning the 
application of the clutch, also to apply the rear friction 
band in Luw range and Reverse. 

Drive-Intermediate-first gear 
In first gear, Drive and Intermediate ranges, 1-2 
accumulator oil is directed to the rear servo accurnu- 
Iator piston in preparation for the 1-2 up-change. 

Drive-lmtermedia+second gear 
Intermediate clutch apply oil is directed to the rear 
servo accumulator piston, stroking the piston against 
the 1-2 accumulator oil and the accumulator spring 
(see Fig. E05). This action absorbs an amount of 
intermediate clutch apply oil and permits the inter- 
mediate clutch to apply at reduced pressure for a 
smooth 1-2 upchange. 

Low range-first gear 
overrun engine braking in Low range - first gear i s  
provided by the rear servo which applies the rear band 
and prevents the reaction carrier from rotating 
clockwise (see Fig. 2206). 

The 1-2 accumulator oil is directed to the aocumu- 
tator piston which attempts to prevent application of 
the servo. Low range oil is directed to the m o  piston 
which, because it has a lager area, applies the rear 
band. Because 1-2 oil is present and is opposing the 
movement of the piston, the pressure applying the rear 
band is reduced. This provides a smooth band appli- 
cation. 

Section T16 
REAR SERVO 

3 
BM ~ I N T W M ~ I A G ~ L ~  oL 
m f -2 AeCUMUUTOR OIL mm 

FIG. T205 DRIVE AND IRITEPWIEDIATE - 
2ND GEAR 

1 Intermediate-clutch ail 
2 1-2 accumulator oil 
3 Reverse or low oil 

Low range-second gear 
In second gear the rear band is released. Intermediate 
clutch oil is directed to the release side of the servo 
piston which, with line oil in the 1-2 accumulator oil 
passage, balanca out the Low range oil. on the apply 
side of the servo piston (see Fig. TZ07). The servo 
release spring then strokes the servo piston to the band 
release position. 
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FIG. T286 LOW RANGE-lm 6EAR 
1 To intermediate dutch 
2 f -2 accumulator oil 
3 Low range oil 
4 Rear servo piston (applying) 
5 Accumulator piston 

(resisting servo piston) 

m .LO: IWERMU)IATE AND 1-2 
ACCUMULATOR OIL m 

FlG. 12187 LOW RANGE-2MD GEAR 
1 Accumulator piston 
2 To intermediate clutch 
S 1-2 accumulator oil 
4 Servo piston 
5 Low range oil 

Reverse 
In Reverse, the rear band i s  applied to hold the 
reaction carrier. Reverse oil is directed to the servo 
piston to apply the band (see Fig. 7708). To ensure 
that the rear band will hold the reaction carrier for the 
reverse gear ratio, line pressure is increased. No other 
oil is present in the servo to resist the movement of the 
servo piston. 

Rear sewn-To remove 
The rear servo can be removed whether the trans- 
mission is removed from the car or not. 

1. Remove the sump (see Section T14). 
2. Remove the control valve unit (see Section TI5). 
3. Remove the six setscrews which secure the servo 

cover to the transmission casing. 
4. Remove the cover and discard the gasket. 
5. Remove the servo unit from the casing (see 

Fig. T209). 
6. Remove the servo accumulator spring. 
To ensure that the rear band is c o r r d y  adjusted 

when the rear servo is fitted, the apply gin must be 
checked as fdlows. 

Rear band apply pin-To select 
l. Fit the band apply pin selector gauge RH 7957 

(J-21370-5) onto the bottom face of the transmissidn 
casing. The gauge must fit over t he  rear servo bore 
with the hexagonal nut on the side of the gauge facing 
the parking brake linkage, and the smaller diameter 
end of the gauge pin RH 7957 (J-21370-5) in the servo 
pin bore (see Fig. T2JO). 
2. Secure the gauge with two suitable setscrews e.g. 

rear servo cover screws; torque tighten the screws. 
(see Chapter P). 

3. Ensure that the stepped gauge pin moves freely 
in the tool and in the servo pin bore. The stepped side 
of the pin must Pa~e the front of the transmission case. 
4. Band apply pins are available in three sizes as 

shown in the folIowing chart. 

IbENf IFlCATlON LENGTH 

Three rags 

Two rings Medium 

One sing Short 

5. The identification ring is located on the band hg 
end of the pin. Selecting the correct pin is the equi- 
valent of adjusting the rear band. 
6. To determine the correct size pin to use, apply 25 

lb. ft. (3,& kg. m.) to the hexagonal nut on the side of 
the gauge (see Fig. T.210). T h i s  vlilI cause the lever on 
top of the gauge to depress the stepped gauge pin jnto 
the heervo pin bore, simulating the actual operation of 
the servo. 
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7. Note the relatio~hip between the steps on the 
gauge pin and the machined surface on the top of the 
gauge. 

8. If the machined surface on top of the gauge is 

m 
level with, or even above the upper step on the gauge 

-W pin, a long (3 rings) pin is required. 
'C m 9, If the machined surface on top of the gauge is 

between the upper and lower steps on the gauge pin, 3 
0 a medium pin (2 rings) is xquired. 
Ct .- 10. If the machined surface on top of the gauge is 

b e 1  with, or below the lower step on the gauge pin, a 
short (I ring) is required, 
I I. If a new pin is yuired, make a note of the she 
of the required pin, then remove the gauge from the 
transmission. 

Rear servo-To dismantle 
P l .  Remove the rear accumulator piston from the 

pear servo piston {see Fig. TZEI). 
2. Remove the 'F ring which retains the rear servo 

piston on the band apply pin. 
3. Remove the rear servo piston and the sea1 from 

the band apply pin. 
4. Remove the washer, spring and retainer. 

- Rear sews-To inspect 
t. I .  Check the fit of the oil sealing rings in the 
2 accumuiator'piston. The sings should be free to  turn 

in the groovm with a maximum clearance of0-003 in. " (0,m mm.). 
9 2. Fit the accumulator piston lower oil sealing ring 

into its bore in the casing and check the ring-to-bore 
fit. 

3. Check the fit of the band apply pin in each 
piston. 
4. Examine the band apply pin for scores, cracks or 

the opening of drilled passages. 
5. Examine the accumulator piston for an open 

bleed passage. 
6. Ensure that the pin i s  the correct size as deter- 

mined by the check under heading 'Rear band apply 
pin - To select'. 

Rear servo-To assemble 
I .  Fit the spring retainer (open end first), spring and 

washer onto the band apply pin. 
2. Fit the servo piston onto the pin and secure it 

with the 'E" ring. 
3. If necessary, fit a new oil seal ring onto the servo 

piston. 
4. Jf they were removed for cleaning purposes, fit 

the oil sealing rings onto the accumuIator piston. 
5. Fit the accumulator piston into the s e w  piston p 

Transmissions with a Serid Number 71-RR-1287 
amd o m r d s ,  have a 'Tdon' oil sealing ring fitted to 
the large diameter ring groove of the rear accumuIator 

FIG. T208 REAR SEW0 IN REVERSE WSlTlON 
I Accumulator piston 
2 To intermediate dutch 
3 1-2 accumulator passage 
4 Rear servo piston (applying) 

The Teflon' type of oil sealing ring requires a 
shallower machined ring groove in the piston and 
therefore, the two types of pistons and rings are not 
interchangeable as individual items. 

As a complete assembly with their respective large 
diameter piston ring fitted, the early and late rear 
accumulator pistons are interchangeable. 

The smaller diameter piston ring and ring groove 
have not been changed. 

FIG. 7209 REMOVING THE REAR SERVO 
7 - piston (see Fig. T212). l Rear servo 
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Rear senro-To f it  

I. Using clean transmission ff uid, lightly lubricate 
the inner and outer rear servo bores in the trans- 
mission casing. 
2. Fit the servo accumulator spring into the servo 

inner bore. 
Note Before fitting the rear servo to the casing, 

ensure that the rear band apply lug is 
aligned with the servo pin bore in the 
transmission casing. If the lug is not aligned. 
the servo will not appIy the rear band. 

3. Position the rear servo assembly in the trans- 
mission casing. 
4. Using hand pressure. push the servo into the 

transmission casing, ensuring that the servo piston 
seaiing ring is correctly seated in the bore. 
5. Fit a new gasket and fit the cover. 
6- Torque tighten the six setscrews (see Chapter P) .  

FIG. l216 SELECTIBG THE BAND APPLY P!M 
1 Torque spanner 
2 Gauge 
3 Gauge pin 

FIG. W 1 1  REAR SERVO AND ACCUMULATOR- 
EXPLODED 

l Servo pin 
2 Spring retainer 
3 Servo spring 
4 Washer 
.5 Oil sealing ring 
6 Accumulator piston 
2 Oil sealing ring 
8 Servo oil seal 
9 Sewo piston 

18 'EVing 
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DETEMT SOLENOID. CONNECTOR. 
CONTROL VALVE SPACER and FRONT SERVO 

The detent solenoid is secured to the lower face of the 
transmission casing and is connected by a lead to a 
connector on the left-hand side of the transmission. 
When the sofenoid reozives a signal from a micro- 
switch at full throttle (kick-down button depressed) a 
needle. valve is caused to move and m exhaust port i s  
opened 'behind the detent valve. This allows the detent 
valve spring to move the detent valve and allow oil at 
high pressure to h fed to the shift valves to oppose 
governor pressure (see Forced down-ckange - kick- 
down - Section Ti5 - Conrroi Valve Unit). 

The control vahe spacer fits between the control 
valve unit and the transmission casing and forms part 
of the hydraulic system which contains restrictors and 
check b f  Is. 

The front s w o  is an assembly of pistons and 
springs, similar to  the rear servo. It fits partly in the 
transmission casing and parfly in the control valve 
unit. The servo applies the front band in Intermediate 
range - second gear and Low range - second gear, 
to provide engine braking. It is used also as an 
accumulator for the application of the direct dutch 
and, in conjunction with the check balls and orifices, is 
part of the timing for the release of the direct clutch. 

Front sewn operation 
Drive range-first gear 

In Drive range, servo oil from the mama1 valve 
charm the accumuIator by stroking both the accumu- 
lator piston and the sewo piston against the accumu- 
lator spring. This prepares the accumulator for the 
controlled appIication of the direct clutch during the 

2-3 upchange. The charging of the accumulator in 
Drive range, first gear, also makes it possible to hare 
a controlled 1-3 let-up change as the accumulator is 
prepared in first gear for direct dutch application. 

Servo oil and the servo release spring prevent the 
application of the band H second gear - Drive range, 
when intermediate clutch apply oil is directed between 

FIG. T212 DRIVE RA#GE-2MD GEAR 
d Check ball (seated) 
2 Servo piston 
3 Intermediate clutch oil check ball (seated) 
4 Accumulator piston 
5 Direct clutch passage 
6 Seno oil 
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p m arEm CLUTCH AND INTERMEDIATE 
CILUTW OIL P116 

FIB. T2$3 DRIVE RBMGE-3R5 GEAR 
1 Inkmediate dutch oil 
B Check bat1 
3 Dir& c&uEch oil 

the servo and accumulator pistons. Servo oil is also 
present in Reverse and Neutral. 

Drive range-rsecond gear 
In Drive range - first and second gears, the accumu- 
lator is charged with servo oil (see Fig. T.212). In 
second gear. intermediate clutch oil is fed between the 
servo and accumulator pistons but does not force 
them apart. This is because the force of the servo oit 
which holds the piston down is equal to the inter- 
mediate clu~ch oil pressure. 

Drive rangethird gear 
When the dlrsct clutch is applied, intermediate clutch 
oil pressure Increases. This increased pressure, pIus the 
accumulator spring, overcomes the servo oil pressure 
and the accumulator piston is moved until it reaches 
the stop on the pin (see Fig. T213). As the accumu- 
lator piston moves, it abuts the servo piston which 
m o v e  a corresponding distance, until it contacts a 
washer on the servo pin; it will not, however, move 
any further and the front band will not be applied. 

As the accumulator piston moves, an amount of 
direct clutch oil is absorbed and this permits the 
direct clutch to apply at a controIled rate for a smooth 
2-3 up-change. 

Drive range-3-2 
The release of tbe direct dutch is controlled by the 
front servo, two orifices and two check balls. This 
allows the driving load to be transferred smoothly to 
the intermediate roller. 

The controlled release pressure allows the engine to 
inere-se its r.p.m. to suit the bwer gear ratio of 
m n d  gear during detent down-changes, resulting in 
a smooth change with better acceleration. 

During the stroking of the servo and accumulator 
pistons, servo oil seats a check ball and the oil must 
pass through a restrictor. This slows down the stroking 
of the pistons (see Fig. T214). 

The exhausting oil from the accumulator and the 
direct clutch seats another check ball and the oil is 
forced to flow through an orifice. This controls the 
clutch pressure during direct clutch release. 

Intermediate range-second gear 
During a manual 3-2 down-change, intermediate 
clutch oil from the 1-2 shift valve seats a check bail 
and flows through an orifice to apply the front band 
(see Fig. T215). The oil which applies the band is 
controlled aIso by the stroking of the accumulator 

'NTWMEDwE CLUTCH p175 piston which is resisted by the accumulator spring and 
the restricted exhaust of direct clutch oil. 

FIG. K214 DRIVE RANGE-3-2 
, Qetent solenoid, connector, control valve 

1 Check ball (seated) 
2 Intermediate clutch oil spaces and front serwo-KO remove 
3 Direct clutch passage The units may be removed from the transmission 
4 Check bal[ (seated) whether -the transmission is removed from the car ox 
5 Servo oil not. 
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1 .  Drain the transmission fluid and remove the 
sump. 
2. Remove the control valve unit and governor 

pipes (see Section T15 - Control Vdve Wait). 
3. Disconnect the solenoid lead(s) from the con- 

nector terminals. 
4. Compress the tabs on the connector and remove 

the connector and '0' ring from the casing; discard 
the '0' ring. 
5. Remove the two setscrews which secure the 

detent solenoid. 
6. Remove the solenoid and gasket. 
7. Remove the wntrof valve spacer plate and 

gasket. 

Note If the last operation is king carried out 
with the transmission in the car, lower the 
control valve spaer plate in a level plane so 
that the check balls do not fall out. Remove 
the check balls from the spacer plate. 

8. Remove the six check balls from the cored 
passages in the transmission case (see Fig. T216). 
9. Lift the front servo piston, washer, pin, retainer 

and spring from the transmission case. An exploded 
view of the front servo is shown in Figure 3217. 

Front serwo-To inspect 
I .  Examine the servo pin for damage. 
2. Examine for damage the oil seal ring groove in 

the piston. 
3. Ensure that the ring is frae in the groove. 
4. Examine the piston for cracks and other damage. 
5. Check the fit of  the servo pin in the piston. 

Detent solenoid, connector, control valve 
spacer and front servo-To tit 

'Teflon' oil sealing rings are fitted to Transmission 
Serial. Number 70-RR-2626 and onward% Therefore, 
when overhauling the front SeNO or front accumulator 
piston it will be noticed that the 'Teflon' ring allows 
the piston to slide very freeIy in its bore. This is a 
normal characteristic of the ring and does not indicate . . 
leakage during operation. 

- When servicing pistons - fitted with 'Teflon' oil. 
sealing rings the following points should be noted, 

Only remove a Teflon' oil, sealing ring from a 
piston ring groove if the ring i s  to be renewed. 

Only renew a 'Teflon' oil sealing ring if it shows 
evidence of leaking during operation or visual. damage. 

When changing a 'Teflon' oil, sealing ring, renew 
with the current aluminium (front y . 0 )  or cast iron 
(front accumulator) service rings. 

Note The front accumulator piston, front W O  

piston and related parts are c h w g d  on 
E971 transmissions and onwards ; individual 
parts are not inchangeable (see Ejg, T218). 

l. Fit the front servo spring and retainer into the 
bore of the transmission casing. 

m INTERMEDLAE CLUTCH OIL nw 

FIG. f 21 5 INFERIWEOIATE RANGE-21D GEAR 
1 Check ball 
2 lnterrnedbate. clutch oil 
3 Check ball 
4 Direct clutch passage 

FIG. f216 LOCBTIOM OF CHECK HALLS 
1 Check balls 

1 2 3 

FIG. T217 FRONT SERWO -EXPLODED 
1 Spring 4 Oil seal ring 
2 Pin 5 Washer 
3 Piston 6 Spring retainer 
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FIG. 7218 IDENTIFICATION OF FRONT SERVO 
fiPlD FRONT ACGUMUMTOR COMPONENTS 

A 1965 through to 1970 components 
1 Accumulator piston 
2 Servo piston 
3 Washer - front servo piston 
4 Pin front servo piston 
5 Retainer front servo spring 

6 1971 components 
l Accumulator piston 
2 Servo piston 
3 'C' ring -front serro piston 
4 Pin - front servo piston 
5 Retainer - front servo spring 

FIG. T219 METHOD OF TEMPORARlLY HOLDING 
FHONT SERVO PISTON 1N POSlTION 

(TRANSMISSION lNSTAlLED 1M A VEHICLE) 

2. Fit the flat washer onto the front servo pin on 
the end opposite to the taper. 

3. Fit the pin into the casing so that the tapered 
end contacts the forward band. 
4. Fit the piston ring to the piston if ~t was removed. 
5. Fit the piston onto the band apply pin so that the 

number on the shoulder of the piston faces toward the 
sump. 

Note If the front s e ~ v o  assembly is to be fitted 
with the transmission in the car, hold 
temporarily in position until the accurnu- 
latorpiston hasentered the front servopiston 
by means of a length of clean 0-020 in. 
(0,508 mm.) feeler gauge pos~tion across the 
servo piston as shown in Figure T219. 
Withdraw the feeler gauge before tighten~ng 
the control valve body bolts. 

6. Check the piston for freedom of movement by 
pushing it awinst the spring. 
7. Fit rhe six check balls into the ball seat pockets 

in the transmission casing (see Fig. T216). 

Note If the operation is being performed with the 
transmission in the car, fit the check balls 
into the ball seat pockets on the spacer 
plate. 

8. Fit the case-to-spacer gasket (gasket with an 
extension for the detent solenoid). 
9. Fit the controt valve spacer. 

10. Fit the control valve-to-spacer gasket (gasket 
with slot). 
I I .  Fit the detent solenoid gasket. 
12. Fit the derent soIenotd assembly with the con- 
riector facing the outer edge of the casing. Ett the 
securing setscrews but do not tighten them. 
13. Fit a ncw '0' ring onto the solenoid connector. 
14. Fit the connector with thc lock tabs pointing into 
the casing. 
15. Bend up the locating tabs on the side of the 
casing. 
14. Fit the solenoid and stator leads ro the con- 
nector terminals. 
17. Fit the control valve unit as described in Section 
T15 then torque tighten the two solenoid securing 
setscrews (see Chupter P). 

1 Locate feeler gauge irl this position, allowing 
accumulator piston to enter the front servo 
piston before the feeler gauge is withdrawn 

2 Feeler gauge 
3 Front servo piston 
4 Spacer pEate 
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Rear extension-TIP remove 
T h i s  Section describes the procedure for removal of 
the rear extension when the transmission is fitted to 
the car. .. 

T- 
The procedure is the same when the tmnsmission is 

removed from the car except that the gearchange 
actuator and the propelier shaft wilI have been i removed. 

3 1. Remove the gearchange electric actuator as 
V1 describsd in SBFtion T18. 

2. Remove the propeller shaft as described in 
Chapter F- 
3. Place a drip tray beneath the rear extension. 
4. Remove the coupling flange by withdrawing it 

from the output shaft, 
5. Remove the six setscrews which secure the rear 

extension to the transmission casing. 
6. Slide the rear extension rearward and downward 

until it clears the output shaft. 
Caution Make certain that the output shaft 

splines do not damage the oil seal in the 
end of the rear extension. 

7. Remove and discard the square section '0' ring 
or gasket, whichever is fitted, From the rear extension. 

Rear extension-To inspect 
I .  Examine the rear extension for cracks or 

damage. 
2. Examine the bush for excessive wear or damage. 
3. Examine the oil seal for damage. 
4. If a new oil sea1 is to be fitted, push out the old 

seal using a suitable drift. 

Section 818 
REAR EXTENSION 

6. Lightly smear with WelIseal the outer edge of the 
new seal then, drive in the seal using too1 RH 7953 
(J-2 1359). 

Note The webbing on the seal installation to01 
RH 7953 (J-2 359) must be undercut by 
apptoxirnatelj 0.125 in. (3,17 mm.) as 
shown in Figr re T220. 

7. Ensure that the rear face of the transmission 
casing and the front faze of the extension are clean 
and free from burrs. 

5. Ensure that the bore in which the sea1 fits is 
clean and free from damage and that the seal drain- FIG. TZfO UNDER CUlTTIMG WEBBING OF SEAL 

P back port is not obstructed. IflSTALMTlOPd TllOb RH 7953 (J-21359) 
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Chapter J 

Rear extension-h fit not touch the oil seal in the end of the extension 
1. Fit a new square sectioned '0' ring or a gasket, casing otherwise the seal lip may be damaged. 

whichever was removed, onto the extension housing; 4. Fit the six setscrews and torque tighten them to 
2. Carefully fit the extension casing over the output the figure specified in Chapter P. 

shaft until the extension abuts the rear of the trans- 5. Fit the coupling flange. 
mission casing. 6. Fit the propeller shaft. 

3. Ensure that the splines on the output shaft do 7. Fit the electric actuator. 
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Chapter T 

Section T19 
OIL PUMP 

- 
The oil pump is  an internallexlernal gear lype which is z Should the heat exchanger become obstructed, 
secured to the front face of the transmission housing. returmng o l l ~ s  diverted to the by-pass valve, unseating 

S 

E The oil pump cover contains an oil pressure regulator the valve and permitting oil to flow directly ,to the 
valve train, a stator valve and an heat exchanger lubrication system. 

G by-pass vaIve. The pump is connected mechanically 
As pressure continues to increase, tlle pressure 

to the engine flexplate and operate> whenever the 
seguiator valve moves to expose a port wi~ich directs 

engine is running. 
cxcess oil to the ~ i ~ c t i o n  s ~ d e  of the pump. The pressure 

As the engine ftexplate revolves it turns the torque regulator valve is spring-balanced to regulate line 
'Onverter pump which is keyed to the inner gear pressure at approximately 70 IbJsq. in. (4.9 kg/sq. cm.). 
the oil pump. The inner gear turns the outer gear and 
causes oil to be lifted from the transmission sump via 
an oil strainer. 

As the gears turn, the  oii is carried tn pocket\ 
formed by the gear teeth. past a crescent shaped 
projection of the pump. Beyond the crescent, the gear 
teeth move closer together causing the oil to be 
squteted out at pressure from between the ieeth. At 
 his point the oil is detivered through the pump outlet 
to the pressure system (see F ~ E .  T2.213. 

w 
t. 
-? W The oil pressure is controlIcd by a pressure regulator 

valve. As the pressure builds up. the oil is ditected 
$ through an orifice 10 the top of thc pressure rcgulatar 
t- 

valve. Whcn the desired prcssurc i s  reached, the valve 
moves against spring pressure. opening a passage to 
feed the torquc converter. 

When the torque converter is full, ail  returns to the 
transmission heat exchanger by way of an external 
pipe. Upon Ieaving the heat erchangcr, the oil 1s fed by 
way of another external pipe to  the  transnlission 
lubricating system. 

Note 'Thcre is a change to the regutator valve 
fitted to 1971 onwards transmission. Early 
transmissions (prior t o  1971) were fitted 
with a regulator valve having 011 holes and 
an oi ifice cup plug. later transmissions 
(1971 onwards) have a solid type of regu- 
latol- valve. The soEid type of valve must 
only be f itted to a pump cover with a 
squared OR pressurc regulator boss (see 
Fig. 7'222). The earlier type of valve with 
oil holes and cup plug can be used to 
service either type of pump cover. 

O i l  pump-To remove 
1. Remove ttx transmission from the car. 

2. Remove the  sump and oil strainer. 

3. Remove the stator solenoid Iead (if fitted) from 
the connector in the transnlission casing. 
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Chapter T c\ 

FIG. T221 OIL PUMP AW D PRESSURE. 
REGULAJlNG SYSTEM 

1 Pump crescent 7 Transmission sump 11 Driven gear 
2 Pump outlet 8 Strainer assembly 12 Lubricating oil 

9 Pump intake 13 Converter return ? 
3 Line pressure oil 
4 Pressure regulator valve 10 Drive gear 14 Converter oil 
5 Line pressure oil 15 Heat exchanger by-pass 
6 Manual vatve 16 Heat exchanger 

4. Remove the lead from the clips. 
Note Before removing the pump, opportunity 

should be taken to check the front unit end 
play as folIows. 

5. Remove one of the screws securing the oiI pump 
also the 'Q' ring, at either the 10 o'clock or 5 o'clmk 
position. 

6. Fit slide hammer RH 7958 (J-6125) into the 
pump in the tapped hole from which the setscrew was 
removed. 
7, Secure a dial test indicator on the slide hammer 

bolt, then adjust the indicator to register against the 
end of the turbine shaft. 

8. Hold the output shaft forward wkiIst pushing the 
turbine shaft rearward to its stop. 

9. Set the dial indicator to zero. 

10. Pull the turbine shaft forward as shown in 
Figure T223. 

11, Make a note of the indicator d n g  (shaft 
travel). 

12. If the transmission is to be dismantled further it 
will enable the correct adjusting washer to be selected 
during assembly, thus ensuring that the front unit has 
the correct amount of end float. End float should be 
between 0.003 in. and O 424 in. (0,076 mm. and 0,610 
mm.). The selective washer which controls the end 
float is located between the pump cover and the 
forward clutch housing. If the end float is not within 
the limits, select a new washer, referring to the follow- 7 

ing chart. 
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Note An oil soaked wl.sher may tend to discolour. 
If necessary, measure the washer to as- 
certain the thickness. 

13. Remove the dial indicator gauge. Jf oil i s  to be 
removed, do not remove tht : slide hammer at this stage. 
14. homed with the removal of the ail pump as 
follows. 
15. Remove the seven nrmaining setscrews securing 
the pump. 
16. Fit slide hammer RH 7958 (J-6125), with a 
+ in. X 16 threaded adapter, into the other threaded 
hoIe in the pump body. 
17. Remove the pump from the casing by driving it 
outward using the slide hammers (see Fig. T224). 

Note Operate the slit Le hammers simultaneoudy 
otherwise the pllrnp will tilt and jam in the 
bore of the casing. 

THICKNESS 

0,OM) in. to 0.064 in. 
(i,52 mm. to 1.63 mm.) 

0.071 in. to 0-075 m. 
(1,803 mm. to 1,905 mm.) 

0.082 in. to 0-086 in. 
(2,08 mm. to 2,f8 mm.) 

0.093 in. to 0-097 m. 
(2,36 mm. to 2,46 mm.) 

0- 104 in. to 0 -  108 ~n. 
(2,64 mm. to 2.74 mm.) 

0.115 in. to 0-119 m. 
(292 mm. to 3.02 mm.) 

0.126 in. to 0-  I30 in. 
(3,U) mm. to  3,M mm.) 

FIG. '6222 PUMP COVER IDEWIFICATEON 

COLOUR 

Yellow 

Blue 

Red 

Brown 

Green 

Black 

Purple 

1 Oil pump cover type 1 3 Oil pump cover type 2 A Note differences in ail passages 
F 2 Oil pump cover type 2 (opposite side) B Identification number 



RG. T223 CHECKING THE FRONT UNIT 
END FLOAT 

1 RH 7958 (J 6125-1) 
2 RH 7958 (S 6725-2) 
3 Dial indicator (J-8002) 

FIE. m24 REMOVING THE 011 PUMP 
1 Slide hammer 
2 Oil pump 

18- Remove the slide hammers from the pump. 
19. Remove and discard t-le square sectioned '0' 
ring and the  gasket- 

Qil  pump-TQ dismantle 
I. Using adaptor RH 79f80 (5-21364) in the rear 

unit holding fixture RH 795') (J-6116), fit the pump 
into the holding fixture with the stator shaft polnting 
downward. Take care not to damage the shaft. 
2. Remove the stator solenoid (if fitted) from the 

pump cover ; discard the gasket. 
3. Compress the regulator boost valve, against 

spring pressure, then remo ve the circlip (see Fig. 
11225). 

Caution The pressure regulator spring i s  under 
extreme pressure and care should be 
exercised when removing the boost vdve 
and sleeve. 

4. Remove the regulator boost valve sleeve and 
valve. 
5. Remove the pressure regulator sprjng. 
B .  Remove the regulator valve, spring retainer and 

spacer or spacers (if fitted). 
7. Remove the five setscrews which secure the pump 

cover to the pump body; separate the cover and body; 
note that the setscrews are ot' differing lengths. 

8. Mark the driving and driven gears io facilitate 
correct assembly. Do not use a scriber or a punch; an 
indelible pencil is recommended. 

9. Rernove the gears from the pump body as shown 
in Figure T226. 
10. Remove the retaining pin and the plug from 
the end of the regulator bort. 
11. If fitted, remove the st:ltor valve retaining pin; 
remove the stator valve nnd spring. 
12. Remove the two oil r i n g  from the pump cover. 
13. Remove the fibre adjusting washer. 
14. Tiemove the converter return check vaIve from 
the by-pass assernbl y (if fitted]. 

Note Do not remove the heat exchanger by-pass 
valve u n l ~ s  it is necessary to renew the seat, 
valve or spring. 

15. The sealing qualities of the by-pass valve can be 
checked by pouring a small quantity of thinners or 
spirits into the valve pocket and checking for excessive 
leakage. 

If it is necessary to rerrove the heat exchanger 
by-pass valve seat proceed as follows. 

Note On service replacement pumps the cooler 
by-pass valve is ncrt used. 

1. Using pump by-pass valve seat remover RH 
7963 (J-21361), in conjunction with slide hammer 
RH 7958 (J-6125) and the 3 in. X 16 thread& adap- 
ter, fit the removal tool into the vaIve seat and driie 
upward on the slide hammer (see Fig. E271 ; remove 
and discard the valve seat. 
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Note The seat m y  be removed also by threading 
the seat with a + in. X 16 tap and using 
the 4 in. X 16 adapter on the slide hammer 
to drive out the seat. Xf this method is used, 
flush out the bore of the by-pass valve to  
remove a11 swarf and foreim material 
before fitting the new seat. 

2. Remove the by-pass valve and spring. 
3. If the pump oil seal requires renewal, drive out 

the seal with a ham me^ and chisel. 
4. Take care not to damage the pump cover, 

especially the seal bore darneter. 

Oil  pump-To inspec? 
Wash ail parts, except the stator solenoid (if fitted), in 
clean paraffin (kerosene) then dry them with com- 
pressed air. 

1. Examine the gear pockets and the crescent for 
scoring or other damage. 
2. Fit the gears into the pump body then check 

the end clearance as shown in Figure T228. The 
clearance should be betwmn 0 . 0 0 8  in. and 0.0035 in. 
(0,020 mm. and 0,099 mm.). 

3. Examine the face of the pump body for scores or 
burrs. 
4. Examine the oil passages for blockages and 

porosity. 
5. Examine the threads into which the cover 

securing setscrews fit. 
6. Examine the pump body face for overaII flatness. 
7. Examine the bush for scores or burrs. 
8. Examine the setscrew '0' rings for damage; 

renew if necessary. 
9. Examine the pump cover face for overall flatnesz.. 

10. Examine the stator valve bore and the pressure 
regulator valve bore for scores or dirt (see Fig. T229). 
11. Ensure that all the oil passages are clear and are 
not interconnected due to porosity. 
12. Examine for scores or damage the face against 
which the pump gears rotate. 
13. Examine the stator shaft for damaged splines or 
scored bushes. 
14. Examine the oil ring grooves for damage or wear. 
25 .  Examine the heat exchanger by-pass valve for 
free operation and good sealing qualities. 
16. Examine for damage the face against which the 
selective washer fits. 
17. Fit the oil sealing rings into their bore in the 
forward clutch housing and check for slack or badly 
fitting rings. 
18. Ensure that the pressure regulator and the 
boost valve will move freely in their bores. 

FIG. 'h225 REMOWING THE REGULATOR VALVE 
RETAINFMG ClRCLlP 

1 Regulator valve spring 
2 Baost valve sleeve 
3 CircIip 

cablc to the assembly in question and are 
not intended for either an earlier or later 
assembly. Always consult tbe relevant Parts 
Lists, Spares Xnfomation Sheets and Servia 
Balletins. 

l .  Fit the oil pump driving and ddven gears into 
the pump body with the alignment marks and tangs 
uppermost. 
2. Fit the pressure regulator spring spacer o r  

space*$, if any were removed, then fit the retainer and 
spring into the bore. 
3. Lightly lubricate the pressure regulator valve 

with clean transmission fluid then fit the valve into the 
opposite end of the bore, stem end first. 

O i l  pump-To assemble FIG. T226 REMOVIMG THE PUMP GEARS 
Note Scfore commencing with the assembly of t Pump body 

the oil pump, always ensure that any new 2 Driving gear (tangs uppermost) 
or replacement parts to h used are appli- 3 Driven gear 

T269 
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4. Lightly lubricate the boost valve and sleeve then 
fit the valve into the sleeve with the stem of the valve 
outermost. Fit both parts into the bore in  the pump 
cover by compressing the sleeve against the pressure 
regulator valve spring. 
5. Retain the sleeve with the circlip. 
6. Fit the pressure regulator vatve end plug and 

retaining pin into the opposite end of the borc. 
7'. Lightly Iubricatc the stator valve then fit the 

valve and spring into the bore in the pump cover; fit 
the retaining pin. 

8. Fit the previously selected front unit adjustable 
thrust washer (fibre) over the pump cover delivery 
sleeve. 

Note The correct washer size should have been 
determined at the time of the front unit end 
Roat check as described under 'Oil pump - 
To remove'. 

9. Fit the oil rings. 
10. If previously removed, fit the heat exchanger 
by-pass valve spring (large end first), valve and vaIve 
seat; Iightly lubricate the valve. Use the pump by-pass 

FIG. T227 THE HY-pASS VALVE SEAT valve fitting 1001 Rfl 7964 (5-2) 360) to fit the valve 
seat (see Fig. T230). 

1 By-pass valve seat extractor 

FIG. T228 CHECKING GEAR END CLEARANCE 

1 Straight edge 
2 Feeler gauge 
3 Inner (driving gear) 
4 Outer (driven gear) 

11. Fit the converter by-pass valve into the by-pass 
vaIve assembly. 
12. Fit the pump body into the rear unit holding 
fixture RH 7959 (5-61 16), with the statot shafk point- 
ing downward. Take care not to scratch or damage the 
shaft. 
13. Lubricate the pump gears with clean trans- 
mission fluid then fit the pump corer to the pump 
body. 
14. Fit the cover securing setscrews in their original 
positions with the clip adjacent to the stator v&. 
Leave the screws one turn slack. 
15. Fit the pump body and cover alignment band 
5-21368 around the pump assembly. Tighten the wing 
nut on the band to align the cover with the body (see 
Fig. T231). 
16. With the band in position, tighten the body-to- 
cover securing setscrews to 18 lb. ft. (2,49 kg. m.). 
Remove the band. 
17. Fit a new square sectioned 'Q' ring to the pump. 
18. If necessary, fit a new pump oil sea1 using seal 
installing tool RH 7953 (5-21359). 
19. Fit the stator solerluid (if filled). Tighten the 
securing setscrews to 12 lb. ft. (1,66 kg. m+). 
20. Fit the stator wire to the clip. 

Oi l  Pump-To fit 
l .  Fit a new gasket to the oil pump, retaining it 

with petroleum jelly. 
2. Align the holes in the gasket with the corres- 

ponding holes in the pump cover. 
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- 
5 FlE. 
C 

g 1 Converter out - check valve 
5 (early cars) 

2 Heat exchanger by-pass valve seat 
m 3 Heat exchanger by-pass valve 

4 Heat exchanger by-pass 
valve spring 

5 Pressure regulator valve 
6 Retaining pin 
7 Pump cover 

T229 PUMP COVER-EXPLODED 
8 Bore piug 
9 Gasket 

10 Selective washer 
11 Oil sealing rings 
12 Stator solenoid (early cars) 
f 3 Wire retaining clip (early cars) 
P4 Stator valve (early cars) 

15 Stator valve spring 
(early cars) 

16 Retaining pin 
17 Spacer 
18 Spring retainer 
39 Spring-pressure regulator 
ZQ Boost valve 
21 Sleeve 
22 Snap ring 

r 
3. Lubricate the turbine shaft journals with dean 

transmission fluid. Lubricate the hooked oil seal rings 
on the pump delivery sleeve with petroleum jelly; 
ensure that the ends of the rings are interlocked. 
4. Fit two & in. X 18 slide hammer bolts RH 7958 

(.l-6125), through two opposite threaded holes in the 
pump assembly. The bolts wilI serve as guide pins 
when the pump is being fitted to the casing. 

U 5. Position the pump assembly in the transmission 
l- 
,-* casing, then screw the two threaded guide bolts into 
6 the corresponding holes in the transmission casing. 
orl c. 6. Feed the stator connector and lead (if fitted) 

through the hole in the casing adjacent to the pressure 
regulator (see Fig. T232). 

7. Fit the pump assembly into the transmission 
casing. 

8. Fit new '0' rings to the pump securing setscrews 
then fit the setscrews. D o  not remove the guide bolts Ff G.  T230 RlTliVG THE BY-PASS VALVE SEAT - until all but two of the setscrews have been fitted. 1 Punch 
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Note If the turbine shaft cannot be rotated as the 
the pump is 'being pulled into position, it is 
possible that either the forward or direct 
clutch howsings have not been correctly 
indexed with all the clutch plates. This 
condition should be corrected before the 
pump is finally pulled into position. 

10. Recheck the front unit end float as described 
earlier in this Section. 

12. Fit the remaining setscrew using a new '0' ring; 
torque tighten the setscrew to 18 lb. ft. (2,49 kg. m.). 
1.2. Fit the remainder of the units (see Section TI#). 

FIG. T231 ALlGMlMG THE PUMP COVER WlTM 
PUMP BODY 

1 Alignment band 

9. Remove the guide bolts, but leave out one 
securing screw at either the 5 o'clock or 10 o'clock 
position so that the front unit end float can be r e  
checked. Torque tighten the setscrews to 18 lb. ft. 
(2,49 kg. m .). 

RG. T232 FIlTING THE OIL PUMP 
1 Statar solenoid connector (if fitted) 
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Section T20 
CONTROL RODS, LEVERS and 

BARKING LINKAGE 

']The control rods, levers and parking linkage consist of 
an assembly of levers and rods which are operated by 
the electric gearchange actuator; some are fitted to the 
transmission interior and some externally. The inside 
detent lever is connected to the manual control valve 
in the control valve unit and is retained in the desired 
position by a spring-loaded detent roller. 

The parking brake actuating rod causes the parking 
pawl to engage the transmission whenever Park is 
selected. T h i s  provides a mechanical lock which will 
hold the car on the steepest of gradients. 
O n  early cars an emergency 'Get-You-Home' lever 

is pivoted on a pin secwed to a bracket on the 
'controls' side of the transmission. The lever is wn- 
nected to the gearchange aperating lever, and in the 
event of gear change actuator failure, will enable the 
driver to manually select the desired Range. 

Whw the gear se1ector lever on the stewing column 
is moved and the ignition is switched on, the electric 
actuator will move the gearchange operating lever to 
the required position via an adjustable rod. The gear- 
change aperating lever is secured to the outer end of 
the manual shaft and the inside detent lever is secured 
to tha inner end of the shaft, thus the inside daent 
lever will move a corresponding distance, moving the 2 manual control value. By th is  means it i s  possible Tor 
the driver to position the manual valve to give him the 
gear range he desires. 

When the lever on the stewing column is moved to 
Park, a rod which i s  secured to the inside Jetent lever 
causes the parking pawl to engage with a gear ring on 
the rear unit planet carrier. The rear unit planet carrier 
i s  mechanically wconnected to the transmiss~on output 
smt, thus the shaft is prevented from rotating. 

F- 

FIG. Y233 MANUAL AND PARKING LINKAGE- 
WPLaDEa 

1 Detent roller and spring 
2 Retaining pin 
3 Pock nut 
5 Inside detenf lever 
4 Parking brake actuating rod 
16 Manual shaft sear 
7 Manual shaft 
8 Spring retainer 
9 Parking pawl 

10 Parking pawl shaft 
11 Pawl return spring 
12 Parking brake bracket 
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FIE. T234 REMOVING CUP PLUG 
2 Cup plug 

1 2 

FIG. T235 FITTING THE PARKING PAWL 
AND SHAFT 

1 Shaft 
2 Parking pawl 

Control rods, levers and parking linkage- 
To remove 

1. The units may be removr:d from the transmission 
whether or not the transmission has been removed 
from the car. 
2. If the transmission has not been removed, drain 

and remove the sump as described in Section T14. 
3. If the gearchange e1sc;tric actuator and the 

neutral start and height control switches have not been 
removed, disconnect the gearchange operating rod and 
the switch operating rod by removing the split pins 
and clevis pins from the levers at each end; remove the 
rods. 
4. Remove the split pin and devis pin which 

secures the link rod ta the transmission operating 
lever. 

5. Remove the nut and clamping washer which 
-\ 

retains the transmission ope~ating lever to its pivot 
pin; remove the lever. 
6.  Remove the lock-nut which retains the gear- 

change operating lever to thc manual shaft; remove 
the lever. 

7. O n  some early units a shield may k fitted to 
exclude moisture and dirt from between the shaft and 
shaft bore in the case; remove the shield from the 
shaft. 

8. Remove the setscrew which secures the detent 
spring and roller assembly to the control valve unit; 
remove the detent spring assembly. Refer to Figure 
T233 For an exploded view of the internal parts. 

9. Remove the pin which secures the manual shaft 
to the case. 
10. Slacken the lock-nut which secures the inside 
detent lever to the manual shaft. 
I I .  Prise the inside detent lever from the manual 
shaft then remove the lock-n~t. 
12. Remove the parking brake actuating rod, detent 
lever and manual shaft from the case. 

Note D o  not remove manual shaft seal unless 
replacement is required. 

13. Remove the setscrews securing the parking brake 
bracket; remove the bracket. 
14. Remove the parking pawl return spring. 

Note The foIlowing operations are to be com- 
pleted only if one or more af the parts 
involved requires replacement. 

15. Remove the spring rekiner from the parking 
pawl shaft. Remove the parking brake pawl shaft 
cup plug by placing screwdriver between parking pawl 
shaft and case rib and prying outward (see Fig. T234). 
16. Remove the parking pawl and the shaft. 
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Control rods, levers and parking linkage- 
To inspect 

I .  Wash all parts in clean paraffin (kerosene) then 
dry them with cornprascd air. 
2. Examine the gearchange operating rod for signs 
of bending. 

3. Examine the jaws for cracks or damage. 
4. Examine the link rod for signs of bending. 
5. Examine the switch actuating rod for cracks or 

signs of bending. 
6. Examine the 'Get-You-Home' lever (if fitted), 

gearchange operating lever and the gearchange 
actuator lever for damage and wear in the cIevis pin 
bores. 
7. Examine the Oilitc bushes in the 'Get-You- 

Home' lever (if fitted) for excessive wear. 
X. Ensure that the pin is securely riveted in the 

gearchange operating lever. 
9. Examine the parking actuator rod for cracks, 

damaged snap ring groove or broken spring retaining 
lugs. 
10. Examine the actuator spring for distortion or 

FIG. T236 FITTING THE PARKING PAWL BRACKET 

damage. Ensure that the actuator fits freely on the 1 Parking pawl bracket 
actuator rod. 2 Parking brake pawl 

W 

F 
1 1. Examine the parking pawl, for cracks or excessive 

m wear. 

2 12. Examine the manual shaft for damaged threads 
or shaft roughness at the gearchang operating lever 

Y 

E end. 
13. Examine the inside detent lever for cracks or a 
loose pin. 
14. Examine the parking pawl shaft for damaged oil 
sea! or retaining clip grooves. 
15. Examine the parking pawl return spring for 
distortion or damaged ends. 
16. Examine the parking pawl bracket for cracks or 
excessive wear. 
17. Examine the deteni spring and roller assenlbly 
for cracks or damage. 

Control rods, levers and parking linkage- 
t o  fit 

I .  Fit the parking pawl with the tooth toward the 
centre of the transmission then fit the parking pawl 
shaft (see Fig. T235). 
2. Fit the parking pawl shaft retaining clip. 
3. Fit the parking pawl return spring with the 

squared end hooked around the pawl. 
4. Fit the parking pawl bracket so that the ends fit 

one each side of the pirwl (see Fig. 77361. Fit the 
securing setscrews and torque tighten them to 18 !b. ft- 
(2.49 kg. m.). 

5. Fit the actuator rot1 into the inside detent lever 
from the side opposite t o  the pin. 

f IG. TW7 FITTING THE MANUAL SHAFT 
I Manual shaft 



FIG. T238 FIITIMG THE MANUAL SHAFT 
RETAINING PIN 

1 Manual shaft 
2 Retaining pin 

6. Fit the actuating r o d  plunger under the parking 
brake bracket and over the parking pawl, 
7. Lubricate the manual shaft around the area 

occupied by the '0' ring with Shell Retinax A grease. 

Fit the shaft into the case and through the detent lever 
(see Fig. T237). 

8. Fit the lock-nut onto the manual shaft then 
torque tighten the nut (see Chapter P). 

9. Fit the retaining pin into the transmission. 
casing, aligning it with the groove in the manual shaft 
(see Fig. T238). 
10. Fit the detent spring and roller. Torque tighten 
the retaining setscrew to 8 lb. ft. (1,ll kg. m.). 
l I .  Tf a shield was removed, apply Shell Retinax A 
grease to the inside of the shield then fit the shield aver 
the shaft. 
12. Fit the gearchange operating lever to the manual 
shaft with the cranked side lowermost and away from 
the transmission. Fit the. lock-nut and tighten it to 
18 lb. ft. (2,49 kg. m.) (see Chapres P). 
13. Fit the transmission operating Fever. Fit the 
clamping washer and nut; torque tighten the nut to 
between 8 lb. ft. and 10 lb. ft. (1 ,l 1 kg. m. and 1,39 
kg. m.). 
14. Fit the gearchange operating rod, the switch 
o p t i n g  rod and the link rod. Lubricate the clevis 
pins with Molytom 265 grease then fit new split pins. 
15. If the length of either the gearchange operating 
rod or the switch operating rod has been altered, 
adjust them as described in Section T5. 
16, Fit the sump (see Section T14). 
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Section T21 
TURBINE SHAFT. FORWARD and DIRECT 

CLUTCHES. SUN GEAR SHAFT and 
FRONT BAND 

The turbine shaft is a splined shaft which connects the 
torque converter to the forward clutch. 

The foward clutch comprises a housing, splined 
onto the turbine shaft, steel clutch driving plates which 
are driven by the clutch housing, composition f a d  
plates which are spIined onto a clutch hub and a 
hydraulically operated clutch piston. The mainshaft is 
splined into the forward clutch hub. 

The direct clutch is similar in construction to the 
forward clutch {see Fig. T239). 

The composition plates are spIined to a hub which 
is integral with the forward clutch back plate. The 
steel p1.a- are splined to a housing which in turn is 
splined to the sun gear shaft. The clutch is applied 
hydraulicaIIy by a piston housed in the direct clutch 
drum. 

FIG. T239 SECTIOIUED VIEW OF TRAMSMISSION 
SHOWING FORWARD ARID UIRECT CLUTCHES 

1 Forward clutch drum 4 Direct clutch drum 6 Sun gear shaft 
2 Direct clutch hub 5 lntsrmediate roller 7 Forward clutch hub 
3 Second over-run (front) band 8 Turbine shaft 
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The front band i s  a lined steel band which is 
anchored to tbe transrni.ssion case at one end and is 
scrvo operated at the other end. Thc band fits around 
the direct clutch drum, and when moved by tht  servo. 
hoids the drum stationary. 

Whenever the Forward clutch i s  applied, the drive 
lransrnittcd by the t u r b ~ n e  is  connected to the trans- 
mission mainshaft* When the forward clutch i s  
released the clutch return springs push back the 
hydraulic piston, the ptates are released and the 
connection between the converter and the mainshaft 
is broken. As a result, the transmission is in Neutral. 

Whenever the direct clutch is  appl~ed, drive from 
the fo~ward clutch is divided and follows two different 
paths to the gear unrt (see Secl~on T22). 

By following one path, the drive continues through 
the forward clutch to the rnainshaft and the rear gear 
unit internal (annulus) gear. The other path i s  via the 
Forward clutch back plate, through the direct dutch to 
the sun gear shaft. - 

As the d~rect  clutch is applied. clockwise torque 
FIG. T24C REMOUlNG THE FORWARO CLUTCH from the converter causes an intermediate inner roXter 

BSSEfilflLY race t o  overrun the roller clutch asse~nbly. 

I Farward ciutch assembly An illustrated summary of the power flow through 
the transmission is  given in Section T22- 

Turbine shaft. forward and direct clutches, 
sun gear shaft and front band-To remove 

I .  Remove the trdnsmissjon from the car. With- 
draw the converter assernbIy. 

2. Remove the oil pump. 
3. Withdraw the t~trbine shaft and the forward 

ctutch from the transmission (see Fig. T240). 
4. Remove the thrust washer from between the 

forward dutch hub and the direct clutch housing; the 
washer may have come out with the forward clutch. 
5, Withdraw the direct clutch and intermediate 

rollcr assembly (see F&. T241). The sun gear shaft 

Note The opportunity should be taken at this 
time to check the end float o f  the rear unit; 
proceed as follows. 

Rear unit end float-To check 
1. Remove the transmission rcar extension housing. 
2. Fit speedometer gear extractor bolt J-21797, ar a 

similar suitable bolt into one OF the Roles in the end 

3. Mount a dial test indicator onto the bolt so that 

FIG- ~ 2 4 1  REM O V l l G  THE DIRECT CLUTCH AND the indicator stem registers with the end of the output 
INTERMEDIATE SPRAG ASSEMBLY shaft (see Fig. T.242). 
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4. Set the dial indicator to zero. 
5. Move the output shaft to and fro, noting the 

indicator reading to enable the correct end float 
adjusting washer to be used when the transmission is 
assembled. The end float should be between 0.007 in. 
and 0.019 in. (0,178 mm. and 0,483 mm.). 
6. The adjusting washer which controls this end 

float is the steel washer with the three tabs, located 
between the thrust washer and the rear face of the 
transmission case. The notches on the tabs serve to 
identify washer thickness. 
7. If a different washer thickness is  required to 

bring end float within the specified limits, it can be 
seIected with the aid of the foliowing chart. 

Fetwward clwteh and turbine shaft- 
To dismantle 

THICKNESS l IDENTIFICATIOFJ NOTCH 
ANDIOR NUMERAL 

1. With adaptor RH 7960 (3'-21364) in the rear unit 
holding fixture RH 7959 (5-6116), fit the forward 
clutch assembly into the holding fixture with the 

7- turbine shaft lowermost; take care not to damage the 
shaft. 
2. Remove the large snap ring which retains the 

direct clutch hub to the forward clutch drum. Remove 
the direct ~lutch hub. 
3. Remove the forward clutch hub. Remove the 

thrust washers, one from each side of the hub. An 
exploded view of the forward dutch is given in Figure 

YE 
3-243. 

E 4. Remove five composition and five steel clutch 
rE plates. 

5. Place the forward clutch on the bed of a press 2 with turbine shaft lowermost. 
6. Using clutch spring compressor RH 7965 
(1-4670) in conjunction with adaptor RH 7966 
(5-21664), compress the clutch return springs until the 
retaining snap ring is accessible. Remove the snap ring 
(see Fig. T244). 
7. Remove the tools then remove the spring 

retainer and the sixteen clutch release springs. 

0-074 in. to 0.078 in. 
(1,880 mm. to 1,981 mm.) 

0.082 in. to 0-086 in. 
(2,083 mm. to 2,184 mm.) 

0.090 in. to 0.094 in. 
(2,286 mm. lo 2,388 mm.) 

0.W8 in. to Q v 1 0 2  in. 
(2,489 mm. to 2,591 mm.) 

0.106 in. to 0.110 in. 
(2,692 mm. to 2,794 mm.) 

0-114in. toCPI18in. 
(2,894 mm. to 2,997 mm.) 

FIG. 7242 CHECKING REAR UNIT END FLOAT 

None 1 

On side of l tab 2 

On side of 2 tabs 3 

On end off tab 4 

On end of 2tabs 5 

Oneadof3tabs 6 
1 Output shaft 
2 Dial indicator gauge 
3 Transmission case 

8. Remove the piston from the dutch drum (see 
Fig. TAU). 

9. Remove and discard the inner. and outer seals 
from the dutch piston. 
10. Remove and discard the piston centre seal from 
the forward clutch drum. 
11. It is not necessary to remove the turbine shaft 
from the forward clutch drum unless either the shaft 
or the drum is damaged and requires renewal. Jn such 
a case proceed as follows. 
12. PIace the forward dutch drum on the bed of a 
press with the turbine shaft Iowemst .  
13. Using a 0.375 in. (9,525 mm.) drive extension 
approximately 3 -00 in. (7,62 cm.) long, nr similar tool 
as a drive, press the turbine shaft out of the forward 
clutch housing. 

Forward clutch and turbine shaft- 
To inspect 

I .  Wash all parts except the composjtion clutch 
plates in dean paraffin (kerosene) then dry them with 
compressed air. 
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FIG. T243 FORWARD CLUTCH WITH FORWARD 
AND DIRECT CLUTCH HUBS-EXPLODED 

1 Snap ring 4 Forward clutch hub 7 Flat steel plate 
2 Direct clutch hub 5 Thrust washer 8 Waved steel plate 
3 Thrust washer 6 Composition plate 9 Forward clutch assembly 

2. Examine the driving and driven clutch plates for 
signs of burning, scoring o r  wear. If the driven (cam- 
position) plates are Mack in coIour or have a glazed 
appearance they should be renewed. The steel driving 
plates should have a matt grey finish, but if they are 
discoioured or warped it is a sign of overheating and 
the plates must be renewed. 
3. Examine the sixteen clutch release springs for 

collapsed coils or signs of distortion. If more than one 
spring shows these symptoms, the sixteen springs must 
be renewed. 
4. Examine the clutch hubs for worn splines. 

Ensure that the lubrication holes are dear and tbat the 
thrust faces are not scored or damaged. 

5. Examine the piston for cracks. 
6. Examine the clutch drum for wear, scoring and 

cracks. 
7. Easurk that the oil passages are clear. 
8. Ensure that the check bat1 in the clutch drum is 

free in its chamkr. 
9. Ensure that the lubrication holes in the turbine 

shaft are dear. 
10. Examine the splines on the turbine shaft for 
damage and the shaft for cracks or distortion. 
11. Examine the bush journals for damage. 

Forward clutch and turbine shaft- 
To assemble 

If the turbine shaft was removed From the farward 
dutch drum, proceed as follows. 

I. PIacc the clutch drum oti the bed of a press with 
the Front face (fiat side) uppermost. 

2. tightly lubricate the shorter spIined end of the 
turbine shaft then, align the spIines with the mating 
splines in the forward dutch bousing. Using the press, 
carefully press the turbine <haft into the forward 
clutch drum until the shaft bcttoms on the huh of the 
drum. 

Cantion The shaft should be started in the drum, 
then the pressure on the prms arbor 
rejaxed to allow the shaft to straighten 
itself. Repeat this step several times until 
it is evident that the shaft is squarely 
aligned with the drum. If the shaft is not 
started squarely, damage to the shaft or 
drum splines may occur. 

3. ~nvert the forward clutch drum on the press so 
that the turbine shaft is downward. 
4. Lubricate new inner and outer clutch piston 

seals with clean transmission fluid- Lubricate the seal 
grooves in the oiston with petroleum je1Iy then fit the 
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seals with the seal lip facing away from the return 
spring pockets. 

Note The forward and direct clutch pistons have 
identical inside and outside diameters, 
therefore, ensure that the correct piston is 
installed in the clutch assemblies. 

5. Lubricate a new piston centre seal with clean 
transmission fluid. Lubricate the seal groove in the 
forward clutch housing with petroleum jeHy then fit 
the seal with the lip uppermost. 
6. Fit the forward and direct clutch inner seal 

protector RH 7968 (5-21362) over the forward clutch 
hub. 

7. Fit the clutch piston inside the forward and 
direct dutch piston installing tool RH 7949 (5-21409) 
then fit the assembly into the forward clutch housing 
(se. Fig. T246). 
8. Fit the clutch piston by rotating it clockwise until 

it is seated in the drum- 
9. Fit the sixteen dutch release springs into the 

spring pockets in the dutch piston. 
10. Piace the clutch drum on the bed of a press with 
the turbine shaft lowermost. 
1 1. Position the spring retainer on the springs. 
12. Using clutch spring compressor RH 7965 
(J-4470) in conjunction with adapter RH 7966 
(5-216641, compress the spring ensuring that the 
retainer does not catch in the snap ring groove. Fit 
the snap ring then rdease the tension on the springs. 
Rernove the tools. 

Cantion Ensure that the clutch release springs are 
not leaning. If necessary, push the springs 
into an upright position using a smaI1 
screwdriver. 

13. Remove the forward dutch from the press then 
fit it to the holding fixture RH 7959 (5-61 16) with the 
turbine shaft lowermost; take care not to damage the  
shaft. 
14. Fit the thrust washer onto the outside of the 
forward clutch hub. Keta~n the washers in position 
with petroleum jelly. The bronze washer is fitted 
to the side of the hub which faces the forward clutch 
housing. 
15. Fit the forward clutch hub to the forward clutch 
housing. 
l .  Lubricate with dean transmission fluid the four 
flat steel dutch. plates, the five composition faced 
plates and the one waved (notched) steel clutch plate. 
17. Fit the clutch ptate in fhe forward clutch hous- 
ing. Commence with the waved steel plate and fit 
alternate steel and composition plates, finishing with a 
composition plate. 

FIG. T244 REWIOVIlrlG AND FlTTFMG THE 
FORWARD CLUTCH HOUSING SNAP RING 

3 Clutch spring compressor 
2 Adapter 
3 Press ram 
4 Snap ring 

18. Fit the direct clutch hub into the forward clutch 
drum; fit the snap ring. FIG, T245 REMOVIMG THE FORWARD CLUTCH 
19. Flt the forward clutch assembly onto the oil PlSTUN 
pump delivery sleeve then check dutch operation by 1 Clutch piston 

P 
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applying air pressure at approximately 70 Iblsq. in. 
(4,92 kg/sq.cm.) through the forward clutch app ly  
passage in the pump (see F&. T247). The clutch should 
be heard and felt to apply. 

Direat clutch and intermediate roller 
assembly-To dismantle 

1. Remove the snap ring which retains the xalkr 
retainer. 
2. Remove the retainer {see explodcd view in Figure 

T248). 
3. Remove the roller outer race and bushes then 

withdraw the roller dutch assembly from the outer 
race. 
4. Turn the unit over then remove the large snap 

ring which retains the direct dutch back plate in the 
clutch housing; remove the back plate. 

5. Remove the five composition pIates and the five 
,-- 

steel plates (see exploded view of direct clutch in Figure 
T.249). 

FIG. l246 FITTING THE FORWARII CLUTCH 
6. Using clutch spring compressor RH 7965 

PISTON 
(J-4670) in conjunction with rear clutch spring com- 
pressor RH 7967 (J-6129) and adapter RH 7966 

1 Forward clutch piston (3-2t664), compress the clutch return springs and 
2 Seal protector remove the snap ring (see Fig. X25U). 
3 Piston fitting tool 7. Remove the tools then lift off the spring retainer 

and remove the sixteen clutch release springs. 
8. Withdraw the direct clutch piston from the 

clutch drum. 
9. Remove and discard the piston inner and outer 

seals. 

FIG. T247 AIR TESTING THE FORWARD 
CLUTCH 

1 Forward clutch assembly 
2 Oie pump 
3 Air line nozzle 

10. Remove and discard the piston centre seal from 
the direct clutch drum. 

Direct clutch, sun gear shaft intermediate 
roller assembly-To inspect 

1. Wash all parts, except the composition faced 
clutch plates, in dean paraffin (kerosene) then dry 
them with compressed air. 

2. Examine the roller assembly for loose rollers. 
3. Examine the roller bushes for wear or distortion. 
4. Examine the inner and outer races for scratches 
or wear. 

5. Examine the clutch drum for cracks, ensure that 
the oilways are clear and look for excessive wear on the 
ctutch plate driving lugs. 
6. Examine the driving and driven clutch platesfor 

signs of burning, scoring or wear. If the composition 
plates are black in colour or  have a glazed appearance 
they shodd be renewed. The steel driving plates should 
have a matt grey finish, but if they are discoloured or 
warped it is a sign of overheating and the plates must 
b e  renewed. 
7. Examine the back plate For scratches or other 

damage. 
8. Examine the sun gear shaft for cracks. Examine 

the splines for damage, examine the bushes for scoring 
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f 16. T248 DIRECT CLUTCH AND IMTERNIEQ?A?E 
SPRAG ASSEM BPK 

1 Snap ring 5 Sprag assembly 10 Sprag bush 
2 Piston release spring (16) 6 Sprag outer race 11 Piston centre seal 
3 Piston outer seal 7 Snap ring I t  Piston inner seal 

i= 4 Direct clutch drum and 8 Sprag retainer 13 Direct clutch piston 
2 sprag inner race 9 Sprag bush 14 Clutch spring retainer 
6 

lining for cracks, flaking, burning and far the lining 
becoming loose. 

FIG. T249 DIRECT CLUTCH - EXPLODED 
1 Snap ring 
2 Back plate 
3 Composition plate 
4 Steel plate 
5 Direct drum and piston assembly 

and the ground bush journals for damage. Ensure that 
the oil feed hole is  clear. 
9. Examine the piston for cracks. Ensure that the 

check balls operate freely. 
10. Examine the springs for collapsed coils or 
distortion. If one or more springs show these symg 
toms all sixteen springs must be renewed. 
2 3. Examine the front fiction band for wear at the 
anchor and apply Iugs and for the presence of metallic 
particles in the band lining. Also examine the band 

FIG. F260 REMOVING AMD FITTING THE DIRECT 
CLUTCH HOUSING SNAP RlPIG 

1 Spring compressing tool 
2 Clutch spring compressor (seated on adapter) 
3 Snap ring 
4 Snap ring pliers 
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Direct clutch and intermediate roller 
assembly-Ta assemble 

I .  Lubricate new inner and outer dutch piston 
seals with clean transmission fluid. Lubricate-the seal 
grooves in the direct clutch piston then fit the seals 
with the lips facing away from the spring pockets. 

Note Ensure that the piston is correct (i.e. direct 
clutch piston - check ball in piston). 

2. Lubricate a new centre seal with clean trans- 
mission fluid. Lubricate the seal groove in the direct 
dutch housing then fit the seal with the lip uppermost. 

3. Fit the forward and direct clutch inner seal 
protdor RH 7968 (1-21362) over the direct clutch 
hub. 
4. Fit the clutch piston inside the forward and 

direct clutch piston installing tool RH 7949 ((521409). 

FIG. T251 F I n l M G  THE DIRECT CLUTCH PISTON 
t Direct clutch piston 
2 Inner seal protector 
3 Outer seal protector 

FIG. T252 Fl lTlMG THE DIRECT CLUTCH PLRTES 
1 Back plate 
2 Composition plate (5) 
3 Steel plate (5) 

Fit the assembly into the direct clutch housing (see 
Fig. T251). 

5. Fit the piston by turning it clockwise as it is 
pushed down. 
6. Fit the sixteen clutch release springs into the 

spring pockets in the clutch piston. 
7. Position the spring retainer over the springs. 
8. Using clutch spring compressor RH 7965 

(5-46701, rear clutch spring compressor RH 7967 
(54129) and adapter RH 7966 (3;21664), compress 
the springs, ensuring that the retainer does not catch 
in the snap ring groove. Fit the snap ring then remove 
the tools. 

Caution Ensnre that the clutch release springs are 
not leaning. If necessary, push the springs 
into an upright position using a small 
screwdriver. 

9. Lubricate the five flat and one waved steel plates 
and the composition plates with clean transmission 
fluid then fit the plates into the clutch drum. Cam- 
mcnce with the waved steel plate and then alternate 
composition and steel plates. 

Note Do not use radially grooved composition 
plates at this point of the assembly. 

10. Fit the direct clutch backing plate over the clutch 
plates and fit the large snap ring. 

Note Install rollers that may have come out of the 
roller cage by compressing the energising 
spring with the for&nger and inserting the 
roller from the outside. 

l I .  Turn the clutch unit over and install the roller 
clutch assembly onto the intermediate clutch inner 
cam. 
12. Fit the intermediate clutch outer race with a 
clockwise turning motion. 
Note When fitted, the outer race should not 

turn anti-clockwise. 
13. Fit the rolIer clutch retainer and snap ring. 
14. Fit the direct clutch assembly onto the centre 
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support then air test the direct clutch to ensure that it 
operates correctly (see Fig. T253). Use an air pressure 
of approximately 70 Jblsq. in. (4,92 kgjsq. cm.). 

Note If air js applied to the reverse passage {right- 
hand oil feed hole) it will escape from the 
direct clutch passage (left-hand oil feed 
hole). This is considered normal. Also. 
apply air to the left-band ail feed hole ta 
actuate the pistonand apply the direct clutch. 

Turbine shaft, forward and direct clutches, 
sun gear shaft and front band--To fit 

I .  Fit She front band so that the band anchor hole 
fits aver the band anchor pin and the band apply lug 
faces the servo hole (see Fig. T254). 
2. Fit the sun gear shart with the longer splined end 

innermost. 
3. Fit the direct dutch housing and intermediate 

sprag roller assembly onto the centre support as 
foHows. 
4. Ensure that the ends of the oil scaling rings on 

the centre support are interlocked, and that the ~ ings  
are lubricated. 

5. Carefully slide the direct clutch drum onto 

4 

the centre support sleeve, at the same time, engage the 
r- drum internal splines with the splines on the sun gear FIG. T253 AIR TESTHNG THE DIRECT CLUTCH 
5E; 

shaft. 1 Direct clutch assembly 3 6. Ensure that the clutch drum hub 'bottoms' on 2 Centre support assembly  
E - the sun gear shaft and that the splines on the forward 
8 m end of the sun gear shaft are flush with the splines in 

the direct clutch drum. 
Note I t  will be necessary to rotate the clutch drum 

to allow the sprag roIler outer race to line 
up with the intermcdiate clutch plates. If 
necessary, remove the direct clutch driving 
and driven plates to facilitate the handling 
of the drum. 

7. Fit the bronze thrust washer onto the forward 
clutch hub; retain the washer in position with petro- 
Ieum jelly. 

g. Position the transmission horizontally in the 
transmission holding fixture then fit the forward clutch 
assembly and the turbine shaft. 
9. Ensure that the end of the mainshaft fully enters 

into the forward clutch hub. 
10. I t  will bc necessary to rotate the clutch drum to 

ri aIIow the direct clutch driving hub to line up with the 
clutch plates in the direct clutch. 
11. When the forward clutch is correctly seated it 
should be approximately I .25 in. (3,175 cm.) from the 
oil pump face in the transmission casing. 

Mote The missing internaI splines in the forward 
clutch hub are lubrication passages and do 
not have to be aIigned with any particular FIG. 1254 FITTING THE FRONT BAND 
splines an the mainshah. 1 Anchor pin 

12. Fit the oil pump. 2 Front band 
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Section T22 
INTERMEDIATE CLUTCH, GEAR UNIT, 

CENTRE SUPPORT and REACTION CARRIER 

FIG. T255 SECTIONED VIEW OF THE 
TRANSMlSSlQM SWOWIMG THE IATERMED1ATE 

CLUTCH AND GEAR UFdlT 
1 Intermediate ctutch 5 Output shaft driving flange 8 Sun gear 
2 Rear band 6 Mainshaft 9 Front planet pinion 
3 Reaction carrier 7 Rear planet pinion 10 Rear sprag 

P- 4 Output carrier 11 Centre support 
3 

The intermediate dutch comprises three steel plates, and a sun gear which is splincd onto the mainshaft 
thrce composition plates and an apply piston. The (see Fig. 7'255). 
steel plates are slotted directly into the transmission The centre support is keyed and bolted to the tms-  
casing whilst the mmpositian phtes engage in splines mission casing and forms part of the reaction carrier 
machined in the intermediate roller outer race. roller assembly. l'he oil delivery sleeve, which supplies 

The compound planetary gear unit consists of an oil pressuVe to the direct clutch and the intermediate 
internal gear, which i s  splined onto the mainshaft, an roller i s  an integral part of the centre support. The 
output planet carrier and pinions, an output shaft support also houses the piston which applies the inter- 
which i s  mechanically mnnected to the output carrier, mediate clutch. 
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FIG. T257 DRIVE RANGE-1ST GEAR 

P235 

FIG. TZ58 DRIVE RANGE-2ND GEAR 
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FIG. T259 DRIVE RANGE-3RD GEAR 

P133 

FIG. f260 REVERSE 

The reaction carrier comprises a drum, a set of 
planet pinions and the outer race of the Low roller. 
The roller outer race is pllffsed intb, and dowelled to, 
the reaction drum. 

When the mainshaft rotates, the internal gear to 
which it i s  spliaed is driven clockwise. This causes the 
tear planet pinions to idle clockwise and drive the sun 
gear anti-clockwise. 
The front and rear sun gears are integral so they 

turn as one. As a result, the front planet pinions also 
idle clockwise and drive the front internal. gear dock- 
wise. 

The front intkrnal gear i s  an integral part of the out- 
put carrier and is thus connected to the output shaft. 
This reacts with a force on the front pinions which are 
trying to drive the front i n t d  gear clockwise. This 
reaction tends to rotate the front carrier assembly 

anti-clockwise instead of allowing the force to turn 
the internal gear and output shaft against the weight 
of the car. 

To make the gear set effective in driving the car, a 
r o k r  assembly is used to hold the carrier against anti- 
clockwise rotation. This roller assembly is in effect a 
oneway clutch which allows a rotating part to turn 
one way but not the other. 

The roller assembly is fitted in such a manner that 
its elements will Iwk and prevent the reaction carrier 
from rotating anticiockwise. T h i s  provides the 
required reaction and causes the front planet pinions 
to drive the front internal gear and output shaft in 
reduction at a ratio of approximately 2 - 5  : 1. This 
gear ratio, coupled with a maximum torque converter 
reduction of approximately 2 : 1 gives an overall ratio 
of almost 5 : 1 in first gear. 
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FIG. T261 FlTTlMG THE GEAR UMFT INTO THE 
HOLDING FIXTURE 

1 Gear assembly removal 
and fitting adapter 

2 Slide hammer 
3 Adapter 
4 Holding fixture 

As the speed of the car increases, less torque multi- 
plication is requircd so that the coupling will bccome 
more efficient, and it is desirable also to move to a 
Iower ratio. This is accomplished with the aid of the 
intermediate roIlcr and clutch. 

When the intcrrnediate dutch  is appIicd, the drivc 
plates become locked to the reaction plates, and by 
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doing so they lock the intermediate roIler oukr race 
to the transmission case. 

This, in etfect, holds the direct dutch drum, sun 
gear shaft and sun gear against anti-clockwise rota- 
tion. When the sun gear  i s  stationary, the power flow 
i s  as folIows. 

Converter output is transmitted clockwise through 
thc forward dutch  to the mainshaft and rcar internal 
gear. As the rear internal gear turns clockwise, the rear 
pinions rotate clockwise on their pins and 'walk 
around' the stationary sun gear. This moves the 
output carrier and output shaft clockwise in reduction 
at a ratio of approximately 1 - 5  : 3. (second gear). 

The front gear unit i s  not required for second gear 
operation. However, because the output carrier is 
integral with the front interna1 gear, the front internal 
gear runs clockwise in reduction. This causes the front 
planet pinions to  run clockwise around the stationary 
sun gear, turning the reaction carrier clockwise. This 
cIockwisc rotation or the reaction carrier causes the 
rear rolles assembly to over-run or to become ineffec- 
tive. 

As the speed of the car increases further, a lower 
ratio is again required. The transmission is moved to 
third or direct gear. This i s  achieved by apply~ng the 
direct dutch as well as the Forward clutch so that bolh 
the rcnr internal gear and the sun gear rotate at the 
same speed. 
In order to obtain Rcvcrse, a rear friction band i s  

used. This band locks the reaction carrier against 
clockwisc rotation which would cause the Low or rear 
roller to over-run. Power flow through the trans- 
rnlssion in Reverse is as fo~lows. 

Turbine torque rrorn the converter is transmitted to 
the forward clutch drum; the forward clutch is 
released, thu7 disconnecting the flow of power to the 
mainshaft and rear internal gear. Instcad of power 
flowing through the forward clutch, it flows from the 
turbine shaft. through the forward clutch drum, 
through the direct clutcIl hub to the dircct ctutch 
which is applied. This applies power to the sun gear 
shaft and sun gear, taming them clockwise. With the 
sun gear driving clockwisc, the front pinions revolve 
anti-clockwise as idlers. This drives the front internal 
gear and output shaft anti-ciuckwise or in a reverse 
direction. The overall ratin in Reve.rse with rnaxlrnum 
canverter ratio and gear reduction is  approximately 
4 . 1. 

In Interrn~diate range (second gear) with the accel- 
erator pedal rcieased, the car will slow down, using the 
enzine as a brake. In this situation, however, the rear 
wheeIs will drive the transmission through the output 
shaft and, as a result, the intermediate roller would 
attempt to over-run. To prevent this happening the 
front band is applied to the direct clutch drum, holding 
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it stationary, thus keeping the transmission in second 
gear to provide effective engine braking. 

For even greater engine braking, the transmission 
can be placed into Low range. At speeds below 
approximately 40 m.p.h. (64 k.p.b.1 the transmission 
will move to first gear. When the car is in first gear and 
the throttle is closed, the Low roller tends to over-run. 
When the LowlReverse band is applied, the reaction 
carrier is prevented from over-running the roller and 
the transmission is retained in first gear. 

The following illustrations and text give a summary 
of the flow of power through the transmission in 
various gears. 

Summary of power flow 
Neutral -Engine running 

Forward clutch released, direct dutch released, inter- 
mediate clutch released, roller clutch ineffective, front 
band released, intermediate roiler clutch ineffective, 
rear band released. 

In Neutral, all clutches and bands are released; 
therefore no power is transmitted from the torque 
converter turbine to the planetary gear train or output 
shaft (see Fig. 7256). 

Drive range-First gear 
Forward clutch applied, direct clutch released, inter- 
mediate clutch released, roller dutch effective, front 
band released, intermediate roller dutch ineffective, 
rear band released. 

With the selector in Drive range, the forward clutch 
is applied. This delivers turbine torque to the rnain- FIG. T2S2 REMOVING THE CENTRE SUPPORT 

shaft and turns the rear internal gear clockwise. 
ASSE,MBLY 

Clockwise motion of the rear internal gear causes the 1 Centre support 

pinions to turn clockwise, driving the sun gear anti- 
clockwise. In turn, the sun gear drives the front 
pinions dockwise, driving the front internal gear, out- 
put carrier and output shaft clockwise at a reduction 
of approximately 2 - 5  : I. The reaction of the front 
pinions against the front internal gear is taken by the 
reaction carrier and roller clutch assembly to the 
trarlsmission case (see Fig. 3257). (The approximate 
stall ratio equaIs 5 : I). 

Drive range-Second gear 
Forward clutch applied, direct clutch released, inter- 
mediate clutch applied, roller dutch ineRective, 
front band released, intermediate roller clutch effec- 
tive, rear band released. 
In second gear, the intermediate clutch is applied to 

allow the intermediate roller clutch to hold the sun 
gear against anti-clockwise rotation. Turbine torque. 
through the forward clutch, is applied cIockwise 
through the mainshaft, to the rear internal gear. 
Clockwise rotation of  the rear internal gear turns the 
pinions clockwise against the stationary sun gear. This 
causes the output carrier and output shaft to turn 
clockwise at approximately I -5 : L ratio (see Fig. T258). 

Drive range-Third gear 
Forward clutch applied, riirect clutch applied, inter- 
mediate clutch applied, roller clutch ineffective, 
front band released, intermediate roller ineffective, 
rear band released. 

In direct drive, engine I.orque is transmitted to the 
converter, then through the forward clutch 10 the 
mainshaft and the rear internal gear (see Fig. 11259). 
Because the direct clutch is applied, equal power is 
transmitted also to the sun gear shaft and the sun gear. 
Since both the sun gear aa d the intend gears are now 
turning at the same spee~i, the planetary gear set is 
essentially locked and turirs as one unit in d i r a  drive 
(ratio 1 : 1). 

Reverse 
Forward clutch released, direct dutch applied, inter- 
mediate clutch released, ra1Ie.r dutch ineffective, front 
band released, intermedi:ate roller clutch ineffective, 
rear band applied. 

In Reverse, the direct ~:lntch is applied to transmit 
turbine torque from the Forward clutch drum to the 
sun gear shaft and sun gcar (see Fig. T260). The rear 
band i s  applied; this prevents the reaction carrier from 
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FIE. T263 REMOVING THE REACTION CARRlER 
AND REAR SPRAG ASSEMBLY 

il Sprag assembly 
2 Reaction carrier 
3 Gear ring 
4 Output carrier 

FIG. TZGQ CENTRE SUPPORT-EXPLODED 
1 Teflon oil seal rings 
2 Snap ring 
3 Intermediate clutch spring retainer 
4 lntermediate clutch release springs 
5 intermediate clutch piston 
6 Intermediate clutch inner seal 
7 Intermediate clutch outer seal 
8 Centre support assembly 
9 Support ta case spacer 

10 Thrust washer 
31 Roller assembly 

turning clockwise. Clockwise torque to the sun gear 
causes the front pinions and front internal gear to turn 
anti-clockwise in reduction. The front internal gear is 
directly connected to the output shaft, thus providing 
the reverse output gear ratio of approximately 2 : 1. 
The reverse torque multiplication at stall (converter 
and gear ratios) is approximately 4 : I - 

lntermediate clutch, gear unit, centre 
support and reaction carrier-Ta remove 

Before the intermediate clutch, gear unit and their 
associated parts can be removed, the transmission 
must be removed from the car. 

Remove the foltowrng units. 
I. Sump, strainer and intake pipe assembly. 
2. Control vaIve unit. 
3. Rear servo. 
4. Contrdralve spacer, check balls and front servo. 
5. Oil pump. 
B. Turbine shaft, forward clutch, direct: clutch, sun 

gear shaft and front band. 
7. Remove the centre support bolt from the trans- 

mission case. This is the socket-headed cap screw 
located in the lower face of the transmission case at 
the rear of the control valve unit oil passages. 
8. Remove the soap ring which secures the inter- 

mediate clutch back plate. 
9. Remove the back plate then withdraw the threp 

composition plates and the three steel plates. 
10. Using a pair of long-nose pliers remove the snap 
ring which retains the centre support in the case. 
l I. Fit tool RH 7962 (5-21795) onto the end of the 
mainshaft so that the tangs engage in the groove in 
the shaft.. 
12. Tighten the screw on the tool to secure the tool 
on the shaft and to prevent movement of the rearmost 
sprag during the removal of the gear unit. 
13. Obtain a length of tube of suitable diameter 
which will fit over the output shaft and can be used as 
a handle. This will prevent damage to the  case bush 
when removing the gear unit, centre support and 
reaction carrier. 

Note Slightly slacken the transmission holding 
fixture pivot pin so that the gear unit 
assembly does not bind when it is being 
removed from the case. 

14. With the transmission case in a horizontar 
position, move the complete assembly toward the 
front of the case to facilitate the subsequent removal. 
15. Carefully withdraw the complete assembly from 
the case. 

Cantion D o  not drop or bump the assembly in the 
transmission casing during the removal 
operation. This could result in damage 
to the output shaft bush in the case as well 
as to the assembly itself. 

-7 



16. Remove the output shaft thrust washer from 
either the output shaft or the case. 
17. Using adapter RA 3%0 (5-21364) in the rear 
unit holding kture RH 7959 (5-6 1 16), frt the gear unit 
assembly into the holding fixture with the mainshaft 
pointing upward (see Fig. T261); remove ther tool 
RH 7962 (5-21795). 
18. Remove the rear unit selective washer from the 
transmission case. 
19. Remove the support to case spacer. 
20. Remove the rear band assembly. To facilitate 
removal, rotate the band lugs away from the pins and 
pull the band assembly out of transmission case. 
21. Remove the centre support assembly from the 
reaction carrier (see Fig. 2262). 
22. Withdraw the centre support to reaction carrier 
thrust washer. 

Note The thrust washer and the race may have 
adhered to the back of the centre support. If 
so, remove them from the centre support. 

U. Remove the reaction carrier and roller clutch 
assembly from the output carrier (see Rg. T263); 
remove the roller clutch assembly from ?he reaction 
carrier. 

Centre support and intermediab clutch 
piston-To dismantle 

1. Remow the four oil seal rings from the centre 
support (see the exploded view in Fig. T264); discard 
the rings. 

Note From Trammidon SeriaI Number 70-RR- 
2106 and onwards, a 'Tdton' oil sealing 
ring is fitted into the ring groove at the base 
of the centre support tower. On these l ~ ~ t e t  
centre supports remow only the three cast 
iron oil sealing rings, 

2. Using clutch spring compressor RH 7965 
(J470) and rear dutch spring compressor RH 7967 
(J-61291, compms the spring then remove the snap 
ring (see fig. 7765). 

3. Remove the tools then remove the spring retainer 
and the clutch release springs. 
4. Remove the intermediate clutch piston from the 

centre support, 
5. Remove and discard the inner and outer seals 

from the clutch piston. 
Note Do not remove the three x t s m w s  which 

secum the rolIer clutch inner me to the 
centre support. 

Cmtnt support and intarmadiats dutch 

FIG. T265 REMOVING AMD FITTING THE 
INTERMEDIATE CLUTCH PISTON SNAP RING 

S Snap ring 
2 Rear dutch spring compressor 
3 CIutch spring compressor 

piston-To inspea 
1. Wash all parts in clcan paraffin (kerosene) then FIG. T286 FtTTlNG THE ClUTERMEDtATE CLUT6H 

dry with compressed air. PISTON 
2. Examine the roller clutch inner race for scratches 1 Intermediate clutch plston and indentations. Ensure that the lubrication hole is 2 Guide sleeve 

clear. 
P 3 Centre support 
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FIG. TZ67 AIR TESTING THE IMTERMEDIATE 
CLUTCH 

l Air Iine nozzle 

3. Examine the bush for scoring or wear. 
4. Ensure that the ail ring grooves are clean and 

are not damaged. 
5. Air test the lubrication passages to ensure that 

they are clear and arc not interconnected. 
6. Examine the pistan bore in the centre support for 

scratches or damage. 
7. Examine the piston seal grooves for damage and 

ensure that they are clean: 
8. Examine the piston f ~ r  cracks or porosity. 
9. Examine the springs for collapsed coils or signs 

of distortion. Check the spring length against that of a 
new spring before deciding whether to renew the 
complete set of springs. 

Centre support and intermediate clutch 
piston-To assemble 

1. Lubricate a new inner and a new outer seal with 
clean transmission fluid. Lubricate the seal grooves in 
the intermediate dutch piston and fit the seals with 
the lips facirp away from the spring pockets. 
2. Fit the intermediate dutch inner seal protactor 
RH 7969 (5-21363) over the centre support hub. 
3. Fit the intermediate dutch piston as shown in 

Figure T266- Ensure that it seats fully in the centre 
support. 
4. Fit the three clutch release springs into the 

packets in the clutch piston. 
5- Position tlle spring retainer centrally over the 

springs. 
6. Using dutch spring compressor RH 7965 
(5470) in conjunction with rear clutch spring 

compressor R H  7967 (5-6129) cornprms the spring 
retainer. ensuring that the retainer does not catch in 
the snap ring groove. Fit the snap ring then remove 
the tools. 
Transn~issions prior to Serial Number 7&RR 2106 
7. Fir four new oil seal~ng rings onto the centre 

support: interlock the ends of the rings. 
Note Transmission Serial Number TO-RR-2106 

and onwards, fit three new oil sealing rings 
onto the centre support and interlock the 
end of the rings. i f  the 'Teflon' oil sealing 
ring requires replacement. fit a fourth cast 
iron oil sealing ring. 

X. Air test the operation of the intermediate clutch 
piston. Apply an air pressure of approximateIy 70 
I b/sq.in. (4,92 kglsq-cm.) through the centre oi1 feed 
hole to actuate the clutch piston (see Fig. T267); the 
piston seould be heard and felt to move. I, - 

Gear unit-To dismantle 
1. Using adapter R H  7960 13-21 364) in rear unit 

holding fixture RH 7959 ( 5 4 1  16), fit the gear unit 
into the holding fixture with the output shaft pointing 
downward. An exploded view of the gear unit i s  
shown in Figure T268. 
2. Remove the centre support-to-sun gear races and 

thrust bearing. The outer race may have been removed 
with the centre support. 

3. Remove the sun gear from the output carrier 

Remove the reaction carrier to output carrier 
thrust washer and front internal gear ring. 
4. Invert the gear unit in the holding fixture so I hat 

the mainshaft is painting downward. 
5. Re~nove the snap ring which retains the output 

shaft in the output carrier; remove the output shaft. 
6. Remove the thrust haring and races from the I- 

rear internal gear, 
7. Withdraw the rear internal gear and mainshaft 

from the output carrier; remove the thrust bearing and 
races from the inner face of the rear internal gear. 
8. Remove the circlip from the end of the mainshaft 

then remove the rear internal gear. 
9. Remove the output carrier from the holding 

fixture. 

Output shaft-To inspect 
1. Wash the output shaft in clean paraffin 

{kerosene) then dry off with compressed air. 
Examine the bushing for wear. 

2. Examine the bearing and thrust washer faces far 
damage. 

3. Examine the governor drive gear for rough or 
damaged teeth. 
4. Examine the splines for damage. 
S. Check the orificed cup plug in the lubrication 

passage. Ensure that the orifice i s  clear (see Fig. T269). 
-. 
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I Mainshaft 
2 1/D flanged race 
3 Thrust bearing 
4 O/D flanged race 
S Rear internal gear 
6 l/D flanged race 
7 Thrust bearing 
8 O/D Ranged race' 

FIG. T268 GEAR UNIT- EXPLODED 
9 Snap ring 15 Thrust washer 

10 Output shaft 16 Front internal gearing 
I 1  Flanged thrust .washer 17 Reaction carrier assembly 
q2 Speedometer drive gear l 8  Sun gear 
$3 Snap ring 19 Sun gear shaft 
14 Output carrier assembly 20 !/D flanged race 

21 Thrust bearing 
22 I/D flanged race 

6. Examine the driving teeth for damage. 2 
7. Examine the speedometer drive gear for rough or 

damaged teeth. If a gear is badly worn or damaged it 
can be renewed as FoIlows. 

Speedometer drire gear-To remove 
Note A nylon speedometer drive gear is instatled 

only at the factory. All replacement drive 
gears are manufactured from steel. 

l. If a nylon gear is fitted to the shaft, depress the 
retaining clip and slide the gear off the output shaft 
(see Fig. T270). 

FIG. TZ69 MAINSHAFT AND PLUG ASSEMBLY 
1 Mainshaft 

2. If a steel gear i s  filled to the shaft, install the 2 Orifice cup plug 
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FIG. T270 REMOV1NG MYLON SPEEDOMETER 
DRIVE GEAR 

7 Nylon gear 
2 Retaining clip 

speedometer drive gear remover 3-21427 with pulley 
puller RH 7791 (54433) and attach using bolts 
5-21797 onto the output shaft, so that the puller bolt 
indexes with the end of the shaft. F!G. TZ71 REMOVING A STEEL SPEEDOMETER 

3. The Rat face of the remover tooi should be under DRIVE GEAR 
the front face of the drive gear (see Fig. TZ71). 1 Pulley remover 
4. Tighten the bolt on the puller until the gear is 2 Removal bolts 

free on the shaft. 
3 Drive gear extractor 

5. Remove the tools and the gear from the shaft. 
5. Drive the gear down the shaft until the distance 

Speedometer drive gear-To f it  
1. To fit a nylon gear, (see note under Speedometer 

drive gem - To remove) align the slot in the speedo- 
meter drive gear with the retaining clip and instaIl 
the drive gear (see Fig. T272). 
2. To fit a stecl gear, lightly lubricate the bore of the 
gear then fit it over the output shaft. 
3. Support the output shaft and drive the new 
steel gear into position on the shaft using a suitabIe 
length of tube and a mallet. 

Caution Use a tube which f its closely over the 
output shaft. The ends of the tube must be 
square with the bore. Ensure that the end 
of the tube which contacts the gear is 
smooth and free From burrs. 

4. Any contact with the gear teeth as the gear i s  
driven into position will result in damage to the gear. 

from the rear face of the gear to the end of the output 
shaft measures 15.00 in. (38,1 cm.) (see Fig. T273). 

Mainshaft-To inspect 
1. Wash the mainshaft in clean paraffin (kerosene) 

then dry with compressed air. 
2. Examine the shaft for cracks or distortion. 
3. Examine the ssplines far damage. 
4. Examine the ground journals for scratches or 

damage. 
5.  Examine the snap ring groove for damage. 
6. Examine for an orificed cup plug in the end of the 

mainshaft. 
7. If a cup plug is fitted to the mainshaft, remove 

with a 0-25 in. (6,35 mm.) diameter rod 12.00 in. 
('30,48 cm.) long. 
8. The deletion of the cup pIug improves the flow 

of lubricant. 
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Rear internal gear and sun gear-To 
inspect 

1. Wash the rear internaI gear and the sun gear in  
clean paraffin (kerosene) then dry with compressed 
air. 
2. Examine all the gear teeth for wear or damage. 
3. Examine the splincs for damage. 
4. Examine the gears for cracks. 

Output carrier assembly-To inspect 
1. Wash the output carrier assembly in ciean 

paraffin (kerosene) then dry with compressed air. 
2. Examine the front internal gear for damaged 

teeth. 
3. Examine the pinion gears for damage, sough 

bearings or excessive side movemeot. 
4. Check the end flo;ct of the pinions with the aid 
of a feeler gauge (see Fir. T273). The end float should 
be between 0 -009 in- and 0.024 in. (0,228 mm. and 
0,6 10 mm.). 

5. Examine the parking gear lugs for cracks or 
damage. 
6. Examine for damage the splints which drive the 

output shaft. 
7. Examine the front internal gear ring for flaking 

or cracks. 

Reaction carrier assembly -To inspact 
I .  Examine the ssurcce on which the rear band 

appIies, for signs of bunling or scoring 
2. Examine the sprag outer race or roller clutch 

outer cam, for scoring or wear. 
Note The normal wear pattern on an inner or 

outer race may tend to make the races look t 2 

worse than they are. Do not discard the FIG. 1272 SPEEDOMETER D#tVIfUG 
races unless the track is pitted, scared or GEAR - FfnED 
uneven. 

3. Examine the thrust washer surfaces for signs of 
scoring or wear. 
4. Examine the bush for damage. If the bush is 

damaged, the carrier mnsE be renewed. 
5. Examine the pinion g m  for damage, rough 

bearings, or excessive side movement. 
6. Check the pinion end float. This should be 

W betwsen0-009in .and0~024in . ( t ) ,228mm.and 
2 0,610 mm.). 
S' 
V! 
h 

Pinion gears-To rttnsw (reactha snd 
output carrier assemblins) 

Should the pinion gear; need renewing, proceed as 
fo~ows. 

Note If it i s  necessary to replace the pinion gear 
pinion washer, pinion pin or needle bearing 
roller always consult the appropriate service 
literature to ascertain that the correct 
parts are to be fitted, 

1 Speedometer driving gear 
2 Governor driving gear 

A 15.00 in. (38,l cm.] 

A change in the outside diameter of the 
pinion pin has taken place, this aIso effects 
the parts Listed above. When measuring 
she diameter of a pin, measure near the end. 
Early type - 0 3928 in. to 0.3930 in. 

(937 mm. to 9,98 mm.) 
Later type - 0 -4340 in. to 0.4342 in. 

(l 1,02 mm. to l 1,03 mm.) 
Carrier assemblies with larger pins are 

interchangeable with carrier assemblies 
having srnalIer pins 

I .  Support the carrier assembly on i ts front face. 
2, Using a 0.50 in. (12,7 mm.) diameter drill 

remove the stake marks from the end of the pinion 
pin@). Ensure that the drill does not remove any 
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use a pinion pin as a guide when fitting the bearings. 
7. Fit a bronze and a steeI thrust washer on each 

side ofthe pinion gear with the steel washer next to the 
gear (see exploded view rrr Fig. l-274). Hold the washers 
in place with a smear of petroleum jelly. 
8. Fit the pinion gear assen~bly into position in the 

carrier, then fit a pilot pin thrtlugh the rear face of the 
assembly to centralise and hold the parts in position. 
9. Drive a new pinion pin into position from the 

front, rotating the pinion whilst the pin i s  being 
driven in. 
10. Ensure that the headed end of the pin is flush or 
below the face of the carrier. 
1.1. Secure the punch in a bench vice so that it can be 
used as an anvil. 

FIG. T273 CHECKlNG OUTPUT CARRIER PINION 
END FLOAT 

1 0.009 in. to 0.024 in. (2,29 mm. to 6,1 mm.) 

metal from the carrier as this will weaken the com- 
ponent and could result in a failure. 
3. Using a tapred punch, drive or press the 

pinions out of the carrier. 
4. Remove the punch, gears, thrust washers and 

needle roller bearings. 
5. Examine the pinion thrust G;ces in the pinion 

gear pockets for burrs and stone off as necessary. 
Thoroughly wash and dry the carrier- 
6. Ensure that the new gears are clean and free from 

burrs then fit the needle bearings into each pinion 
gear. Use petroleum jel€y to retain the bearings and 

FIG. T275 STAKING A PlMlOM PIM 
1 Blunt chisel 

12. Support the carrier with the head of the pin 
resting on the punch then, using a chisel with a 
radiused end stake the opposite end of the pin in three 
places (see Fig. T275). 

Note Both ends of the pirr must lie below the face 
of the carrier, otherwise a foul may occur 
between the pin and the adjacent corn- 
ponent. 

Repcat thc f~tting procedurr for the remaining pins. 

RG. T274 FITTING RACESANDTHRUST BEARINGS 
TO INNER FACE OF REAR INTERNAL GEAR 

1 O/D flanged race 
2 Thrust bearing 
3 t /D flanged race 

Rear roller assemb!y-To inspect 
If a sprag clutch i s  fitted in place of a ~ o l k r  clutch 
proceed as follows : 

1. Wash the assembly in clean paraffin (kerosene) 
then dry with compressed air. 
2. Exarnine the roller for damaged members. 
3. Exarnine the roller cage and retaining spring for 

damage. 
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Roller clutch assembly-To inspect 2. Fit the rear internal gear onto the mainshaft, 

If a roller dutch is fitted In place of a sprag clutch circlip groove end; fit the circlip. 

proceed a follows : 3.  Fit the races and thrust bearing onto the inner 

1. Inspect the roller clutch for damaged rollers or face of the rear internal gear, retaining them with a 
smear of petroleum jelly. 

-5 springs. 
W 2. Inspect the roller dutch cage for damage, 4. Fit the large diameter race first with the flange 
'C 

c. Note If the later type roller clutch parts require uppermost (see Fig, T276). 

replacement and the components are not 5. Fit the thrust bearing into the x a .  
U available, consult the latest applicable 6. Fit the smaller diameter race over the bearing 
-9 
P service literature regarding the fitting of the with the inner Range toward the bearing. 
e .., 
9 earlier type uf sprag clutch. 7. Ensure that the pinion gears are adequately 
G 
C. lubricated then fit the output carrier onto the main- - 

Clutch plates and rear band-To inspect 
I. Examine the condition of the composition 

plates. 
2. Check that the con~position material has not 

3 FIG. T276 PLANET PINION GEAR - EXPLODED 
1 Pinion pin 
2 Steel washer 
3 Steel washer 
4 Bronze washer 
5 Planst pinion 
6 Bronze washer 

lifted or flaked. If the plates are black, burned or 
shiny they should be renewed. 

3. Examine the condition of the reaction (steel) 
plates. Check for scores or damagc. The plates are 
normally matt grey in cofonr. If they are burned or 
distorted they must be renewed. 
4. Examine the rear band fox cracks or distortion. 
5. Examine the ends of the band for damage at the 

anchor lugs and the appIy lug. 
6. Examine the lining for cracks, flaking and 

burning. 
7. Ensure that the lining i s  secured to the band. 2 

shaft so that the pinion gears mesh with the rear 
internal gear. 

8. Pit the assembly into the rear unit holding 
fixture RH 7959 (5-61 16) with the mainsshaft pointing 
downward. Take care not to damage the shaft. 
9. Fit the races and thrust bearing onto the outer 

face of the rear internal gear, retaining them with a 
smear of petroleum jelly. The small diameter (flanged 
ZID) race must be f tted first with the flange uppermost 
(see Fig. T277). 
10. Fit the thrust bearing into the race. 

r? 
Gear unit and centre suppofi-To 

assemble FIG. T277 FITTlMG RACES AND THRUST BEARINGS 
TO OUTER FACE OF REAR IMTERWAL GEAR 

I. Ensure that all parts are clean. LightIy lubricate 
with dean transmission fluid all bushes, journals, 1 O/D flanged race 

2 Thrust bearing 
gears, bearings and sprag races- 3 I/D flanged race 

P 
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FIG. T278 IDE#TIRCATION OF SUN GZAR 
AND SHAFT 

A Later design 
B Earlier design 

1 S u n  gear 
2 Sun gear shaft 

11 .  Fit the large diameter (Ranged O/D) race against 
the bearing with the flange cup over the bearing. 
12. Fit the output shaft into the output carrier and 
fit tile snap ring with the chamfer uppermost. 
13. Fit a new 'Q' ring to the output shaft. 
14. Invtrt the assembly in the holding fixture so 1 

that the output shzlfl points downward. 
15. Smear the tab side of the thrust washer with 

. petroleum jelly then fit the washer into the output 
carrier so that the bent tabs engage in the tab pockets. 
16. Fitthesungear(s~c! Fig. TZJB); ensure that the 
end with the chamfered inside diameter faces down. 
17. Fit the sun gear shaft (see Fig. T278) with the 
longer of the splined ends lt~werrnost. 
18. A new design of sun gear and shaft was intro- 
duced on Transmission SeSedel Nnmbcr RR-71-12W 
and onwards (see Fig. T278.for identz$cution). The old 
sun gear will only fit onto the old shaft but the new 
sun gear will fit either the rrew or old shaft. (refer to 
the latest appliable service Iiterat ure). 
19. Fit the ring over the output carrier. 
20. Ensure that the reaction carrier pinion gears are 
adequately lubricated then fit the reaction carrier onto 

FIG. ~ 2 8 1  FMlMG THE R E A ~ I , Q N  CARRIER TO the output carrier as shown in Figure n 7 9 ;  mesh the 
THE OUTPUT CARRIER pinion gears with the front internal gear. 
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Note When a new output carrier andjor reaction 
carrier is being installed and the front 
internal gear ring prevents assemMy of the 
carriers, replace the front internal gear ring 
with the service ring. 

The front internal gear ring i s  a selective 
fit at the factory but not In service. 

21. Fit the large diameter (fianged OJD) race onto 
the sun gear with the flange facing against the sun gear 
shaft. 
22. Fit the thrust bearing onto the race. 

FIG. T282 FITTING RACES AND THRUST 
BEARINGS TO SUN GEAR 

t Thrust bearing 
2 I/D Ranged race 
3 I/D fl anged race 

23. Smear the small diameter race with petroleum 
jelly then fit the race onto the centre support with the 
flange as shown in Figure T280. 
24. Smear the bronze thrust washer with petroleum 
jelly then fit the washer into the recess in the centre 
support. 

FIG. T28I FITTING THE REAR SPRAG TO THE 
CENTRE SUPPORT (SPRAG CLUTCH) 
7 Sprag ridge uppermost 
2 Sgrag assembly 
3 Centre support assembly 

Transmissions with a sprag clutch FIG. T202 f ITTING THE CENTRE SUPPORT TO THE 
WEACTIOM CARRIER {SPRAG CLUTCH) 

25. Using the rear sprag fitting tool RH 7971 
(3-21367), fit the rear sprag assembly onto the centre 1 Rubber band 

2 Central support support inner race with the bronze drag strip upper- 3 Sprag 
most (see Fig. 7781). 

F 4 Reaction carrier 
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Note The rear sprag fitting tool most be used to 
prevent hidden damage to the soft, bronze 
drag strips. 

26. Fit the centre support and sprag assembly into 
the sprag outer race in the reaction carrier as follows. 
27. Fit a strong rubber bmd around the outside 
diameter of the sprag assembly to hold the sprags in 
place. 
28. Start the sprag assembly into the outer race, 
ensuring that all the sprags are inside the outer race. 
When this i s  done, cut or stretch the rubber band to 
remove it (see Fig. T282) then comptete the procedure 
by pressing on the centre suyport. 

Note With the reaction carrier held, the centre 
support should turn anti-clockwise only. 

Transmissians with a roiler clutch 
29. Fit the rollers that may have come out of the 

FIG. T2&3 FlTClRlG A ROLLER TO THE ROLLER 
CLUTCH CAGE (ROLLER CLUTCH) 
1 Cage 
2 Roller 

FIG. T284 FITTING THE ROLLER CLUTCH 
ASSEMBLY TB THE REACTION CARRIER 

(ROLLER CLUTCH) 
I Reaction carrier 
2 Roller clutch assembly 

roller clutch cage, by compressing the energising 
spring with the forefinger :ind inserting the roller 
from the outside (see Fig. T.283). 

Note Ensure that the energising springs are not 
distorted and that  he curved end leaf of the 
springs are positioned against the rollexs. 

30. Fit the roller clutch assembly into the reaction 
carrier (see Fig. lT284). 
31. Fit the centre support assembly into the roller 
clutch fitted into the reaction carrier (see Fig. T285). 

Note With the reaction carrier held, the centre 
support should turn anti-clockwise only. 

Af l Transmissions 
32. Fit the tool RH 7470 (J-21365) onto the end of 
the mainshaft so that the tangs engage the groove in 
the shaft. 
33. Xghten the screw on the tool to secure the tool 
on the shaft and to prevent movement of the clutch 7 

assembly when the gear unit assembly is fitted. 
34. Remove the gear unit from the holding fixture 
and lay it on its side. 
35. Fit the thrust washer on the rear face of the out- 
put shaft with the bent tabs in the tab pockets. Retain 
the thrust washer with a srnr:ar of petroleum jelly. 

Intermediate clutch gear unit, centre 
support and reaction carrier-Ta fit 

1 .  Fit the rear band assembly into the transmission 
case so that the band lugs engage with the anchor pins 
(see Fig. TZ86). 

2. Inspect the support t o  case spacer for burrs or 
raised edges, remove with a stone o r  fine emery cloth. 
Ensure that the spacer is clean. 

3. Fit the support to case spacer against the 
shoulder at the bottom of the case splines and the gap 
Iocated adjacent to the band anchor pin (xe~ Fig. 
T.287). -. 
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Note Do not confuse this spacer [O-040 in. 
(1,016 mm.) thick and with both sides flat] 
with either the centre support to case snap 
ring (om side bevelled) or the backing 
plate to case snap ring EO.093 in. 

E 
.m 

C (2,362 mm.) thick with both sides flat]. 
-62 
a 4. Fit the previously selected rear unit adjusting 
W 

2 washer (see4Rear unit end-float - To check', in Section 
U m]> into the slots provrded inside the rear of the 
c -- 

W 
transmission case; retain the washer with a smear 

2 of petroleum jelly. 
-2 
a 5. Fit the transmission case into the hdding fixture 

(if it has been removed). Do not over-tighten the 
fixture side pivot pin as this will cause binding when 
the gear unit i s  fitted. 

6- Fit over the output shaft the same length of tube 
that was used to remove tne unit. It  can then be us& 

P as a handle to facilitate the fitting of :he assembled 
gear unit. It will also prerent the output shaft splines 
from damaging the bush in the case. 

Cantion Do not drop or bump the assembly in the 
transmission case during .the. fitting pro- FIG. T285 FITTING THE CENTRE SUPPORT INTO 
cedure. This could result in damage to the THE REACTION CARRIER (ROLLER CLUTCH) 
output shafi case bush as well as to the 
assembly itsdf. 

4 
I-. 7. Fit the gear unit with the centre support and the z 
8 

reaction carrier. Align the slors then carefully guide 
the assembly horizontally into the transmission case 

3 making certain that the centre support bolt hole i s  
properly aligned with the hule in the case. 

8. Position the transmission vertically with the 
front end of the case uppermost. Remove tool RH 
7970 (5-21 365). 
9. Lubricate the centre support retaining snap ring 

with clean transmission Iluid then fit the snap ring 
into the transmission case with the bevelled side 
uppermost and the flat sidc against the centre support; 
position the gap adjacent to the front band anchor pin. 
10. Expand the snap ring until the centre support is 
against the shoulder of the case 
11. Fit the case to centre support bolt. 

Note TO corrBCt carry out this operation, it will 
be nmessary to produce a locating tool and 
then to proceed as follows. 

12. Produce the locating tool from 0.375 in. 
{0,95 cm.) diameter, cold roll steel or from a screw- 

- driver with a 0.375 in. @,95 cm.) diameter shank. Thc 
2 stocksbouldbsappmximately12~00in.(30,5m.) r; 

long. Grind the stock to a blunt point, tapering it 
0-875 In. (2,22 cm.) from the end of the bar to a 
0.125 in. @,32 cm.) diameter at the end. 
13. Bend the bar to a 45" angle 2 -M in. f6,35 cm.) 
from the pointed end (see Fig. 31288). 
14. Place the centre suppori locating tool into the 
direct clutch passage in the case, with the handle ofthe 
too1 pointing to the right as viewed from the front of 

1 Centre support 
2 Roller dutch 

FIG. T286 FI l l iRIG THE REAR BAND 
1 Rear band 
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FIG. T287 FmIIIIG THE INTERMEDIATE CLUTCH 
PUTES 

1 Steel plate (3) 
2 Composition plate 
3 Back plate 

FIG. f289 FITTING THE 1NTERMEDIATE CLUTCH 
PLATES 

l Steel plate 
2 Composition plate 
3 Back plate 

RG. T288 18CA71tNG CENTRE SUPPORT 

the transmission and parallel to the bell housing 
mounting face. 
15. Apply pressure downward on the tool handle 
which will tend to rotate the centre support anti- 
clockwise as viewed from the front of the transmission. 
16. While holding the centre support firmly anti- 
dockwise against the m e  splines, torque the case to 
centre support bolt to 23 Ibs. ft. (3,2 km.). 

Note When using the locating tool, take care not 
to raise burrs on the case valve body 
mounting face. 

17. Lubricate the three steel and three composition 
dutch plates with clean transmission fluid then fit tha 
clutch plates. Commence with a steel plate then fit 
alternate composition and steel plates, finishing with a 
composition plate (set. Fig. E'89). 7 

18. Fit the intermediate clutch back plate with the 
machined face against the clutch plate. 
19. Fit the large snap ring, ensuring that the ring gap 
faces the opposite side to the front band anchor pin. 
20. Check the rear unit end float. 
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The transmission case i s  an alloy die casting com- 
prising the housing f a  the main transmission mm- 
ponents. It f so forms the bell housing which encloses 
the torque converter. 

The lower inner face of the case forms part of the 
hydraulic passages onto which the control vaIve unit 
fits. A bore in the rear of the case contains a bush in 
which the output shaft runs. A machined face at the 
front o f  the case accepts the oil pump and contains 
oil passages which convey transmission Auid from the 
pump to several points in the case. 

Transmission case-To inspect 
1. When the transmission has been completely dis- 

mantled, the case should be thoroughly washed in 
clean parafin (kerosene) then dried with compressed 
air. 
2. Ensure that AI. the oil passages are ffushed out. 
3. Take care not to raise burrs on the ends of the 

passages. 
Note If the case assembly requires replacement 

and contains the centre support which has 
the centre support to case spacer fitted, 
ensure the spacer i s  removed from the old 
case and installed in the new case. 

External leaks 
Determine the exact source of the leak and use the 
approved epoxy repair procedure for minor porosity. 

Internal leaks 
I .  Inspect the case assembly for internal porosity 

or cross channel leaks in  the valve b ~ d y  face passages. 

Section T23 . 
TRANSMISSION CASE 

FIG. T290 TRAlYSMtSSIOlrd CASE 0th PASSAGES 

4 Reverse 
2 Line 
3 Drive 
4 Modulator or Intermediate 
5 Intermediate dutch cup plug 
6 f o cooler 
7 Cooler return 
8 Vent 
9 Pump intake 



FIG. X291 FlTTINlG A NEW CASE BUSH 
1 Bush (GM 8623941) 
2 Stake mark 
3 Bush to be fitted with oil groove in direction 

shown 
A 0.040 in. to 0.055 in. (7,016 mm. to 1,307 mm.) 

2. Impect for porosity or defects in the modulator 
vdve bore, case intake bore and pump case face. 

3. If internal leakage is confirmed from any of the 
foregoing points, fit a new case. 
4. During internal inspection of the case also check 

for a loose or missing intermediate clutch cup pIug, 
for identification refer to Figure T290; if necessary, 
fit a new plug. 

External damage 
External, damage is usually caused by handling, road 
hazards or canverter to flex-plate bolts becoming 
loose as a result of incorrect fitting. When externat 
damage is evident such as described in the foregoing 
sentence, fit a new case. 

Internal damage 
If the internal damage i s  due to the incorr~t  in- 
stallation of the spacer andlor the snap rings resulting 
in damage to the snap ring grooves, fit a new case and 
ensure that the snap rings are assembled in their 
correct location. 

High oil pressure can aIso result in internal damage, 
if this is the cause fit a new case and rectify the pro- 

blem (usually the trouble can be located in the pres- 
sure regulator vaIve system). 

Internal inspection of the case may also reveal that 
fretting or peening on the shoulder at the bottom 
of the case splines has taken place; if this condition is 
any more than the very sIightest, fit a Centre Support 
Service Package. Changing the transmission for this 
condition i s  not usually considered necessary. 

If the case bushing is found to be worn or scored 
fit n e w  bushing (see Fig. T29I). 

Inspect the case for stripped threads in the bolt 
hoIes and where possible 'Heli-CoiI' the damaged bolt 
hoIe(s) (see Fig. T292 and 'Heli-Coil' I~forrnofion 
Chart). 

Repair procedure for minor case porosity 
1. Proceed with the repair by bringing the trms- 

mission fluid up to the operating temperature 82°C. 
(180°F.). 
2. Locate the source of the oil leak. 
3. Thoroughly clean the area to be repaired with 

cleaning solvent and a brush; dry-off with compressed 
air. A clean, dry soldering acid brush may be used to 
clean the area and also apply the epoxy cement. 
4. Followinp: the manufacturer's instructions. mix 

a suficient amount of epoxy cement, such as 3 M 
- Scotch Weld - 221 6 o; equivalent, to carry out the 
necesstry repair. 
Note Observe the manufacturer's cautions in 

handling. 
5. While the transmission is still at operating tem- 

perature, apply epoxy cement to the area under 
repair. Ensure that the area is completely covered. 

6. If 3M - Swtch Weld - 2216 has been used 
allow 1 hour to pass before starting the engine; 
equivalent epoxy cements may take longer to cure, 
always check the manufacturer's instructions. 
7. Finally, bring the transmission ff uid up to  the 
normal operating temperature of 82°C. (180°F.) and 
check the transmission for leaks. 

Intermediate chtch plug-To fit 
1. Place the transmission case in the holding 

fixture and position with the front end facing up. 
2, Ensure that the intermediate clutch cup plug hole 

i s  thoroughly clean and enter the intermediate clutch 
cup plug into the hole open end out. Drive the plug 
into the case until it is flush or slightly below the top 
of the hole using a 0 -375 in. (9,525 mm.) diameter 
rod 10 -00 in. (25,40 cm.) long. 

Note Ensure that the rod used is large enough to 
locate on the lip edge ofthe plug and not the 
bottom of the plug. 

3. Stake the plug securely in the case. 
Case bushing-f o remove 

1. To remove the case bushing, support the case 
and using tool 5-254654 with driver handle 5-8092 
(or J-7-8400-1) remove the bush. 
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FIG. l292 MELf-COIL lDEIWIFICATION--VIEW OF 
UNDERSIDE OF TRAISMISSION CASE 

Case bushing-TO fit for correct drill and tap sizes. 

1. Support the transmission case and using tool 1. Shield the area around the hole to be heti-coiled 
3-21465-9, drive handle J-8092 and extension J- this will contain any small particles of metal. 
21465-13. Press or drive the bush into the case until 
0 -0110 in. (1,016 mm.) to 0.055 in. (1,307 mm.) abave 2. Drill out the old threads and clean any particles 
the selective thrust washer-+ace (see Fig. T291). from the hole. 

Note Ensure that the bushing is fitted with the Note Drill out only to the depth of the original 
lubrication passage facing the front of the hole. When drilling hole A-4 (see Fm'& 
transmission case. T292), the drill may go through to the inside 

of the taw: located jwt behind this hole are 
2. Stake the bushing with tool J-2J465-0. 

W the intermediate dutch splines. If the hole 
2 3. The stake m a r k  to be inside the lubrication goes through, the bum mast be removed 

2 grmves. from the clutch splines. 
G 

3. Tap the hole with the heli-ooil tap. 

!M-Coils 4. Fit the standard insert (STT) heli-cail. 

Before commencing these operations always refer to 5. Remove the shields and ensure &at & pduticles 
P 

Figure T292 and the 'Heli-CoF Information Chart, of metal, etc. are removed. 
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Section T24 
WORKSHOP TOOLS 

- 
r- 

The following i s  a list of special tools to be used when servicing the Automatic Transmission. General tools are 
$ not included as it is fdt that these will be available locally. 
F 

Forward and direct dutch piston fitting 
tool. 

This tool enables the forward and direct clutch piston outer seal 
to enter the clutch drum easily and without damage to the =al. 

Speedometer drive mr reinoval tool. Tbis twI, when used in conjunction with 3-21797 and J-8433 
enaMes tbc speedometer driving gear t o  be removed from the 
output shaft. 

Speed-er drive gear removal bolt 
( 2  m. 

See previous daription. 

Pulky extractor. Set prwious description. 

Gear assembly removal and fitting 
adapter. 

Thii tool must be used wheneverEhe_ya~ assembly is removed or 
M. It fits onto the end of the maimhaft and when the centre 
rrw IS tightened, prevents the rear scrag from movlng. 

Transmission holding fixture. This fixture accepts the transmission case and, when used in 
canjunction with base RH 7956 (31-328%20), enables the 
rnision to be d~srnantled and assembled at a workable h& 
and in the most convenient position. 

Sec pmious description. 

Pump oil seal insertmg toot. This tool facilitates the fitting of the oil pump seal with the pump 
either fitted to or removed from the transmission. 

Pump body and cover 4 t l i v n t  band. This band ensures accurate alignment befween the pump cover 
and thc body whitst the securing setscrews are tightened. 

Intermediate clutch inner seal protec- 
m. 

The seal protector fits owr the mlre support hub and ensures 
that the intermediate clutch piston inner seal is  not damaged as 
the piston is fitted. 
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Workshop Tools - continued 

Tool Number 

This tool is a punch which should be used when fitting a new 
by-pass valve seat. 

Pump by-pass valve seat fitting tool. 

Band apply pin selector (US 
J-23370-5 pia). 

This gauge must be used, in conjunction with pin J-21370-5, to 
select the correct band apply pin in the rear servo. 

Reat sprag fitting tool. This tool fits over the hub of the centre support and abuts the 
sprag inner race. The tool must be used when fitting the sprag 
to guard against damage to the soft bronze drag strips on the 
sprag ~tself. 

Converter retgning damp. This IS a clamp which bolts onto the front fm of the transmission 
case and prevents the torque coraverter from movrng whilst the 
transmission is being handled. 

Forward and dire5 clutch inner seal 
protector. 

This tool fits over the hub of the forward clutch and the direct 
clutch and protects the piston inner seal whilst the piston is k i n g  
fitted. 

When used in conjunction with sl~dc hammer RH 7958 (5-61251, 
rhls tooE will extract the by-pass valve seat from the oil pump. 

Pump by-pass valve seat remover. 

Clutch spring wmpressor adapter. This adapter, when used in conjunct~on with RH 7965 (5-4670) 
-clutch spring compressor - fac~liiaks thecompressing of both 
the forward and direct clutch springs. The tool shoutd be used 
whm rcrnoying or fitting the clutch spring retainer snap ring. 

See previous description. Clutch spring comprwsor. 

Circlip and snap ring pliers. By utilising thc varlous nosc pieces this tool can be U@ for the 
removal and fitting of the various clrclip and snap rings in the 
transmission and electric actuator. 

This t m l  is in the form of a clamp and facilitates the fitting of 
thc accumulator spnng and prston. 

Control valve accumulator piston fitting 
tool. 

This fixture can be fitted to the neck of the torque converter and, 
when air pressure is appIied to the valve, enables the converter 
to be pressure tested to check for leaks. 

Converter leak test fixture. 

Slide hammer assemblies. 

Rear extension oil seal fitting tool. 

Rear unit holding iixture adapter. 

The slide hammers have various uses when overhauling the 
transmission and are recommended when removing the oil pump. 

This tool shouIa be used to fit a new oil seal to the rear extension. 
J k  can bc used to fit a seal when the transmission is fitted to the car. 

This adapter, when used in conjunction with rear unit holding 
fixture J-6116 wilt hotd the rear unit whilst it is beingdisma;tled 
or assembled. 

Rear unit holding fixture. 

Oil pressure gauge. 

See previous description. 

When coupled to the transmission main line oil feed, the gauge 
enables the oil pressure to be checked wlth the car either station- 
ary or moving during a road lest. 

When used in conjunction with tools J4670 - compressor and 
J-21664 - adapter the tool wil! facilitate the removal and fitting 
of the direct clutch housing snap ring. 

Rear dutch spring compressor. 

fie roII pin can be easiIy fitted io and removed from the brake 
drum and worm shaft with the aid of this tool. 

Roll pin insertion and extraction tool. 

Compressor - actuating lever spring. This tool fits onto the electric gcarchange actuator and will com- 
press the actuating lever spring to facilitate rcrnovaI of the 
retaining pin. 

The adapter screws into the main line blanking plug ori6ce in the 
left-hand side of the transmission and accepts the oil pressure 
gauge pipe (use with R 524%). 

Adapter - main Iine oil pressure tap- 
ping to g a u ~ .  
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Workshop Tools - continued 

Twf Number 

.S - --- 
U .- 
S - R 5280 Adapter - air chocking. Rubber-nosed adapter For use when air testing. - 
E 
U 

RH 7951 Wrench - oil cooler p i p .  
(5-2147477) 

e .- -- 

P RH 7970 Retainer - rear sprag. 
.- jJ-21365) 

This wrench is used in conjunction with a ratchet spanner 
(slackening) or torque spanner {tightwing). 

This tool i s  fitted to the mainshaft to prevent movement of the 
rear sprag when the gear unit assembly is fitted. 

L 
a 

3-214654 Rmnoval fitting tool - case bush. This tool with 1-8092 is For rernoving and fitting the transmisston 
case bushing. 

R H  7794 Universal handle. 
(J-8092) 

See previous description. 

3-21465-9 Adapter ring - case bush. Used for fitting the new case bushing. 

.I--21465-10 Staking tool - case bush. U s d  for staking bushing in transmission casing. 

5-21465-1 3 Extension -- casc bush. Used for fitting the new case busbing. 


